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Résumé

La production primaire (PP) dans l’Océan Austral joue un rôle crucial dans la capacité des
océans à absorber le carbon atmosphérique. Elle est caractérisée par une forte limitation en Fer
et par un cycle saisonnier très marqué, présentant un bloom planctonique en fin d’hiver, plus
ou moins intense selon les régions. Ma thèse est centrée sur la compréhension des mécanismes
qui contrôlent ce bloom et sa variabilité, ainsi que sur les éléments, présents et futurs, qui
contrôlent son intensité. J’ai abordé le premier aspect (phénologie et mécanismes) en mettant
en place une approche mécaniste basée sur une nouvelle configuration du modèle biogéochimique
PISCES forcé par un environnement physique 1D idéalisé. Cette méthodologie m’a permis de
réconcilier les di�érentes théories sur la formation des blooms aux hautes-latitudes, d’identifier
les spécificités du bloom de l’Océan Austral et de proposer des critères adaptés à sa détection
dans les observations. En outre, les résultats de cette étude de modélisation ont été confrontés à
ceux issues d’une deuxième approche, basée sur des observations satellitaires, ce qui a permis la
localisation géographique des di�érentes phénologies de bloom que j’ai identifiées dans l’Océan
Austral. Pour répondre au deuxième aspect (altération et changements futurs), j’ai également
suivi une double approche. J’ai d’abord examiné comment les limitations par la lumière et
par le fer se combinent, via la variabilité du cycle saisonnier du mélange vertical, et pilotent
ainsi la production primaire dans l’Océan Austral actuel à l’aide de la configuration idéalisée
présentée plus haut. Dans un deuxième temps, cette analyse a permis d’aider à l’interprétation
des variations de PP observées dans les projections climatiques issues de 8 modèles couplés
(CMIP5). L’ensemble de mes résultats permet de mieux comprendre les processus physiques et
biologiques qui contrôlent la croissance du phytoplancton dans l’Océan Austral et d’appréhender
comment la modification de ces processus peut entrâıner des altérations de la PP dans une région
clé pour l’évolution future du climat.



Abstract

Primary production (PP) in the Southern Ocean (SO) plays a crucial role on atmospheric carbon
uptake. PP in this ocean is highly iron-limited and presents a marked seasonal cycle. Such a
seasonal cycle has a strong productive phase in late winter, called bloom, which distribution
and intensity is highly variable. My PhD focus on two specific aspects of the PP in the SO:
first, the mechanisms that drive such a bloom and its dynamics and, second, the elements able
to control the bloom intensity at present and in the future. The first aspect (bloom phenology
and mechanisms) was addressed by setting up a mechanistic approach based on a novel model
configuration: a complex biogeochemical model (PISCES) forced by a 1D idealised physical
framework. This methodology allowed me to conciliate the di�erent bloom formation theories
and to identify the SO bloom specificities. Moreover, I proposed how to use di�erent bloom
detection criteria to properly identify bloom from observations. Such criteria were then tested
in a complementary observation-based approach (with satellite and in-situ data) to characterise
di�erent bloom phenologies and its spatial distribution in the SO. The second aspect (bloom
intensity and future change) was also addressed by a twofold approach. First, using the 1D
model, I studied how seasonal variability of vertical mixing combine light and Fe limitation to
drive PP. Secondly, I used such an analysis to interpret PP trends observed in 8 coupled model
climatic projections (CMIP5 models). My PhD thesis results allow for a better understanding
of the physical and biological processes controlling phytoplankton growth. My conclusions also
suggest how an alteration of these processes by Climate Change may influence PP in the whole
SO, a key region for future climate evolution.
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Introduction

High latitude ecosystems evolve in environments characterised by a contrasted seasonal cycle.
During the dark and cold winters, populations of photosynthetic organisms (or primary produc-
ers) remain low. After the winter solstice1, days get longer, more solar radiation reaches the
surface and temperatures start to rise. Terrestrial primary producers respond to these changes
with a rapid increase in biomass accumulation led by an increase in cell division rates (Behrenfeld
[2010]). Such a sudden increase often culminates with large and striking flowering events, known
as blooms. For ocean primary producers (i.e., phytoplankton), things are not so simple.

In the ocean, blooms are large and rapid seasonal accumulations of phytoplankton organisms
which are usually observed in early spring in higher latitudes. Blooms result in the ocean surface
waters to become greener in colour, this property makes them easily visible and measurable
by satellite. The importance of phytoplankton for ocean ecosystems and the intense nature
of blooms, have made high-latitude blooms a subject of study for decades. One of the first
documented scientific works addressing this question was published in 1926 (Bigelow [1926]) and
since then, hundreds of publications have followed. The debate on the spring bloom has recently
regained a lot of attention (Behrenfeld [2010], Chiswell [2011], Mahadevan et al. [2012], Taylor
and Ferrari [2011]), in particular due to the increased availability of combined, high-resolution (in
space and time) observations of phytoplankton and of their physical environment. Most of these
publications (and especially the most influencing ones) have been based in the North-Atlantic,
and a few other focused on the rest of high-latitude regions, such as the North Pacific and the
Southern Ocean.

Despite these numerous studies, mechanisms underpinning bloom dynamics2 are still under much
debate. The bloom initiation is the cornerstone of this debate but the drivers of biomass accumu-
lation, the vertical structure of the plankton ecosystem or the carbon export during the bloom;
are some of the questions still waiting to be answered.

For the case of the Southern Ocean, an additional source of uncertainty comes into play: iron.
This element is an essential micro-nutrient for phytoplankton growth. The scarcity of iron sources

121st of December in the Northern Hemisphere and 21st of July in the Southern Hemisphere
2Hereinafter, we will refer to ”bloom dynamics” as the ensemble of physical and biological processes that take

place during a bloom. The complex combination of these processes defines the bloom ”shape” or bloom phenology.
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in the majority of the Southern Ocean and the very specific ocean chemistry of this element, result
in this oceanic region to be strongly iron limited (Martin et al. [1990]). Furthermore, the fact
that Fe-reservoirs are found at deeper depth than other limiting macro-nutrients (such as nitrate
or phosphate; Tagliabue et al. [2011]) stresses the importance of deep mixing for Southern Ocean
bloom dynamics.

The magnitude and timing of blooms have important consequences on high-latitude ecosystems
as phytoplankton constitute the first trophic level in the ocean and many grazers and carnivores
depend on them (Longhurst [2007]). Moreover, high-latitude primary production plays a signif-
icant role in the global carbon cycle through its capacity to export atmospheric carbon to deep
ocean layers (the so-called biological pump). Hence, high-latitudes blooms have an influence on
Climate which, in turn, is likely to alter the environments where these blooms take place.

The general objective of the study presented in this manuscript is to understand the drivers of
phytoplankton blooms in the Southern Ocean and to assess how they could be a�ected by climate
change. This is all the more crucial as climate projections for the next century predict strong
modifications of the physical environment in Southern Ocean.



General context

1





Chapter 1

General Context

In this introductory chapter, I will present the general context over which this study was founded.
First, I will present a brief review on high-latitude blooms. Second, in section 1.2 I will present
the Southern Ocean features which are likely to influence bloom dynamics at present and in the
future. This will bring me to the presentation of the specific objectives of my PhD works and to
detail the structure of this manuscript.

1.1 High-latitude bloom theories

The strong seasonality of primary production in the Southern Ocean is characteristic of high-
latitude oceans. This seasonal cycle is characterised by a sudden increase in the population of
phytoplankton (which surface imprint is usually observed in late winter, early spring), called
phytoplankton bloom or simply, bloom.

Blooms are typical of high-latitude ocean regions and they have been widely studied, with special
emphasis in the North-Atlantic (NA). One of the first (and inspiring) studies about NA blooms
was made by Sverdrup in 1953. In it, Sverdrup proposed that blooms initiate in spring when the
mixed layer (i.e., the upper-ocean layer which hydrographical properties -T and S- are homoge-
neously mixed) reaches a ’critical depth’ at which integrated production overcomes the integrated
losses associated with respiration and mortality (figure 1.1 a). The fundamental concepts in Sver-
drup’s hypothesis (usually referred to as the Critical depth hypothesis) were based on previous
studies by Gran and Braarud [1935] and Riley [1942], but Sverdrup elaborated an apparently
easy-testable and quantitative criteria that strongly appealed the oceanographic community. In
his theory, seasonality of the mixed layer depth (MLD) has a major role on bloom initiation
(figure 1.1.a1 ).

1Caption of figure 1.1: Comparison of bloom hypotheses: (a) the critical depth hypothesis (CDH), (b) the critical
turbulence hypothesis (CTH), and (c) the disturbance-recovery hypothesis (DRH). The seasonal cycle in each plot

3
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Figure 1.1: See footnote in next page
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Since the Critical depth hypothesis was published sixty years ago, a number of works have adapted
Sverdrup bloom’s conceptual model to experimental data in di�erent high-latitude regions (Nel-
son and Smith [1991]; Obata et al. [1996]; Siegel [2002]). At the same time, some others have
documented cases where a bloom developed in absence of stratified waters (Townsend et al. [1992];
Dale et al. [1999]). Such apparently controversial results motivated some authors to propose a
refinement of Sverdrup’s theory regarding the use of a “mixing depth” rather than a mixed-layer
depth: the Critical tubulence hypothesis (Brainerd and Gregg [1995]; Chiswell [2011]; Taylor and
Ferrari [2011]). According to these authors, surface blooms appear when vertical turbulence
weakens (in late winter, due to weaker winds and net positive heat fluxes) creating stratified
upper layers that maintain phytoplankton close to the enlightened zone (i.e., the euphotic layer)
of the water-column (figure 1.1.b).

Both the critical depth and the critical turbulence hypotheses emphasised a ‘bottom up’ control
(i.e., by light and nutrients) of phytoplankton population. An alternative ‘top down’ view of
phytoplankton bloom dynamics (based on the ideas of Cushing [1962]) has also gained prominence
in recent years (Banse [1992]; Behrenfeld [2010], Behrenfeld et al. [2013a]). This view suggests
that initiation of blooms is due to subtle imbalances in predator–prey relationships that occur
over winter (due to deep mixed layer dilution of populations; figure 1.1.c). The bloom theories
review by Behrenfeld and Boss [2014] called this ’top-down’ view as the Disturbance – Recovery
Hypothesis (hereinafter DRH) and sustained it by experimental and model data. When assuming
DRH, bloom onset are always found in winter, much earlier than onset predicted by Sverdrup’s
based theories.

In this work, high-latitude phytoplankton blooms were studied not in the North-Atlantic but in
Southern Ocean waters. Except for the fact that both regions are situated at similar latitudes
(thus, both receive a similar solar radiation throughout the year), these two oceanic regions
present many more di�erences than similarities. At first (satellite) sight, one of the most striking
di�erences, is that bloom variability (in space, timing and magnitude) is much higher in the
Southern Ocean. For instance, while in the North-Atlantic spring surface bloom emergence is
apparently propagated from south to north in a quasi-zonal pattern (figure 1.2 (a); Siegel [2002]
and Henson et al. [2009]), remote-sensing observations in the Southern Ocean reveal strong
asymmetries and latitudinal variations (figure 1.2 (b); Thomalla et al. [2011]).

With the aim to understand the whole dynamics (i.e., at surface and at depth) behind Southern
Ocean blooms, our approach was based on two assumptions: first, we assumed that North-
Atlantic and Southern Ocean blooms were driven by the same fundamental mechanisms; second,
we assumed that the strong bloom variability observed in the Southern Ocean was due to the
specificities that di�erentiate this ocean from the North-Atlantic. In the next section, I will

begins with summer on the left. Thick black lines indicate mixed-layer depth (MLD). From Behrenfeld and Boss
[2014]
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Figure 1.2: Left: Mean (1998–2004) start date of the phytoplankton bloom estimated from
SeaWiFS chlorophyll data in the North-Atlantic. From Henson et al. [2009]. Right: Date of the
phytoplankton bloom initiation in the Southern Ocean south of 30°S. Mean (1998-2007) frontal
positions contours shown for the STF (red), the SAF (black), the PF (orange) and the SACCF

(blue). From Thomalla et al. [2011].

resume some of these Southern Ocean specificities, especially those likely to influence bloom
dynamics at the present and in the future.

1.2 The Southern Ocean

General circulation and frontal dynamics

The Southern Ocean is the only ocean in the world free of latitudinal boundaries. It forms a
21,000km perimeter circumference around the Antarctic continent (i.e., annular) which surface
represents the 20% of global ocean surface. Besides this particular geography, powerful and per-
sistent westerly winds drive the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), a strong and voluminous
current that flows from west to east enclosing the Antarctic continent (figure 1.3a).

On the northern edge of the ACC, subtropical gyres flow counterclockwise, and their intense
and energetic western boundary currents join the northern branches of the ACC in the western
Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific basins (figure 1.3a). The ACC and the western boundary currents
have a profound influence on the physical and geochemical characteristics of the Southern Ocean
(Rintoul et al. [2010]). They form meridional dynamical barriers (Sallée et al. [2008]) that receive
the name of fronts, and divide the Southern Ocean into four annular regions (figure 1.3b). These
zones are, from north to south:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Left: A schematic view of the major ocean currents of the Southern Hemisphere
oceans south of 201°S. Depths shallower than 3500m are shaded. C, current; G, gyre; F, front;
ACC, Antarctic Circumpolar Current. From [Rintoul, 2009]. Right: A schematic view of the

ocean frontal system in the Southern Ocean. From H.Grobe, Alfred Wegener Institute.

• The subtropical zone, around 30°S, characterized by stratified surface layers, and relatively
weak wind and buoyancy forcing; delimited at south for the sub-tropical front.

• The sub-Antarctic zone, directly north of the ACC, which is characterized by very deep
mixed-layers, intense winds, large buoyancy forcing, and the presence of the energetic west-
ern boundary currents.

• The ACC (or Polar Frontal) zone, characterized by the top-to-bottom and large circumpolar
current.

• The subpolar zone, south of the Polar Front, characterized by the seasonal presence of
sea-ice, and a relatively stratified surface layer.

In addition to this upper-ocean circulation, the density gradient associated to ACC together
with the influence of strong heat and freshwater fluxes provides a low-resistance pathway from
the deep ocean to the surface (upwelling). The combination of both horizontal and vertical water
displacements creates a complex circulation in the Southern Ocean that has an important impli-
cation for the global ocean circulation. At Weddell Sea, the low buoyancy of the surface waters
masses and the bathymetric slope create the appropriate conditions for deep water formation.
This surface to bottom transport constitutes the southern limb of the Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC).
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Mixed layer and seasonal variability

In the Southern Ocean, the MLD presents a large spatial variability with some regions where
the seasonal cycle is highly marked. Summer MLDs reach about 100m in the vicinity of the
ACC. Winter cooling destabilises the water column and increases the MLD. The deepest winter
mixed layers (and largest seasonal cycles) are found north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current,
particularly in the eastern Indian and Pacific Oceans. The loss on buoyancy during autumn and
winter gradually deepens the mixed layer between January and September. Warming during
spring and early summer rapidly re-establishes the shallow summer mixed layer. The amplitude
of the seasonal cycle exceeds 400 m in some locations north of the ACC (figure 1.4).

The intra-seasonal and interannual variability of MLD about this large seasonal cycle is sub-
stantial, with values exceeding several hundred meters and a standard deviation for the whole
Southern Ocean (35–65°S) of 20 m in summer and 60 m in winter.

Figure 1.4: Seasonal cycle of mixed-layer depth. (a) Summer (January) and (b) winter (August)
mean depth of the Southern Ocean mixed layer. From Sallée et al. [2008].

This estimation of the MLD seasonal cycle and spatial distribution in the Southern Ocean has
been extracted from Sallée et al. [2008]. In their work, mixed layer was estimated using tempera-
ture and salinity measurements of the water-column acquired by autonomous floats (Argo floats).
MLD was extracted from these measurements using a density criterion of �fl Æ0.03 kg/m

3. Such
a criterion has been shown to be the most appropriate for Southern Ocean characteristics (Dong
et al. [2008], Sallée et al. [2006]) and allows to quantify the upper-ocean layer where the e�ect of
mixing has homogenised the water column. The MLD is a useful concept to address the state of
the water-column physical properties however, as shown by Huisman et al. [1999], Chiswell [2011]
or Taylor and Ferrari [2011], the MLD fails to correctly represent the processes that control phy-
toplankton vertical distribution. To overcome this issue, a new concept, the mixing layer depth,
has appeared in recent years in the oceanographic community. The concept of mixing layer depth
(which will recurrently appear throughout this manuscript) refers to the upper ocean layer that
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is actively mixed due to strong turbulence. This magnitude (with m2/s units) is a quantification
of the small scale vertical motions that drive phytoplankton inside the water-column. The mix-
ing layer depth is much more sensitive to changes in air-sea fluxes (Taylor and Ferrari [2011])
than the MLD. In consequence, seasonal evolution of the mixing depth is strongly perturbed
by short intra-seasonal events and can be decoupled from the MLD seasonal cycle (especially in
early spring). An important part of the debate on the Critical depth hypothesis comes (as re-
cently proposed by Franks [2014] in an excellent work exclusively consecrated to this topic) from
the ambiguity of Sverdup’s words and a posterior misinterpretation of his main assumptions.
In words of Franks [2014], Sverdrup (1953) wrote about a ”mixed layer”, though he was clearly
referring to a ”turbulent layer”, the waters that are kept in motion through turbulence.(...)

Primary production and iron

Annual primary production in the Southern Ocean is generally low with a strong seasonal cy-
cle amplitude ( 60 mgC/m2/d in August -winter- to 400 mgC/m2/d in December -summer-
(Moore and Abbott [2000], Arrigo et al. [2008]) in phase with MLD seasonal cycle (Sallée et al.
[2010a]). The coupling between MLD and primary production suggests an important role of light
limitation and nutrient resupply that influence phytoplankton growth. However, with exception
of subtropical latitudes (30° to 40°), main phytoplankton nutrients concentrations (i.e., N and
P) in the surface layer of the Southern Ocean are significantly above common nutrient limit-
ing concentrations, even during winter (Sarmiento and Gruber [2006]). This apparent paradox
states the Southern Ocean as the vastest High-Nutrient Low-Chlorophyll (HNLC) region of global
ocean. This paradox was resolved by Martin et al. [1990] who demonstrated that phytoplankton
in HNLC regions is limited by iron (Fe)2.

Primary production in the Southern Ocean presents a large-scale spatial variability (figure 1.5,
where sChl is used as a ”proxy” for primary production). The highest summer values of surface
Chl concentration are mainly observed in the sub-tropical zone where iron is horizontally advected
from continental platforms or supplied from terrestrial dust deposition. High values are also
observed downwards sub-antarctic islands (p.e., islands in the Atlantic sector) and over regions
of shallow bathymetry (p.e., Kerguelen Plateau at 50°S-80°E). In these regions, currents interact
with bathymetry resupplying surface layers with iron (Blain et al. [2007], Borrione and Schlitzer
[2013]). A third system where high Chl is measured in summer is the marginal ice zone, close to
the Antarctic coasts (Arrigo and van Dijken, 2004). Another characteristic of the Chl patterns
observed in figure 1.5 is the apparent interaction of Chl with frontal dynamics. These interactions
have been associated with mesoscale activities able to maintain a nutrient flux towards surface
waters (Moore and Abbott [2002]). Other authors suggested that fronts may create dynamical

2Fe essential micro-nutrient for photosynthetic organisms such as phytoplankton.
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branches and filaments that shape di�erent waters of elevated chlorophyll (Sokolov and Rintoul
[2007]).

Figure 1.5: Spatial distribution of mean chlorophyll concentrations for the Southern Ocean
south of 30°S for summer–January. Mean January (1998–2007) frontal positions calculated from
MADT contours are shown for the STF (red), the SAF (black), the PF (orange) and the SACCF

(blue). From Thomalla et al. [2011]

Far from coasts and the Antarctic continent (i.e., in the so-called Permanent Open Ocean Zone
or POOZ), upper layers iron supply is mainly driven by the coupling between the depth of winter
mixing and the depth of the iron stock: the ferricline. Dissolved iron is a�ected by specific
biochemical processes (p.e., scavenging) that reduce iron availability in upper layers and shift
ferricline to very deep layers, usually deeper than nutricline and average winter mixing depths
(figure 1.6).

The ensemble of these elements seems to suggest that, even if it is well known that phytoplankton
blooms result from an interaction of multiple bottom-up (light, upper ocean layers mixing, iron
supply) and top-down (grazers, virus) controls (Boyd et al. [2012b]; Banse [1992]), is still poorly
understood which of these processes drive bloom dynamics in the Southern Ocean. Moreover, the
physical environment where these blooms develop is likely to be significantly altered by Climate
Change. In next section, we will sketch the current knowledge on the influence of Climate Change
over the Southern Ocean physical dynamics.
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Figure 1.6: Depths of the ferricline and its seasonal evolution. TOP: The depth of the ferricline
(m), black and grey triangles denote the mean and median, respectively. The 3,000 m isobath and
the mean Polar Front position (black line) are also shown. BOTTOM: Box and whisker plots
of the seasonal cycle in MLD, ZFe and ZFe-MLD (the size of the box represents the quartiles
1–3, with the vertical bar corresponding to the median and the whiskers representing 1.5 times

the inter-quartile range). From ?
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Impacts of Climate Change in the Southern Ocean

The upwelling, surface transformation and subsequent subduction of large volumes of water in
the Southern Ocean play a crucial role on global climate due to its implications for carbon cycle
and transport of nutrients at the global scale (Heinze [2002], Sarmiento et al. [2004]). Thus, any
alteration on the physical drivers (i.e., surface wind, heat fluxes, ice melting) of Southern Ocean
circulation is likely to have strong climatic implications (Lenton and Matear [2007], Le Quéré et al.
[2007]). Amongst these drivers the principal mode of variability of the atmospheric circulation
in the Southern Hemisphere, the Southern Annular Mode (or SAM), plays a major role. The
SAM presents an annular distribution around the Antarctic continent with low atmospheric
pressures centred over the continent and a ring of high pressures surrounding the continent.
The di�erence between the atmospheric pressure (or the geopotential height) over the Antarctic
continent and at a lower latitude allows to define the SAM index. During a positive phase
of SAM, pressures over Antarctica are ”anomaly” low and, on the contrary, pressures at lower
latitudes are ”anomaly” high. SAM index has been measured since 1955 but, during the last
two decades a clear persistence on the SAM positive phase has been observed. Such persistent
positive trend (which seems related to natural and anthropic forcing; Cai et al. [2005], Lenton
and Matear [2007]) causes the strengthen and poleward shift of surface winds that drive Southern
Ocean circulation. Moreover, such an alteration on wind regimes has a significant impact on the
physics (sea surface temperature, sea-ice, eddy activity; Sen Gupta et al. [2009]; Dufour et al.
[2013]) and biogeochemistry (Lovenduski and Gruber [2005]) and, consequently, on the carbon
cycle (Le Quéré et al. [2007], Lenton and Matear [2007]).

Addressing how the climate - Southern Ocean relationship will evolve in future decades is however
a tough question to face. Both systems dynamics emerge from the combination of complex
mechanisms involving physical circulation and thermodynamics of the ocean and atmosphere
(and cryosphere), complex biogeochemical cycles (i.e., iron dynamics, phytoplankton diversity,
virus...) and uncertain future trends of human activities influencing greenhouse e�ect gases
concentration. Meijers [2014] states this problematic and a strategic solution in a clear way:

(...) Although much progress has been made in recent years towards understand-
ing the interplay of these factors through vastly increased numbers of high-quality
observations and concerted modelling e�orts, the response of the system to projected
anthropogenic climate forcing still has a great deal of uncertainty. One way of ad-
dressing this uncertainty is through the use of large numbers of climate models and
looking for robust trends to emerge across the ensemble.

Climate models, or Earth System Models (ESM), aim to simulate all these processes able to
influence on global climate creating a sort of ”virtual” planet. To do so, models representing
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Figure 1.7: Schematic showing the impact of climate forcing in CMIP5 models in the Southern
Ocean by the end of the twenty- first century. See text for more details. Arrows in both directions
for the ACC and subpolar gyres indicate significant changes in transport of both signs within the

model ensemble. From Meijers [2014]

the ocean, the atmosphere, the emerged lands, the cryosphere, etc. are coupled all together
to allow feedback and realistic projections. Currently, there exists an international e�ort3 to
create a consistent and coherent ensemble of ESMs: the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5; Taylor et al. [2012] and http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/).

In this PhD, we used some of the CMIP5 model outputs to address the future trend on primary
production in the Southern Ocean (see chapter 6). Here, we will briefly expose the main CMIP5’s
projected changes over the physical components of the Southern Ocean as they have been resumed
in Meijers [2014].

Under future forcing, all models show a poleward shift in the westerly wind stress maxima and
a general increase in westerly strength, characteristic of a more positive SAM (figure 1.7). The
subtropical gyres have a coherent poleward shift in response to climate forcing. Moreover, most
of the models also present a warming of the whole water column and shallower MLD. However,
these two trends seem to be a�ected by a generalised MLD bias amongst most of the models
(Sallée et al. [2013]).

3This international modelling e�ort is coordinated and leaded by the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC; http://www.ipcc.ch/)
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1.3 Specific objectives and structure

The main aim of my works was to investigate the mechanisms that control primary pro-
duction in the Southern Ocean. I addressed this question from a mechanistic and from an
integrated point of view.

The mechanistic point of view focused on the seasonal scale to answer two specific questions:

• What are the mechanisms driving phytoplankton bloom dynamics in the Southern Ocean?

• How do these mechanisms combine to produce the bloom diversity observed in the Southern
Ocean?

The integrated point of view focused on the net e�ect of the environment over annual primary
production. From this alternative point of view I addressed a third specific question:

• How is Southern Ocean primary production likely to be influenced by an altered environ-
ment due to Climate Change?

This manuscript is structured in four parts and seven chapters.

The beam of complementary approaches used to answer each of the precedent questions will
be presented in the second part of this manuscript. In chapter 2, I will present the ensemble
of observational data I used. As will be presented, I have been exploiting multiple sources of
observation data, both for model set-up/validation and for the study of the Southern Ocean
bloom variability. However, my engagement with observational approaches went beyond the
simple exploitation: I was lucky to contribute to the acquisition and pre-treatment of carbon cycle
related variables during a 2-month collaboration at OISO-KEOPS2 sea survey. This experimental
work led to the publication of the scientific paper presented in Appendice A.

In the second chapter dedicated to methodology, chapter 3, I will details the three types of
modelling tools I manipulated: CMIP5 coupled4 models, Southern Ocean forced configurations
and a novel water-column (i.e., 1D) biogeochemical configuration.

The third part of this manuscript is constituted of three chapters. Each of them aimed to answer
one of the specific question presented above.

In chapter 4, I addressed the mechanisms that drive bloom dynamics using a novel 1D config-
uration. This model configuration consisted in a very simple physical seasonal cycle created to
force a biogeochemical complex model. Relationships between physical environment and bloom

4Here we refer to coupled models when both ocean and atmosphere dynamics are computed. On the contrary,
in forced models, the atmosphere is pre-scribed and used as forcing to simulate ocean dynamics.
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dynamics were statistically established thanks to an ensemble of 1,200 modelled blooms issued
from the 1D configuration. Thanks to this strategy we identified 3 important bloom phases and
we concluded which factors (physical and biological) control each bloom phase. Our methodology
allowed us to test and contrast di�erent bloom theories and bloom detection methods. Interest-
ingly, we concluded that any of them were completely wrong or completely right and that an
important part of the debate was due to vague definitions of certain concepts. This study was
synthesised as a scientific article (included in the chapter) that we submitted (currently reviewed
with minor revisions) to Journal of Marine Science for the Sixty years since Sverdrup’s critical
depth hypothesis special issue.

We then used results and conclusions from bloom dynamics study as starting point to under-
stand how bloom mechanisms combine to create the diversity of bloom phenology observed in
the Southern Ocean. Using both observations and a biogeochemical forced model, we addressed
the diversity of phytoplankton seasonal cycles (i.e., bloom phenology) observed in the Southern
Ocean as well as the drivers which sustain such diversity. The observational-based part of this
work will be presented in the first half of chapter 5 in the form of a scientific article, which
I co-authored with J.B.Sallée, and that we also submitted to JMS special issue. The second
part of chapter 5 constitutes a model-based approach equivalent to the observations-based study.
We applied the same methodology as for observations to a biogeochemical forced model of the
Southern Ocean. The richness of model data has allowed us to contrast conclusions issued from
observations and to estimate at which degree such conclusions depended on the methodology.
Furthermore, the regional 3D model supplies a much realistic representation of the relation-
ship between phytoplankton vertical distribution and the mixed layer depth, questioning some
assumptions widely applied when using observation and proposing new directions to potential
observational programs in the Southern Ocean.

In chapter 6, a wider look is adopted with the aim to explore how the drivers of primary pro-
duction in the Southern Ocean are likely to be influenced by the Climate Change. To do so,
we compared the drivers of primary production at annual scale (identified with the idealised
1D model configuration) to long-term trends projected by an ensemble of Earth System models
(ESMs) under Climate Change influence. On one hand, outputs from the ESMs allow to identify
potential drivers of change (or stressors) that merit to be monitored. On the other hand, the
idealised model allow to quantify the isolated impact of some of these stressors in the current
and future Southern Ocean. Combining both approaches allowed us to speculate which stressors
may influence future primary production in the Southern Ocean. Moreover, it allowed us to
identify possible bias on the averaged signal of climate projections and to point out some model
weaknesses able to cause such bias. This study (carried out in collaboration with L. Bopp) is
currently being prepared to be submitted as a scientific paper to Biogeosciences.
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The last chapter of this manuscript, chapter 6.5, constitutes a general summary of the ensemble
of conclusions and a compilation of research perspectives identified from our works.



Methods
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Chapter 2

Observations

2.1 Introduction

Study of Southern Ocean has been historically constrained by a lack of observations. This data
deficiency was due to intrinsic features of the Southern Ocean: isolation and rough sea conditions
which hinder navigation and scientific research surveys, sea-ice winter coverage at high-latitudes
(southwards 65°S, on average) and vast dimensions. The lack of good ocean biogeochemistry
data is even more severe. This is due to the necessity of special methods and instruments to
sample iron (the main limiting nutrient in the Southern Ocean; Martin et al. [1990]) and to the
existence of specific phytoplankton species (Boyd et al. [2010]; Johnson et al. [2013]).

In the lasts decades, a renewed interest on understanding the Southern Ocean together with new
remote and autonomous sampling technologies have enormously increased available observations.
Interestingly, the introduction of new sampling techniques have not substituted, but comple-
mented older or more “traditional” techniques. It is very often necessary to use a specific source
of data to resolve a specific question.

In this chapter, I will present the sources of observational data and how they were used in this
manuscript. The ensemble of these di�erent data sources has been grouped in three types to
structure this chapter: in-situ and regionally specific data, remotely sensed data and Argo floats
data. The first group, detailed in section 2.2, contains in-situ observational data obtained by
three di�erent research programs all of them occurring around (and above) the Kerguelen Plateau:
KERFIX station program, KEOPS project and autonomous data from elephant seals mounted
sensors. These three research programs provide ”high-quality”1 data sets all through the water
column for some very specific domains. The reliability and vertical coverage of these data sets
made them appropriate to be used as ”reference” to validate and initialize the di�erent model

1Carefully calibrated sensors and recurrent use of laboratory techniques for measurements.
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configurations presented in section 3. However, these data sets became insu�cient when we
focused on bloom phenology over the whole Southern Ocean (chapter 5) due to its limited spatial
and seasonal coverage. The study on Southern Ocean bloom phenology required data covering
large extents of the Southern Ocean and a significant number of seasonal cycles (in a fairly good
time resolution) to capture main features of di�erent bloom phenologies. Satellite estimations of
surface chlorophyll data (i.e., ocean colour data) satisfied the required conditions: they covered
a large domain of Southern Ocean at 5 days frequency and for more than 10 years (1998-2011).
The ocean colour data set we used will be detailed in section 2.3. The third group of data,
Argo floats, were useful when we get interested on the seasonal distribution of phytoplantkon
in the water column was investigated. Several works have recently shown (Behrenfeld and Boss
[2013], Ferrari et al. [2014]) that surface Chl estimations are not su�cient to properly address
high-latitude phytoplankton seasonal cycles. These cycles are tightly related to changes in mixing
and density gradients in ocean upper layers (i.e., stratification). An estimation of upper ocean
stratification and its seasonal variability in the Southern Ocean is now possible due to the data
provided by autonomous floats (i.e., Argo floats); this source of observational data will be briefly
described in section 2.4.

2.2 Observations in the Indian Sector of the Southern Ocean

2.2.1 KERFIX station

KERFIX project (Jeandel et al. [1998]) aimed to monitor ocean-atmosphere CO2 and O2 ex-
changes and related processes with a time series station located at 50°40’ S–68°25’E, 60 miles
southwest of the Kerguelen Islands (see black triangle in map 2.1) . From January 1990 to March
1995, regular monthly measurements of temperature, salinity, P, Si, NO3, NH4, Chl-a and others
variables2; were carried out in KERFIX station.

The mean N, Si and P profiles and the monthly Chl-a surface data (available from 1992 to 1995)
were used to initialise some of our model configurations (see chapter 3). Chl-a was collected
at 12 depths in the upper 300m. and analysed “by dipping them in 90% acetone (Nuclepore
membranes) followed by an extraction period of 12h at 5°C (Fiala et al. [1998]). KERFIX
station is assumed to be representative of the Permanent Open Ocean Waters (POOZ) where
surface Fe supply is mainly due to winter mixing (?). Chl-a time series were used to validate the
water column model presented in 3 and 4.

2More information in Jeandel et al. [1998] and http://www.obs-vlfr.fr/cd rom dmtt/kfx main.htm
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Figure 2.1: Map of Southern Ocean Indian Sector; Kerguelen Island is located right in the
middle of the map. Blue to white background colour represents bathymetry; dark grey for land.
Observational programs detailed in the text are represented: black dots-line marks usual stations
and transect of OISO program, green lines mark the position of KEOPS I transects, red lines
mark the position of KEOPS II main transects, the black triangle mark position of KERFIX
station and grey dots mark locations of elephant seal profiles. In bottom right corner of the map,

a picture of an elephant seal equipped with a data logger.

2.2.2 KEOPS project

KEOPS3 project (Blain et al. [2004]), based around the Kerguelen Plateau and Archipelago,
is a multi-disciplinary study aimed at understanding phytoplankton bloom dynamics, relating
CO2 air-sea fluxes and consequent carbon export in an naturally iron fertilized region. KEOPS
aims to cover all processes that couple physics and biogeochemistry during bloom formation
and evolution. With this aim two oceanographic campaigns have been conducted (KEOPS I, in
January-February 2005, and KEOPS II, in October-November 2011; see map in 2.1).

Sampling of primary production and carbon-cycle related variables from KEOPS I and II consti-
tutes an exceptional data base to address high-latitude bloom and iron limitation studies. During
my PhD works, KEOPS project has been an essential source of data (e.g., Fe vertical profiles and
transport to validate 3D models) and knowledge to understand Fe limited primary production
and bloom formation.

Furthermore, I have been my own actively involved in KEOPS II oceanographic campaign as an
assistant of C.LoMonaco, for the continuum sampling of sea surface pCO2. Such measurements
were conducted during KEOPS II onboard R/V Marion Dufresne but they also form part of a

3http://www.obs-vlfr.fr/keops2
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long-term observational e�ort on CO2 fluxes in the Southern Ocean; the OISO4 program (black
circles in map 2.1 with black circles). The experimental work I carried out during the KEOPS
II - OISO 20 sea campaign resulted in a scientific paper submitted to KEOPS 2 special issue in
Biogeosciences journal5; submitted version of this paper is presented in A.

2.2.3 Kerguelen elephant seals

Kerguelen Island hosts one of the biggest populations of southern elephant seals (Mirounga
leonina) with more than 120,000 individuals (Guinet et al. [1992]). These animals are one of the
major predators of the Southern Ocean. They travel large distances (McConnell et al. [1992])
and dive up to 2000-m depths (Hindell et al. [1991]; Dragon et al. [2010]) on their quest for food.
Moreover, elephant seals spend almost the entire year at sea with the exception of two 1-month
periods spent on land: at austral spring, for reproduction, and at late summer, for moulting.

Since 2003, around 100 of Kerguelen elephant seals have been equipped with a data logger that
integrate multiple oceanographic sensors and a transmitter relays data via the Argo satellite sys-
tem (see section 2.4 for more information on Argo program). Data loggers can be positioned by
satellite triangulation. The data loggers are equipped with sensors measuring temperature, salin-
ity, water fluorescence and recently, accelerometers (Guinet et al. [2013]). While elephant seals
travel hundreds of miles at open sea and dive to ocean interior, these sensors measure properties
of the water column. When the animal reaches the surface, this information is transmitted to the
satellite allowing a near real-time monitoring of ocean properties. Sampling occurs throughout
the year and specially during winter periods, when sampling in the Southern Ocean is almost
impossible by other means (i.e., research vessels due to hard navigation conditions and satellite
data due to cloud coverage and short day-light length).

Chl estimations from elephant seals fluorometers have been used to evaluate the vertical and
horizontal extent of phytoplankton concentration downstream Kerguelen island and plateau.
Due to work on calibrating elephant seals fluorometers (Guinet et al. [2013]), Chl concentration
values are much more accurate than current surface Chl satellite estimations.

2.3 Ocean colour data in the Southern Ocean

Three databases of ocean colour data are available for the Southern Ocean: the Sea-viewing Wide
Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS), the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS-
Aqua) and GlobColour (see figure 2.2.A). The latter is an European Space Agency (ESA) project
that produces global ocean colour products by merging together data from multiple sensors

4more information in http://caraus.ipsl.jussieu.fr/oiso-accueil.html
5http://www.biogeosciences-discuss.net/special issue133.html
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(SeaWiFS, MODIS and others). GlobColour data has a spatial resolution of 1/4°x1/4° and a
temporal resolution of 8 days, thus each calendar year has 46 time steps. Combining the data
from di�erent sensors increases the daily coverage of the oceans to ¥30% whereas individual
sensors cover 8-16% of the globe (Durand [2007]). Such an increase of coverage is critical in
high-latitudes (e.g., Southern Ocean) where sea-ice, short winter day length and cloudiness cause
scarcity of valid data, specially in winter.

Data gaps in winter and early spring makes seasonal cycle detection of phytoplankton di�cult
(Cole et al. [2012]). We carried out some diagnostics to address the regional and temporal
coverage available from GlobColour database in the Southern Ocean. A reasonably accurate
detection of the whole Chl seasonal cycle from space requires su�cient valid year-long data and
a relatively homogeneous distribution of valid data through the year. With the aim to quantify
these two conditions, we defined the Largest Data Gap (LDG) index per pixel as:

LDG = Largest consecutives data gaps per time period (timesteps)
Timesteps per time period . (2.1)

Using GlobColour database, we measured LDG index over all year long and from September to
February (during the intense phase of the seasonal cycle). For instance, the LDG index for year
1998 (represented in 2.2.B) clearly states how, at latitudes higher than 60°S (and lower in the
Atlantic sector) the phytoplankton seasonal cycle can not be monitored using ocean colour data.
Therefore, LDG index is a year-dependent criteria to exclude those insu�ciently sampled pixels,
for which a robust reproduction of seasonal cycle is impossible. For the observation-based bloom
study presented in chapter 5, we imposed that LDG <45 days within the 4 months centred on
the detected onset. Such a restriction ensured that onset detection was really based on observed
data.

Underestimation of surface Chl concentration in the Southern Ocean
Ocean colour satellites and databases use di�erent algorithms to transform the radiative signal
into surface Chl estimates. Such algorithms are carefully created through years of work on data
validation for each new sensor. However, recent studies have shown that standard algorithms of
SeaWiFS and MODIS are not adapted to Southern Ocean bio-optical proprieties (Szeto et al.
[2011]). It has been repeatedly shown that remote sensing Chl estimates were underestimed by a
factor two when compared to in-situ accurate (i.e., HLPC techniques) measurements (Kahru and
Mitchell [2010], Guinet et al. [2013]). Recently, Johnson et al. [2013] created new algorithms to
improve Chl estimates of SeaWiFS, MODIS and GlobColour in the Southern Ocean. SeaWiFS
and MODIS estimates were considerably improved using Johnson et al. [2013] algorithms: Chl
concentrations increased all over Souhtern Ocean, specially on high summer Chl spots (i.e., East
coast of South America, downstream sub-Antactic islands, New Zealand), where di�erence with
respect to standard algorithms was higher than 1mg/m3.
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Figure 2.2: Left: Climatological Chl mean (Globcolour, standard algorithm). Right: Map of
LDG index computed during austral spring-summer (Sept. 1998 to February 1999).

2.4 Argo floats

Argo is a global array of more than 3,000 free-drifting profiling floats that measures physical
properties in the upper 2000m of the ocean. Floats cycle to 2000m depth every 10 days, measuring
temperature and salinity during its ascent and position at surface (from which current velocity
can be derived). Once at the surface, measurements are transmitted to satellites and to data
centres allowing a real-time monitoring of the upper ocean.

The array of Argo floats provides 100,000 temperature/salinity (T/S) profiles and velocity mea-
surements per year distributed over the global oceans at an average 3-degree spacing. For in-
stance, in the Southern Ocean (where density of floats is still very low) Argo program contribute
about half of the Southern Ocean profiles (http://wocesoatlas.tamu.edu/). The 4-5 years au-
tonomous life of these floats allow including Southern Ocean winter.

As stated in the introduction, we used Argo floats data to properly address Southern Ocean
bloom phenology (work presented in chapter 5). The information of the water column provided
by Argo database (i.e., mixed layer depth estimations) was crucial to interpret and distinguish
the phenology regimes. From this database, we calculated the mixed layer depth with a surface-
density-di�erence criterion of �‡ Æ 0.03 kg m≠36.

Our aim was initially to co-locate (in time and space) individual Argo profiles to satellites surface
Chl estimations to have an accurate reconstruction of stratification in the water column at the
“precise” moment (+/- 5 days) at which sChl had been measured. However, the number of ocean

6Sallée et al. [2006] tested a number of methods and shows that this particular criterion is well adapted to
localized the base of the seasonal mixed-layer in the Southern Ocean.
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Figure 2.3: Location of more than 60,000 Argo profiles collected during the 24 months of the
International Polar Year (2007-2009). From M.Balbeoch, JCOMMOPS

colour data pixels available during a 5-days window was huge compared to the number of individ-
ual Argo profiles. Thus, co-localisation strategy forced us to discard an important amount of satel-
lite data reducing the statistical weight of our results. To circumvent this issue, we complement
individual profiles with an Argo-based dataset with a much higher coverage (in time and space):
the EN3 reanalysis dataset from the UK Met-O�ce (http://www.meto�ce.gov.uk/hadobs/en3/).
The EN3 product consists of objective analyses of assimilated ship and Argo profiles7. EN3
reanalysis provide monthly-analysed fields of full-depth temperature and salinity profiles on a
one-degree grid.

7To ensure that Argo observations in the Southern Ocean had been integrated in the EN3 reanalysis, only data
from year 2002 was used.





Chapter 3

Models

3.1 Introduction

An important part of the work carried out was based on the study of biogeochemical processes
in Southern Ocean using modelling tools. Even though such modelling approaches were often
developed in parallel to observations-based approaches, our aim was not to exactly reproduce ob-
servations using models but to use models to address ocean processes from a virtual perspective.
This virtual perspective allowed us, for example, to create huge virtual data sets with measure-
ments on fine scale plankton related processes (work presented in chapter 4), to test theoretical
hypotheses (see results on Sverdrup’s hypothesis at the end of chapter 4), to contrast results
based on observations (second part of chapter 5) or to explore possible future changes in the
Southern Ocean (chapter 6).

In this chapter, I will present the di�erent models I used, together with the motivations and
technical issues encountered to set up these di�erent configurations. The chapter will be divided
in three sections focused on three types of modelling strategies: from the most realistic and
holistic to the most idealised and mechanistic.

In first place, I will present the ”coupled” or Earth System Models (ESMs). These type models
are meant to represent as climate-related processes as possible. ESMs simulate di�erent com-
partments of the climate machine (i.e., atmosphere, ocean, vegetation, etc.) and couple these
compartments together resulting in very complex and realistic simulations. With the aim to
study Climate Change influence over Southern Ocean primary production, I used 8 ESMs from
the latest CMIP51 exercise. These models will be presented in section 3.3 of this chapter, while
the study on Climate Change impact over Southern Ocean primary production will be presented
in chapter 6.

1CMIP5 states for the 5th phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project. For more details refer to
section 3.3.

27
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Section 3.4 will be focused on regional ”forced” models (the atmospheric processes are not com-
puted; the ocean is forced by a pre-scribed atmosphere) representing physical and biogeochemical
processes occurring in the Southern Ocean. These models have been set-up by A.Albert and
J.LeSommer (MEOM team, in Grenoble) but I have actively participated to its improvement
and validation. My contribution to these models will be presented in section 3.4. Some of these
model configurations have been exploited to the study presented in the second part of chapter 5.

At last, in section 3.5, I will present a novel and idealised biogeochemical model configuration
which I set-up during my PhD. Thus configuration was aimed not to produce realistic simulations
but to resolve in the detail the mechanics of phytoplankton bloom. The model is based on an
idealised physical framework used to force a complex biogeochemical model (PISCES). The work
on set-up and following exploitation of this configuration will be presented in section 3.5. The
results produced by this modelling approach contributed to the studies presented in chapter 4
and chapter 6.

To avoid ambiguities, hereinafter model will be referred to as an ensemble of routines aimed
to simulate an environment (e.g., the ocean or the climate), model configuration or, simply,
configuration stands for a specific grid or domain represented for a specific model. experience
will be used when di�erent code versions are used for a given configuration. Finally, run is the
result of executing a model for a specific configuration and under specific conditions (i.e., duration,
outputs frequency...). A model can have several configurations and from one configuration we
can set-up di�erent experiences. From an experience is possible to obtain multiple runs (e.g.,
one-year run with daily outputs or 100-years run with monthly outputs).

With the exception of some of the Earth System Models (ESMs), all the model configurations
created were based on the NEMO modelling environment (Nucleus for European Modelling of the
Ocean, Madec [2008]). In next section, I will briefly describe the general environment of NEMO
modelling system putting the emphasis on its biogeochemical compartment (i.e., PISCES model).

3.2 NEMO modelling environment

NEMO is an ocean modelling environment principally developed in Institute Pierre Simon-
Laplace (ISPL), France, with the participation of several European research centres2. Its main
core is the OPA model, for ocean dynamics and thermodynamics (Madec [2008]). OPA is a
primitive equation model aimed to cover from regional to global ocean scales and to be coupled
to models representing important ocean-related processes as sea-ice dynamics and thermody-
namics (LIM model) or passive tracers dynamics (TOP). Ocean biogeochemical cycles are also

2NERC (UK), MetO�ce (UK), CMCC (Italy), INGV (Italy), CNRS (France) and Mercator (France)
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represented in NEMO environment thanks to PISCES model (Aumont and Bopp [2006]), which
is embedded in TOP.

NEMO system is used for a wide range of applications: from studies on fundamental physical
oceanography (e.g. studies on turbulence and ocean energetics) and ocean and ice biogeochem-
istry, to operational forecast (e.g. ECMWF and Mercator) and global Climate Change projec-
tions. Actually, NEMO constitutes the ocean component of several Earth System Models (ESM)
as IPSL one, the IPSL-CM5 (Dufresne et al. [2013] and http://www.icmc.ipsl.fr).

Biogeochemical parametrisations in PISCES

The PISCES biogeochemical model (Aumont [2012]) aims to simulate processes governing ocean
primary production and other carbon cycle related processes. PISCES resolves 24 prognostic
variables (see figure 3.1), including two phytoplankton (nanophytoplankton and diatoms), two
zooplankton (micro- and mesozooplankton) and the main limiting nutrients in the global ocean
(N, P, Si and Fe). The PISCES formulation is based on the assumption that marine organic
matter is present in the global ocean in a relatively constant composition: for each atom of
P there is 16 atoms of N and 106 of C 3. Phytoplankton growth is limited by the external
concentrations of these three nutrients. Such assumptions are the foundations of Monod type
of biogeochemical models (Monod [1942]). However, PISCES is not a fully Monod model as Si
and Fe quotas are variable4. The nutrient-depending formulation allows for the adaptation of
PISCES to a large number biogeochemical environments and so, to better represent global ocean
variability.

Prognostic equation for each phytoplankton group concentration (i=1,2) is:

”Pi

”t

= µiPi ≠ g

Z
i (Pi) Z ≠ g

M
i (Pi) M ≠ miPi + ˆ

ˆz
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ˆPi

ˆz

6
i = 1, 2 (3.1)

where Pi stands for biomass of group i, µi is the growth rate, gi represents the grazing rate
and mi the mortality rate. The last right hand side term is the e�ect of vertical di�usion over
biomass due to vertical mixing of intensity Ÿz. Phytoplankton growth rate (µi) depends on the
availability of N, P, Fe and Si (only for diatoms); but also on light and temperature:
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where µ

i
max = µ

0
max fi(T ) (fi(T ) is the dependency of the growth rate with temperature;

Eppley [1972]), g(Zmxl) a penalisation term for deep mixing (detailed in next section, equation
3This empirical relationship was established by Redfield (Redfield [1934]) from which receives its name, the

Redfield ratio
4BGCM models assuming variable ratios are known as quota models; Droop [1983]
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Figure 3.1: PISCES architecture (in French). From Dufour [2011]

3.5), PARi is function of the shortwave radiation at the surface, –i is the initial slope of the P-I
curve, Q

Chl
i the Chl:C quota for each phytoplankton and Li is the nutrient limitation. Nutrients

limitation in our set-up can only be due to Fe, so Li © L
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Iron limitation is formulated following a Quota approach (Droop [1983]) with the term Q

F e
i,opt

allowing luxury uptake (as in Buitenhuis and Geider [2010]).

Alternative formulation for phytoplankton growth rate: the newprod option
PISCES is a flexible tool intended to represent the large variability of biogeochemical conditions
existing in the global ocean. There are close to 100 parameters which allow users to tune the
model and adapt it to a large diversity of environments and experimental data. Most of these
parameters define values for empirical constants (e.g. the minimum half-saturation constant for
each nutrient or the phytoplankton mortality rate). Other parameters are used to allow model
user to chose amongst alternative code formulations of a specific mechanism. An example of these
second type of parameters is the olprod/newprod option which I will present in next paragraph.
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As stated, in PISCES phytoplankton growth rate is computed by equation 3.2. However, through-
out this chapter I will present two alternative formulations of equation 3.2 and I will show the
impact of each formulation over phytoplankton seasonal cycle. The first of these alternative for-
mulations I will present is the oldprod/newprod option. In the most recent PISCES code version
(Aumont [2012]), user can choose amongst two possible formulations for phytoplankton growth
rate: the“original” or “by-default” one, expressed in equation 4.1 and hereinafter referred as
oldprod, and a new one, called newprod and computed as follows:

µi = µ

i
max f(Lday) g(Zmxl)

A

1 ≠ exp
A

≠–i Q

Chl
i PARi

f(Lday) (µref + bresp)

BB

Li, i = 1, 2 (3.4)

the di�erences with respect to 3.2 are in red and Lday is the normalised ([0,1]) day length, µref a
reference growth rate and bresp a small respiration rate. The addition of f(Lday)5 in equation 3.4
causes growth rate to be dependent of day length, which is expected to slightly modify primary
production in latitudes where the day length significantly changes through the year (i.e., medium
to high latitude winters), penalising winter production and enhancing it in summer.

3.3 Coupled Earth system models

CMIP5 ensemble models: Climate Change projections

Climate change derived impacts on ecosystem and human societies all around the globe constitute
one of the major challenges of current times. To understand, evaluate and face such challenges,
international e�orts have started some decades ago involving di�erent actors of the society as
politics, economists or climate related researchers. The most important of this international
cooperation is the International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC). It was founded in 1988 by the
United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO). As described in its o�cial website6,

(...) It reviews and assesses the most recent scientific, technical and socio-economic
information produced worldwide relevant to the understanding of climate change. It
does not conduct any research nor does it monitor climate related data or parameters.

Such a mission is conducted through the creation of quinquennial IPCC’s Assessment Reports
(AR): an up-to-date condensed summary of research works related to climate change. The
aim of these reports (the fifth one has been published in 2014) is to create a solid review of
current knowledge on climate (from regional to global scales) and on all those human activities

5Defined as f(L
day

) = 1.5 L

day

0.5+L

day

6http://www.ipcc.ch/
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related to it at present, identifying and evaluating potential impacts and threats. The range of
disciplines covered by these reports goes from geophysics to economic and public health and they
are addressed to policymakers, even if documents access are opened to general public. Latest
IPCC report (published between 2013 and 2014) was divided in three volumes:

• The Physical Science Basis

• Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability

• Mitigation of Climate Change

First volume is focused on synthesizing research works presented during the last 5 years that pro-
vided new knowledge on physical climate mechanisms. Studies based on Earth System Models
(ESM) constitute an important part of this volume content as they are a unique tool to explore
past and future climate. ESMs are complex to set up and require important sums of computa-
tional (and economical) resources. Such drawback was one of the motivations to unify e�orts
amongst modelling community that resulted on the Climate Model Inter-comparison Project
(CMIP5, for the latest version; Taylor et al. [2012]).

CMIP5 consists on an ensemble of 20 latest generation ESMs which are run under similar con-
ditions (e.g., same period of “pre-industrial” control or same future trends on CO2 emissions)
with the aim to obtain comparable results. This strategy allow to statistically minimise results
uncertainty on future climate evolution: single model bias are supposed to be compensated when
averaging over the ensemble of models. Future climate projections are a tricky problem to face
as they are strongly dependent of both Earth system complex dynamics and future greenhouse
gases emissions from human activities. CMIP5 adopt an additional strategy to represent the
widest range possible of future climate evolutions: 4 radiative forcing future scenarios (the so-
called RCPs) are estimated assuming four di�erent global trends on greenhouse emissions (Moss
et al. [2010]; van Vuuren et al. [2011]). These scenarios are labelled according to the additional
radiative forcing level in 2100 with CO2 concentrations reaching 936, 670, 538 and 421 ppm,i.e.,
RCP8.5, RCP6.0, RCP4.5 and RCP2.6 respectively (figure 3.2). While RCP2.6 reproduces a
scenario of strong global politics on Climate Change mitigation, with a decline on CO2 emission
starting as soon as 2050 (not realistic); RCP8.5 simulates a planet where CO2 emission continue
to raise throughout the 21st century.

I used the results from 8 CMIP5 models under the strongest scenario (RCP8.5) to address the
impact of Climate Change over Southern Ocean primary production. This study is a step forward
from Henson et al. [2013] and Bopp et al. [2013] works who, from a global analysis of CMIP5
projections, concluded that a high inter-model uncertainty on primary production trends in the
Southern Ocean. Our study, conducted in collaboration with L.Bopp and J.B.Sallée, will be
presented in chapter 6.
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Figure 3.2: Model-mean time series of global sea surface warming (°C) over 1870–2100 (relative
to 1990–1999 mean) using historical simulations and the four RCPs scenarios explored by CMIP5.

Shading indicates one inter-model standard deviation. Adapted from Bopp et al. [2013]

3.4 Regional forced models

The ensemble of configurations we set up were motivated (and some of them based) on the works
of Dufour [2011] and Mathiot [2009]. The latter created a regional circumpolar extraction of the
Southern Ocean and Antarctic coasts from a global configuration at 0.5° of resolution (ORCA05).
The southern frontier was extended until 70°S to fully represent Wedell and Ross seas while, at
north, model grid started at 30°S. This configuration, called PERIANT05, covered the whole
Southern Ocean and southern edge of subtropical gyres (see figure 3.3).

From this modelling framework, Dufour [2011] set up configurations coupling ocean physics and
biogeochemistry, forced by atmospheric inputs. These configurations were called BIOPERI-
ANT05 and resulted in an important set of runs that Dufour [2011] used to answer a number
of questions regarding carbon cycle and its link with Southern Ocean dynamics (Dufour [2011]
and Dufour et al. [2013]). The ensemble of configurations and experiences created were based on
Dufour’s BIOPERIANT05 reference experience, called HIST05.

Three new configurations were set up: one 1D configuration, one 3D configurations representing
the Southern Ocean Indian Sector (from 20°E to 120°E; called BIOSINDIAN05) and one 3D
periantarctic configuration (BIOPERIANT05-GAA95b). Here I will detail the work I carried out
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Figure 3.3: PERIANT05 domain and computational decomposition. Grid dimensions were
722x202 points with a resolution of 0.5°cos(latitude) x 0.5°. Colourbar represent bathymetry.

on the development of the two 3D configurations; the 1D configuration will be described in detail
in the next section 3.5.

BIOSINDIAN05 configuration covered the domain 20°E-120°E/30°S-70°S (named SINDIAN in
figure 3.4) using the grid, resolution and bathymetry of PERIANT05. BIOSINDIAN05 config-
uration was aimed to improve HIST05 based on the flaws identified by Dufour [2011], specially
the inconsistencies on phytoplankton seasonal cycle (timing and magnitude) compared to obser-
vations (see section 3.4 for details). Three reasons motivated the zoom in the Indian Sector for
BIOSINDIAN05 configuration:

1. A number of observation data was available for this sector, especially, around Kerguelen’s
Plateau. In-situ observations are a precious element to validate and test new biogeochemical
configurations, specially for the Southern Ocean where ocean colour data is biased (Johnson
et al. [2013]).

2. Reducing the model grid also reduced the computing time and allowed testing di�erent
configurations with di�erent growth rate formulations.

3. Future configurations at higher-resolution were planned for this region. Hence, a refer-
ence run for Indian sector at 0.5° was necessary to use as foundation for next configurations.

3D configurations main features are detailed in table 3.1, together BIOPERIANT05 reference con-
figuration from Dufour [2011], added for comparison (in grey). In addition, while this manuscript
is being written, two new configurations at higher resolution are being developed.
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Figure 3.4: Map of the Southern Ocean Indian Sector. The domain covered by BIOSINDIAN05
configuration is represented by the box SINDIAN. Box ZKERG stands for a smaller domain for

future high-resolution models. Colourbar represents bathymetry.

CONFIGURATION (resolution) DOMAIN DIMENSIONS PHYSICS
BIOSINDIAN05-GAASIN (0.5°) [20°-120°E, 30°-70°S] (203, 202, 46) NEMO v3.4
BIOPERIANT05-GAA95b (0.5°) [0°-360°E, 30°-70°S] (722, 202, 46) NEMO v3.4
BIOPERIANT05-HIST05 (0.5°) [0°-360°E, 30°-70°S] (722, 202, 46) NEMO v3.2.2

Table 3.1: Table presenting the main feature of biogeochemical configurations set up.

Seasonal cycle sensitivity to growth rate formulation: BIOSINDIAN05 expe-
riences

Outputs from HIST05 broadly reproduced the spatial patterns of surface Chlorophyl-a (sChl)
through the year (see figure 3.5, only months of bloom formation and apex are represented).
However, Dufour [2011] identified three relevant aspects to be improved:

1. sChl patterns north of the ACC presented significantly stronger concentrations than the
ones estimated by SeaWiFs.

2. Blooms downstream of the sub-Antarctic islands (i.e., South Georgia, Kerguelen) were
very weak in the model compared to satellite measurements.

3. Bloom timing in the model seemed to be shifted around 1 to 2 months earlier with
respect to satellite observations.
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Figure 3.5: Periantartic maps of surface Chl. concentration estimated by SeaWiFs and by
HIST05 configuration. From Dufour [2011]

Although some of these flaws were related to ocean physics representations (e.g., mixed layer),
we focused on production and surface Chl sensitivity to variations on growth rate (µ) PISCES
formulation. BIOSINDIAN05 configuration was used to implement the di�erent formulations
(i.e., experiences), that were called BIOS05 eN (N stands for the experience number). Each
experience produced a 10 years run (5 days and monthly outputs) with a di�erent version of
growth rate formulation, over the whole Indian Sector.

To test and compare BIOSINDIAN05 experiences with observational data, we zoomed in on two
domains at the west and east of the Kerguelen Plateau (identified as red boxes in figure 3.6). To
work with small domains permitted to better identify mechanisms driving the bloom that could
be biased by a large scale spatial average and, in addition, to contrast sets of outputs not only
to ocean colour satellite data but also to confident in-situ measurements (i.e., west of Kerguelen
thanks to KERFIX station time series; and at east thanks to elephant seals database -see chapter
?? for details-). Indeed, each of these domains represented a di�erent biogeochemical regions:
at the eastern side, typical open ocean water conditions with winter vertical iron supply; at the
western side, situated downstream Kerguelen, hence with iron mainly supplied by advection and
dynamical instabilities). In the interests of clarity, west domain will be hereinafter referred as
KERFIX domain, while east domain as BLOOM domain.

As a reference framework with which to compare BIOSINDIAN05 experiences, we will firstly
illustrate the bias on bloom timing and magnitude identified by Dufour [2011] at the KERFIX
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Figure 3.6: The Kerguelen Islands and Plateau and KERFIX and BLOOM domains where
experiences were compared to ocean colour and in-situ data.

and BLOOM domains. The HIST05 15-years mean seasonal cycle was compared to GlobColor
13-years mean satellite estimations (blue and black dashed lines respectively, in figure 3.7). At
the KERFIX station sChl concentration begins to rise as early as July (to reach its maximal
value around 15th November) while GlobColor estimations do not show an increase in sChl con-
centration until September and the peak of the cycle arrives on 15th December. The magnitude
is very similar for both estimations but it must be remembered that the GlobCoulour algorithms
are known to underestimate sChl concentration in the Southern Ocean (Johnson et al. [2013]).
A more confident measure of sChl is the KERFIX station time series (1992-1995, Jeandel et al.
[1998]). The 3-years averaged data (red line in figure 3.7) shows a seasonal cycle with a narrow
and marked peak that starts in mid-September and reaches maximal value between November
and December. The KERFIX station measurements show how sChl starts to increase earlier
in the model and that, in fact, the whole modelled seasonal cycle of sChl is smoother (i.e., low
maximal concentration, high minimal concentration and low rates of change) compared to in-situ
data. The BLOOM domain shows a similar issue in terms of timing but the under-representation
of bloom magnitude is much more exaggerated in this case. The extremely weak maximal sChl
concentration in this case is mainly due to a lack of iron transport downstream the Kerguelen
Plateau (as Dufour [2011] had already identified for all sub-Antarctic islands). We expect this
bias to be reduced in the upcoming configurations at higher resolution (1/12° and 1/36°)

The sChl seasonal cycle was weaker than in observations contrasted with the modelled MLD
mean seasonal cycles (bottom panels in figure 3.7): compared to MLD estimated from Argo/ship
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Figure 3.7: HIST05 configuration sChl seasonal cycle compared to observational data at KER-
FIX (left) and BLOOM (right) domains.

data (Sallée et al. [2008]). MLD in HIST05 model was much deeper in winter and shallower in
summer resulting on high rates of (des-)stratification. In figure 3.7, the surface bloom starts when
the MLD is maximal in HIST05 and the sharp MLD shallowing, from October to December, has
a very weak impact on sChl. Such a premature bloom onset suggested that light limitation in
PISCES was too weak in winter (or too strong in summer) eluding its impact over the phenology
of the bloom. In conclusion improvement in both physics and biogeochemistry were necessary to
bring model data closer to observations.

The work to better represent mixed layer seasonal cycle was exclusively conducted by MEOM
team (in particular, by A.Albert). Di�erent tests were carried out to reduce winter MLD.
Amongst these tests, an improved formulation and parametrisation of TKE turbulent closure
scheme in NEMO, had a major impact on reducing penetration of turbulent winter mixing and,
consequently, reducing winter MLD (results will be presented in concluding figure 3.9, at the end
of this section).

Unlike improvement in physics, I actively collaborated with MEOM team to improve PISCES
skills on better reproducing phytoplankton cycle in the Southern Ocean. Based on BIOSIN-
DAN05 configuration we set-up a series of experiences to test di�erent PISCES formulations.
Outputs produced by these experiences were contrasted with observational data at KERFIX and
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BLOOM domains. To properly quantify the impact of new formulations, we first created a ”ref-
erence” experience (named BIOS05 e0) in which the PISCES code version was equivalent to one
used by C.Dufour in HIST05 configuration.

The first experience (BIOS05 e1) was a test with the alternative growth rate formulation provided
in PISCES code: the newprod parametrisation presented in section 3.2. As stated, newprod
formulation added a factor to the growth rate equation (equations 3.2 and 3.4) to take into
account the day length. Thus, such an additional penalisation was meant to have a more notable
influence in winter, when days shorten (specially in high-latitudes). However, as figure 3.8 shows,
experience BIOS05 e1 presented a lower sChl than the reference experience, not only in winter
but also throughout the entire seasonal cycle. As a consequence, the bloom timing remained
earlier than observations and the bias on the undervalued sChl concentration increased.

From BIOS05 e1 results we concluded that, to e�ciently shift the bloom timing, it was necessary
to apply a factor of strict winter penalisation. In fact, PISCES code already contains a factor
with similar e�ect: the g(Zmxl) term in growth rate computation. Term g(Zmxl), present in
equations 3.2 and 3.4, penalises phytoplankton the growth rate when MLD deepens below the
euphotic layer7 (Zeu). Such penalisation is intended to take into account the time that algae
spends without receiving enough light to do photosynthesis and is especially e�ective in winter
when the mixed layer is deep and euphotic layer is shallow (due to low solar radiation). The
g(Zmxl) penalisation term is expressed in PISCES ”standard” version (hereinafter oldpenal) as

g(Zmxl) = 1 ≠ Tdark

T

P
dark + Tdark

, (3.5)

with Zmxl representing mixed layer depth (or MLD) and Tdark = (max(0, Zmxl ≠ Zeu))2
/86400.

Parameter T

P
dark, defined by user, is equal to the number of days that phytoplankton can survive

without light (by default, values are 3 days for nanophytoplankton and 4 for diatoms). With
the aim to increase such penalising e�ect over winter growth rate, we recovered a similar factor
defined by Lévy et al. [1998] for a study in Mediterranean Sea. This alternative formulation, that
will be referred as newpenal, can be expressed as:

g

ú(Zmxl) = 1 ≠ fP ◊
3

Zmxl

Zeu
≠ 1

4
, (3.6)

where parameter fP is equal to 0.9 nanophytolpankton and 0.8 for diatoms. Such a new compu-
tation was coded inside the p4zprod.F90 routine, were growth rate is computed.

BIOSINDIAN05 experiences with newpenal formulation (BIOS05 e2 and BIOS05 e3) did showed
a significant change on bloom timing (figure 3.8). For both BIOS05 e2 and BIOS05 e3 where
the only di�erence was the newprod/oldprod option respectively, surface bloom onset was delayed
until July at the KERFIX domain and August at the BLOOM domain (more than one month later

7In PISCES, the depth of the euphotic layer is defined as the depth at which there is a 1h of surface PAR
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Figure 3.8: sChl seasonal cycles from the four BIOSINDIAN05 (or BIOS05) experiences com-
pared to observational data at KERFIX (top) and BLOOM (bottom) domains. Only growth rate
formulation changed between the 4 experiences: BIOS05 e0 corresponds to oldpenal/oldprod,
BIOS05 e1 to oldpenal/newprod, BIOS05 e2 to newpenal/oldprod and BIOS05 e3 to newpe-

nal/newprod.
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than reference experience) in agreement with observations. In terms of sChl concentration neither
of both experiences seemed to truly capture the correct phenology: while BIOS05 e2 was slightly
overestimating sChl in winter, BIOS05 e3 underestimated sChl in summer. Our conclusion was
that, globally the experience which best reproduced observations data was BIOS05 e2. Two
reasons sustained this conclusion:

1. Observations confidence was much greater in summer than in winter. For the latter, very
few pixels are actually sampled from satellite (thus, mean value can be biased), KERFIX
time series contained very few data during winter for the 3 years and no data were available
for elephant seals. On the contrary, in summer all 3 sources of observations were statistically
rich and average values much more reliable. Therefore, a model closer to observations in
summer would probably be better reproducing the whole seasonal cycle.

2. At the BLOOM domain, both sources of observations (ocean colour and elephant seals)
presented higher sChl values than the ones produced by models. The model which gets
closer to maximal concentrations (BIOS05 e2) seemed the best choice to us.

Growth rate formulation corresponding to BIOS05 e2 (i.e., olprod/newpenal) was implemented
in a BIOPERIANT05 configuration: the GAA95b. The runs derived from GAA95b were then
the ”improved” version of HIST05. To compare both HIST05 and GAA95b, in figure 3.9 we rep-
resented the seasonal cycle of sChl and MLD together with the observational data at KERFIX
and BLOOM domains. The comparison between the two modelled sChl seasonal cycles clearly
shows an improvement of GAA95b with respect to HIST05: the winter values were very similar,
GAA95b started increasing between 1 (at the BLOOM domain) to 2 month later than HIST05
and maximal bloom concentrations were higher (and closer to observations) for GAA95b than
for HIST05. Even if the changes on growth rate formulation had an impact on these improve-
ments, the MLD seasonal cycle was also significantly di�erent between HIST05 and GAA95b.
The latter simulated shallower MLD all through the year, getting closer to the observations cli-
matology in winter but with too shallow minimal values during austral summer (December to
February). Timing of the MLD also changed from HIST05 to GAA95b with longer deepening
periods (February to October) and quicker stratification periods (October to December). As a
consequence, maximal MLD values in GAA95b were attained slightly later than for HIST05. In
this sense, the comparison with the observations was less clear; but an additional validation over
larger domains showed a clear agreement of GAA95b with the observations.
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Figure 3.9: sChl and MLD seasonal cycle of the HIST05 and the GAA95b configurations
compared to observational data at KERFIX (left) and BLOOM (right) domains
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3.5 Water-column (1D) biogeochemical model

Configuration set up

In this section, I will describe the main features of the water column (i.e., 1D) PISCES config-
uration I developed during this PhD. This o�ine and 1D configuration was created to address
how ocean physics controls Southern Ocean phytoplankton seasonal cycles (and hence, spring
blooms at the ocean surface). The same question, generalized to any high-latitude region, is one
of the longest and most explored questions on modern biogeochemical oceanography and has
inspired a number of studies during the past decades (Sverdrup [1953], Siegel [2002], Behrenfeld
[2010], Taylor and Ferrari [2011], Ferrari et al. [2014]). Most of these studies and theories are
based on the North-Atlantic region and we wanted to contrast these theories to the very specific
biogeochemical conditions of the Southern Ocean. A biogeochemical o�ine configuration was
assumed to be a good approach to the bloom onset question because it allowed us to apply strict
controls over the physical environment.

We aimed to answer this question via a sensitivity analysis approach, with the objective of defin-
ing clear links between physical oceanic features and phytoplankton dynamics throughout the
seasonal cycle. The robustness of such an approach was based on taking into account a large
number of runs from which statistical relationships between variables could be confidently estab-
lished. Such a methodology required a modelling framework simple enough to identify the impact
of an isolated physical variable over biogeochemistry, yet complex enough to reproduce obser-
vations under realistic physical scenarios and e�cient enough (in terms of time and computing
resources) to be repeated for a large number of times.

First of all, we defined an idealised seasonal cycle for the ocean physics. Our goal was to find
the simplest physical framework able to reproduce a fairly realistic phytoplankton seasonal cycle.
This physical framework was built as follows:

• Lateral advection was neglected. The biological seasonal cycle was assumed to be exclu-
sively driven by vertical processes: light availability (from the surface to deep layers) and
nutrient supply (from deep layers to the surface).

• The seasonal cycle of net downward shortwave solar radiation at the surface was represented
by a sinusoidal function with minimal value centred at winter Austral solstice (21st June)
and maximal at summer solstice (21st Dec). The amplitude corresponded to a solar cycle
at the KERFIX station. We did not considered sub-seasonal variability (i.e., changes on
cloudiness, sea surface albedo or aerosols) neither regions with the presence of (permanent
or not) sea-ice. The seasonal cycle of surface solar radiation is represented in figure 3.10.A.
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• The water column was roughly divided on two layers distinctive by its mixing: an up-
per actively mixed layer (Ÿ = 1m

2
/s) of depth Zmix, and a bottom layer of low mixing

(Ÿ = 10≠5
m

2
/s). To avoid unrealistic responses we slightly modified this idealised Ÿ ver-

tical profile: the surface layer represents weaker mixing to account for friction with the
atmosphere (Ÿsurface = 10≠4

m

2
/s) and transition between upper mixing layer and bottom

waters at Zmix was smoothed over 3 vertical levels (see figure 3.10.C).

• The seasonal cycle of the depth of mixing Zmix was divided into 3 phases: constant deepen-
ing (autumn-winter), constant shallowing (winter-spring) and stable (spring-summer) (see
figure 3.10.B).
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Figure 3.10: The physical idealised forcing. Surface solar radiation (A) and mixing layer depth
seasonal cycle (B). Vertical profile of Ÿz at the 20th October (C). The values of Ÿz are also

presented above and below mixing layer depth.

Seasonal variations on water temperature are known to influence specific phytoplankton growth
rate (Eppley [1972]). However, after some sensitivity tests we concluded that, at the ranges
of temperatures found in Southern Ocean (between 2 and 6°C), the temperature influence over
phytoplankton seasonality was minor compared to the influence of mixing and Fe supply. A
climatological temperature seasonal cycle extracted from a regional 3D configuration was used
as reference cycle for the ensemble of runs.
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Based on these assumptions, we created a frequency of 5 days for the physical forcing for a
whole annual cycle coupled to the PISCES biogeochemical model. Coupling was done o�ine i.e.,
at each time-step (tuned to 6hours) a new set of values for those physical variables influencing
the phytoplankton growth rate computation (light, turbulent mixing and temperature at each
depth) was used as input for PISCES. Nutrient and plankton concentration was computed at
each time-step based on the physical forcing and previous concentration.

Initial conditions

Runs started late austral summer (15th Feb). We assumed that at this date, mixing depth is the
shallowest, iron is (mostly) depleted and grazing pressure is equilibrated to phytoplankton growth,
maintaining a stable and low stock of biomass. To initialise the vertical nutrients profile (N, P
and Si) we used mean profiles at the KERFIX station (on 15th Feb) from BIOPERIANT05-
HIST05 configuraiton climatology (10-years mean). Silicate acid it is known to be a limiting
factor for diatoms during strong bloom events in the Southern Ocean (Boyd [2002]) and PISCES
accounts for this kind of limitation. However, we aimed to focus on the role of Fe input over
phytoplankton growth and bloom dynamics. We re-defined Si initial profiles to an homogeneous
concentration of 30µmol/l through water column and we tested the Si was not limiting during
the blooming phase. Hereinafter, diatoms will be referred as microphytoplankton as we are not
considering Si limitation.

In the Southern Ocean, Fe vertical supply is not fixed but results from the combination of
two magnitudes: the maximal mixing penetration depth or maximal mixing depth (maxZmix)
and the ferricline8 depth (ZF e). These two magnitudes are, unlike nutrients stocks in other
blooming regions, decoupled from each other (?) i.e., ZF e is usually deeper than winter mixing9.
This decoupling creates an essential specificity of Southern Ocean biogeochemisty: some regions
of the Southern Ocean have very deep winter mixing with year-long sustained Fe limitation.
To ensure that our idealised model reproduces this Southern Ocean specificity (and associated
phytoplankton seasonal cycle) in a realistic way, Fe supply resulted from the combination of ZF e

and maxZmix (figure 3.11). Dissolved Fe initial profile was defined by assuming low concentrations
(0.03 nMol/L) above a prescribed ferricline depth (ZF e), and larger concentrations (0.5 nMol/L)
below (see central t-Z section in figure 3.12). This vertical distribution of iron is an idealised and
extreme case that defines summer ZF e without ambiguity.

A simple spin-up procedure was set up: the model configuration was run for 3 years with Fe
and macronutrients being forced to its their initial values at each summer, over the first 5 days

8Similarly to the nutricline, the ferricline is the depth at which the stock of iron becomes ”important” (i.e., at
least 0.5 nmolFe/L). It is usually defined as the depth of maximal ˆF e

ˆz

(Tagliabue et al. [2011]).
9The reason for that is that Fe seems to be subjected to specific biochemical reactions that reduces concentration

in upper layers.
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pattern.

of the seasonal cycle. Initial conditions for the 4 plankton compartments (nanophytoplankton,
diatoms, micro-zooplankton and meso-zooplankton) were set to low values for the first year and
they achieved a stationary seasonal cycle after 2 years of running (figure 3.12). The results were
based on the third year of simulation. Outputs were saved on a daily frequency. An example of
the 3rd year daily outputs of mixing layer depth (forcing), surface Chl and integrated biomass
(modelled) is presented in figure 3.13.

Multiple runs algorithm

As presented in introduction of this section, this configuration was set up to understand how
the physical environment controls phytoplankton blooms by conducting a series of sensitivity
tests. The 1D o�ine biogeochemical model has the advantage of reducing uncertainties derived
from the physics model and, at same time, the possibility of tightly controlling the physical
environment at the seasonal scale. With the aim to reproduce the physical conditions encountered
around the Southern Ocean and study how they impact over phytoplankton seasonality; an
algorithm was written to automatically create idealised physical scenarios and force the PISCES
1D configuration with them. Our hypothesis was that the bloom phenology diversity in Southern
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Figure 3.12: Procedure to obtain a stable seasonal cycle thanks to a 2-years spin-up. TOP:
Surface solar radiation (solid black line) and temperature (dashed black line) seasonal cycle
during 3-years. MIDDLE: Vertical section of the seasonal evolution of Fe concentration from 0 to
400m for the three years; Zmix is represented by a white line. BOTTOM: Vertical section of the
seasonal evolution of Chl concentration from 0 to 400m for the three years; Zmix is represented by
a white line. Dashed grey vertical lines indicate the dates of Fe(z) and nutrients re-initialisation.

A black box indicates the 3-year of the run, the only seasonal cycle used for the results.
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Ocean open waters (as identified by Arrigo et al. [2008] and Thomalla et al. [2011]) is due to the
combination of mixing seasonality (i.e., magnitude and timing) an iron supply.

To create a large number of Southern Ocean mixing-iron supply scenarios we decomposed mixing
depth seasonal cycle in 4 descriptors (presented in figure 3.13)

i The winter maximal mixing depth (maxZmix)

ii The summer minimal mixing depth (minZmix)

iii The date at which maxZmix is reached (tmaxZ
mix

)

iv The date at which minZmix is reached (tminZ
mix

)

and an additional descriptor for initial (i.e., summer) ferricline:

v The summer ferricline depth (ZF e).
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Figure 3.13: Seasonal cycle of Zmix (red line), Integrated phytoplankton biomass (black line)
and surface chlorophyll (green line) for one of the modelled blooms. The red horizontal dashed

line marks the depth of the summer ferricline (ZFe).

The discrete sampling of values for those 5 seasonal descriptors was aimed to cover the whole
range of observed values. The range of maxZmix and minZmix values was based on over 500,000
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density profiles sampled by Argo floats data (Sallée et al. [2010b]). The range of ZF e values was
based on a recent compilation of dissolved iron measurements in the Southern Ocean, presented
in Tagliabue et al. [2011]. The ranges covered by each of these descriptor are illustrated in 3.13
with blue arrows.

Based on these 5 seasonal descriptors and its values, the algorithm created an ensemble of more
than 1,200 scenarios by repeating the following procedure:

0. The algorithm assign one of the sampled values to each of the corresponding descriptors.

1. A complete seasonal cycle of MLD and Ÿz is defined in ”pre-existing” forcing files10 based
on the values assigned to Zmix in step 0.

2. An initial Fe profile is defined in a ”pre-existing” restart11 file (the reference restart file) is
based on the value assigned to ZF e Fe profile in step 0.

3. The initial vertical profiles for all nutrients are forced in the reference restart file using
pre-defined nutrient profiles (see text for details) and the Fe profile created in step 2.

4. A new loop is opened and following sub-steps are repeated twice:

4a. The model is run for 12 months initialised with the reference restart file of steps 2-3
and forced by forcing files of step 1.

4b. Initial vertical profiles for all nutrients are forced by the reference restart file using
nutrient and Fe profiles created in step 2. Unlike step 3, the four biological compart-
ments (phyto- and zooplantkon groups) are let free to evolve: initial value of year n is
equal to last value of year n-1.

5. The model is run for 12-months once more (3rd year) and the outputs are saved.

A consequence of the automatic sampling of values for each descriptor is that all values had
the same probability to appear. Such an assumption can not be compared with the “real” (i.e.,
unattainable) distribution of values in the Southern Ocean. Instead, we compared the available
distributions of MLD and ferricline data in the observations databases with the values sampled
by the algorithm (figure 3.14). Modelled scenarios well reproduced (i.e., the 50% of cases around
median value) ferricline depths in the main range of observations12 (figure 3.14a). Mixing depth
distribution in the modelled ensemble (in figure 3.14) is slightly biased with too deep maxZmix

and too shallow minZmix. Such a bias is intentionally created: observations (even those based
on Argo floats) tend to be smoother than “real” conditions and extreme values are very often

10The same forcing files are modified at each loop.
11Restart files are usually used to start a model configuration based on a precedent one. The state of the system

in the last timestep of the ”old” run is used as starting point for the ”new” run. Here we used restart model feature
to initialise a new run with a Fe profile defined by the algorithm instead of by a precedent run.

12These observation were compiled by Tagliabue et al. [2011]
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under-sampled due to averaging or sensors resolution. Our aim was to explore the whole range
of realistic physical environment but specially those extreme cases that are under-sampled due
to its rareness.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.14: Box and whisker plots comparing the distribution for ZF e (year mean and in
summer) and summer imposed ZF e in 1D configuration (A); observed MLDmax and modelled
maxZmix (B); observed MLDmin and modelled minZmix (C). The size of the box represents the
quartiles 1–3, with the vertical bar corresponding to the median and the whiskers representing

1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

The whole range sChl and MLD cycles reproduced in the ensemble of runs is represented by the
grey surface in 3.15, where I compared it with observations data in the KERFIX station.

It must be reminded that modelled scenarios were not meant to reproduce the seasonal cycle of
sChl in the KERFIX station, but to represent the diversity of seasonal cycles in the open waters of
Southern Ocean. The comparison with KERFIX station 3-years timeseries was presented to show
how in-situ data fits in the space of modelled blooms. However, this comparison it also suggested
that, in average, modelled bloom tended to occur earlier than observed ones. Such a premature
onset was related to the growth rate formulation chosen for the 1D model configuration. Amongst
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the four options to compute the phytoplankton growth (see 3.2), we chosen the oldprod/oldpenal
option (i.e., standard code version) for the 1D configuration. We decided to use the standard code
version (instead of the newpenal option that improved bloom timing in the 3D configurations)
because the strict winter penalisation was likely to influence bloom controls. Using newpenal
option, production was strongly reduced in winter when MLD is deeper than euphotic layer. On
the contrary, production raises in spring when the penalisation disappears and surface layers are
rich in nutrients. Hence, a “Sverdrup’s like” onset (bottom-up controlled) was likely to occur.
The ensemble of 1D runs was mainly created to address the processes that govern bloom onset and
phenology, and to compare the importance of both bottom-up (light, growth rate) and top-down
(grazing) controls over the bloom, especially in winter. Dismissing the new winter penalisation
we were not imposing a “preference” for any of the controls.

Exploiting outputs

The final phase of our methodology was to explore the large number of modelled scenarios. Each
one of the outputs files contained more than 30 di�erent physical and biogeochemical variables
such as nutrients concentration, light and iron limitation for each phytoplankton group or grazing
rates. Our aim was not to understand each of these scenarios in detail but to infer causality
relationships between variables from the behaviour of the ensemble of scenarios. To do so in a
e�cient way, we defined a set of “bloom diagnostics” which described and quantified features
of phytoplankton seasonal cycles. Some example of bloom diagnostics were the maximal Chl
concentration, the date at which this maxima was attained, the amount of iron injected into
upper layers or the total integrated PP.

A series of algorithms were then written to go through all outputs files, apply such diagnostics
to each scenario and save resulting values into an ASCII file. In the same file several physical
descriptors (such as maximal winter mixing depth, mixing layer date of max and min or initial
ZF e) of each scenario were also saved. The ASCII file contained the same number of lines as
the di�erent scenarios and with several columns containing saved physical descriptors and bloom
diagnostics values. Representing the scatter plots between a physical descriptor and a bloom
diagnostics was possible to establish statistical links between the environment and the bloom
dynamics. For instance, we found that the maximal concentration of surface Chl is mainly
controlled by the amount of Fe supplied into the upper 50m. layer (figure 3.16). The Zmix

re-stratification speed was identified as a secondary control of the bloom magnitude (colors in
figure 3.16). It is interesting to note that how both the re-stratification speed and the iron supply
combine to drive sChl maxima.

These algorithms were continuously being improved and the set of bloom diagnostics developed
while the study advanced, as we felt it necessary to focus on new variables. The ¥1,200 modelled
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25%

Median ± 25%
KERFIX data (1992 to 1994)

MLD at KERFIX estimated by Park et al., 1998

Figure 3.15: The sChl (TOP) and Zmix (BOTTOM) seasonal cycles of all modelled scenarios.
The median and the area covered by the 50% of runs around the median value (red line) is
represented by the green area. 3-years sChl time-series and MLD (estimated from in-situ data
by in Park et al. [1998]) at the KERFIX station are represented by dots (for sChl) and diamonds

(for MLD). Dots color di�erentiate the year.
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Re-estratification speed (m
/d)

Figure 3.16: Maximal surface Chl concentration as a function of iron input into surface layer
and Zmix re-estratification speed (in color). Each circle stand for a modelled bloom.

scenarios were used as a huge database: a kind of a virtual Southern Ocean with ”fully” resolved
biogeochemical cycles (from surface to 2000m and for 365 days of the year) which could be easily
sampled.
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4.1 Introduction

As presented in introduction, two di�erent approaches were adopted to understand phytoplankton
seasonal variability in the Southern Ocean. The first approach aimed to disentangle the elemental
mechanisms underneath blooms dynamics and, once this mechanisms identified, to understand
how they interact to produce bloom diversity observed in the Southern Ocean. In this chapter, I
address the first aspect using a simple and idealised conceptual framework of the bloom evolution
in an isolated water column.

Identifying the drivers that lead bloom dynamics is a long-time discussed question in biogeo-
chemical oceanography. A number of authors have addressed it using theories (Sverdrup [1953],
Huisman et al. [1999]), models (Taylor and Ferrari [2011], Behrenfeld et al. [2013a]) and data
(Behrenfeld [2010],Chiswell [2011]); even if most of them focused on the North-Atlantic region.
Here, we will try to extrapolate these theories to the specific case of the Southern Ocean us-
ing an idealised physical seasonal cycle to force a complex biogeochemical model. As argued in
the bloom onset theories review by Behrenfeld and Boss [2014], biogeochemical models are an
excellent tool to study phytoplankton blooms. The reason is that models do not presume any
hypothesis for bloom formation: blooms emerge from the fundamental equations that describe
plankton community and its dependency with physical environment.

Based on such premise, we aimed to understand how physical environment (through bottom-
up controls: turbulent mixing, light, iron supply) and plankton ecosystem (through top-down
controls: grazing and mortality) interact and influence bloom initiation, evolution and collapse.
To reduce uncertainties we set up a novel 1D model configuration that recreated phytoplankton
seasonal cycle under an idealised but ”flexible” physical environment. Such configuration allowed
us to create more than 1,000 di�erent bloom scenarios that fairly reproduced the di�erent envi-
ronment encountered in Southern Ocean open waters. A statistical analysis of the ensemble of
scenarios permitted to identify three major bloom phases: the onset, the climax and the apex.
Moreover, we identified the dominant control for each of these bloom phases. Finally, using the
complete set of data provided by the biogeochemical model, we tested di�erent bloom detec-
tion methods commonly used in literature. Comparing these methods to the integrated bloom
descriptors, we demonstrated how each bloom phase can be identified by a di�erent detection
criterion. In chapter 5 we will use these ideas to address bloom diversity observed by satellite
data in the Southern Ocean.
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4.2 Onset, intensification and decline of phytoplankton blooms
in the Southern Ocean (Article)

Llort, J.; Sallée, J.B.; Lévy, M.; Tagliabue, A.
Article in minor revisions to ICES JMS special issue ”60 years since Sverdrup’s critical depth
hypothesis”

Abstract

The seasonal cycle of phytoplankton biomass in the Southern Ocean (SO) is characterised by a
period of rapid accumulation, known as bloom, that is typical of high-latitude regions. Recent
studies have illustrated how spatial and temporal dynamics of blooms in the SO are more complex
than in other oceans. This complexity is likely related to di�erences in vertical mixing and the
depth of subsurface nutrient reserves, whose combination influences the bottom-up and top-
down controls on biomass accumulation. In this work we examine the sensitivity of bloom
dynamics to changes in mixing and depth of nutrient reserves using a biogeochemical model.
Under idealized physical forcing, we produce seasonal cycles phytoplankton dynamics for an
ensemble of SO scenarios and using our model, we describe the various blooms based on the
rate of net biomass accumulation. Based on this metric, we define three crucial events in the
evolution of phytoplankton blooms: the onset, when biomass first starts to accumulate; the
climax, when this increase is the fastest; and the apex, when accumulation is maximal. We find
that onsets, although always occurring in winter, can be bottom-up and top-down controlled.
Climaxes are mostly found in spring and their magnitudes are bottom-up controlled by mixing
and iron concentration. Apexes are always found in late spring and strongly top-down controlled.
Using our model data to mimic the detection of blooms using ocean colour datasets, we find an
appropriate biomass-based criteria is well suited to detecting onsets, while climaxes require a
surface chlorophyll–based criteria. Our results also suggest that the Sverdrup critical depth
criteria detects bloom climax rather than bloom onset. We suggest that the recent bloom onset
debate may partly be due to a confusion between what is defined as the bloom onset and climax.

Introduction

The Southern Ocean (SO) is the largest High-Nutrient Low-Chlorophyll (HNLC) region in the
world’s ocean. Its relatively low productivity has been attributed to a combination of lack of iron
(Martin et al. [1990]), elevated grazing and light limitation (Boyd and Ellwood [2010]). Despite
these unfavourable biological growth conditions, large accumulations of phytoplankton biomass,
or blooms, are observed in surface waters each spring over wide areas of the Southern Ocean
(Thomalla et al. [2011]). The distribution of these blooms is very patchy in space and time.
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Hot-spots of phytoplankton accumulation are mainly seen where sources of iron are significant,
i.e., in the lee of Islands (Moore and Abbott [2000]; Arrigo et al. [2008]). Additionally, the bloom
onset dates are rather spread in time, from October to January (Thomalla et al. [2011]), and
do not show a clear latitudinal pattern. This is unlike the pattern for North Atlantic spring
bloom which is zonal and propagates from South to North (Siegel [2002], Lévy et al. [2005]). The
variability of bloom dynamics in the SO in terms of their amplitude, timing and location has
been mainly documented for ocean colour observations (Moore and Abbott [2000], Arrigo et al.
[2008], Thomalla et al. [2011]). However, the drivers of the observed variability remains unclear.
We hypothesise that patchy environmental conditions, involving zonally asymmetric mixed-layer
distributions (Sallée et al. [2010b]) combined with equally complex dissolved iron distributions
(Tagliabue et al. [2011]; Tagliabue et al. [2014b]) are mostly responsible for the complex SO
patterns.

Our current understanding of phytoplankton bloom dynamics mainly comes from work in the
North Atlantic (NA), where the mixed-layer, nutrient and atmospheric environment are largely
di�erent than in the Southern Hemisphere. Historically, the emergence of blooms has been
related to thinning of the layer of active vertical turbulence at ocean surface (hereafter referred
to as ’mixing-layer’, or Zmx, to be distinguished from the usual ’mixed-layer depth’ or MLD),
as this thinning implied an increase of averaged exposure of phytoplankton cells to light (Riley
[1942]). Along with this bottom-up view, Sverdrup [1953] proposed that bloom would start when
surface mixing-layer crosses a critical depth above which integrated phytoplankton growth would
overcome phytoplankton losses (Siegel [2002]).

As an alternative to the bottom-up understanding of ocean blooms, a top-down view has also
emerged. This view proposes that, in essence, the causes of phytoplankton concentrations can
not be fully understood without considering the role of their main predator, zooplankton (Banse
[1994]). The top-down hypothesis has gained interest recently via a series of papers that chal-
lenged the prevailing ‘bottom up’ paradigm (Behrenfeld and Boss [2013]). Using various tools
(satellite data: Behrenfeld [2010]; float data: Boss and Behrenfeld [2010]; and model estimates:
Behrenfeld et al. [2013a]), it has been suggested that the North Atlantic spring bloom does not
initiate in spring alongside thinning mixing-layers, but rather in winter when mixing-layer is still
expanding. This winter initiation is consistent with the hypothesis that dilution enables phyto-
plankton to better escape their predators and accumulate biomass (Evans and Parslow [1985];
Marra and Barber [2004]).

In this context, our primary objective is to examine the drivers of phytoplankton blooms over the
full range of Southern Ocean environmental conditions. In particular, we examine how di�erent
environmental conditions (mixing-layer depth, ferricline, solar radiation) result in bottom-up
or top-down control. To that end, we extend a framework in which the rate of net biomass
accumulation (r) results from a competition between growth (µ) and loss (l) of phytoplankton:
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r = µ – l = 1
P

dP
dt , with P the total biomass of phytoplankton present in the water column (Riley

[1942], Sverdrup [1953]; Behrenfeld [2010]). At equilibrium, phytoplankton growth and loss are
in balance and phytoplankton population remains stable. This balance can be disturbed by a
sudden change in iron supply, light conditions or stratification in isolation or in combination,
which would then likely a�ect µ and l in di�erent ways. Our overarching question is how such
perturbations modify µ and l at seasonal scale, and which term is the most sensitive to a given
perturbation and the most e�ective at driving variations in r (i.e. phytoplankton population
fluctuations). One of the key aspects of our approach is that we examine three important steps
in the annual cycle of blooms: the bloom onset, climax and apex. Using time evolution of r, we
define these bloom steps as follows:

1. The bloom onset is when total biomass starts to accumulate.

2. The bloom climax occurs when the rate of biomass accumulation is maximal. After this
instant, accumulation of phytoplankton continues but at a slower rate because ecosystem
has yet started its way to readjustment (i.e.: to recoupling).

3. Finally, the bloom apex marks the peak in total biomass, i.e.: the time after which l > µ

(recoupling is actually achieved) and accumulation starts decreasing.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the three steps associated with the time of minimum integrated biomass
(onset), of maximum slope of integrated biomass (climax) and of maximum integrated biomass
(apex). This distinction complements previous studies on bloom dynamics that focused either
exclusively on onset (Sverdrup [1953]; Behrenfeld [2010]) or on climax (Ferrari et al. [2014]; Lozier
et al. [2011]). We address the question of bloom drivers in the SO in the framework of a numerical
model. This model uses a state of the art biogeochemical network (Aumont and Bopp [2006])
within a vertically discretized 1D water column configuration where vertical mixing is the main
physical process. Aiming to examine the full range of Southern Ocean conditions, we perform
statistical analyses using an ensemble of 1,200 model simulations with distinct seasonal cycles
of mixing-layer depth, ferricline and solar radiation. Bloom onset, climax and apex dates are
diagnosed for each run in the ensemble. Simultaneously, the distributions of variables such as
iron supply, mixing-layer depth, light, phytoplankton growth and loss rates for each of the three
bloom stages are attributed to drivers. Furthermore, we investigate when bottom-up or top-down
controls prevailed. This model allows us to test existing theories on bloom onset in an idealized
and comprehensive framework, and to discuss them in the context of the Southern Ocean.
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Figure 4.1: Seasonal cycle of Zmix (red line), Integrated phytoplankton biomass (black line)
and surface chlorophyll (green line) for one of the modelled blooms. The red horizontal dashed
line marks the depth of the summer ferricline (ZF e). The vertical grey solid line indicate the date
of the Winter solstice (21st June). Vertical grey dashed lines indicate the three bloom stages:

onset, climax and apex. Blue arrows show the range of values tested in the ensemble of runs.

Methods

Biogeochemical model

The model was set up to represent the Permanent Open Ocean Zone (POOZ) of the Southern
Ocean, away from ice formation and melting, where nitrate and silica do not limit productivity.
Our goal in this study is to untangle how the di�erent phases of a bloom (onset, climax, apex)
are controlled by their physical and biogeochemical environment. As such, we deliberately chose
to reduce the complexity of the problem by considering a 1D physical framework (e.g, lateral
advection is neglected). Varying vertical di�usion reproduces seasonal cycle of the mixing-layer
depth. Along with this idealised physical configuration, we model the associated biogeochemical
activity with the model PISCES (Aumont and Bopp [2006]). PISCES contains 24 biogeochemical
tracers with five nutrients able to limit phytoplankton growth: Nitrate, Phosphate, Ammonium,
Iron and Silicate. The iron pool is explicitly modelled and controlled by a range of processes
such as phytoplankton uptake, bacterial uptake, zooplankton and bacterial recycling, reminer-
alisation and scavenging. In addition, four living pools are represented: two phytoplankton size
classes (e.g.: small and large) and two zooplankton size classes (microzooplankton and meso-
zooplankton). Large phytoplankton di�er from the small phytoplankton by higher requirements
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in Fe and a greater iron half-saturation constant. Grazing pressure on each phytoplankton is
also di�erentiated by size: microzooplankton (Z) preferentially grazes small phytoplankton while
mesozooplankton (M) preferentially grazes the larger phytoplankton but also microzooplankton.

Prognostic equation for each phytoplankton group (i=1,2) is:

”Pi

”t

= µiPi ≠ g

Z
i (Pi) Z ≠ g

M
i (Pi) M ≠ miPi + ”

”z

5
Ÿz

”Pi

”z

6
i = 1, 2 (4.1)

where Pi is the biomass, µi is the growth rate, gi represents the grazing rate and mi the mortality
rate. The last right hand side term is the e�ect of vertical di�usion over biomass due to vertical
mixing of intensity Ÿz. The growth rate (µi) was computed as follows:

µi = µmax fi(T ) h(z)
A

1 ≠ exp ≠–i Q

Chl
i PARi

µmax fi(T ) Li

B

Li, i = 1, 2 (4.2)

where fi(T ) is the dependency of the growth rate with temperature (Eppley [1972]), h(z) a
penalisation term for deep mixing, PARi is function of the shortwave radiation at the surface, –i

is the initial slope of the P-I curve, Q

Chl
i the Chl:C quota for each phytoplankton and Li is the

nutrient limitation. Nutrients limitation in our set-up can only be due to Fe, so Li © L

F e
i where:

L

F e
i = min

A

1, max

A

0,

Q

F e
i ≠ Q

F e
i,min

Q

F e
i,opt

BB

. (4.3)

Iron limitation is formulated following a Quota approach (Droop [1983]) with the term Q

F e
i,opt

allowing luxury uptake (as in Buitenhuis and Geider [2010]). The model equations were computed
on a regular vertical grid of 74+1 vertical levels (constant spacing of 7m for the first 74 levels and
a last one of 500m depth) and a time step of 20 minutes. The vertical mixing coe�cient (Ÿz),
temperature and surface photosynthetic available radiation (PAR) were analytically prescribed
every six hours. Vertical mixing coe�cient were assumed to be constant and equal to 1 m2s≠1

within a surface mixing-layer of depth Zmx, and equal to 10≠5 m2s≠1 below. We imposed
an idealized seasonal cycle of the Zmx with three phases: a fall/winter phase associated with
convection and progressive deepening of the Zmx; a spring phase where cessation of convection
lead to the thinning of the Zmx; and a summer phase where Zmx is relatively shallow and constant
(red curve in figure 4.1). To ensure that the timing of these phases and the magnitude of the Zmx
were relatively realistic we used data estimates derived from Argo data (Sallée et al. [2010b]),
which provided us with an estimate of the depth of the seasonal thermocline in the SO, which
we assume reflects the mixing depth. Sub-seasonal variability in the Zmx was not accounted for.
For temperature and surface PAR, we used a smoothed climatological seasonal cycle constructed
from observations (DFS3-ERA40 Brodeau et al. [2010]) averaged over the 40-60¶S latitudinal
band.
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The summer initial condition for dissolved Fe profile was constructed by assuming low concen-
trations (0.03 nMol/L) above a prescribed ferricline depth (ZF e), and larger concentrations (0.5
nMol/L) below. The depth of the ferricline for the initial condition iron profile is one of the
parameters we vary in our set of simulations. It is generally understood that the summer Fe
profile is set by a combination of remineralization, scavenging and physical supplies by lateral
sources. While remineralization and scavenging are parameterised in PISCES, there remains a
large degree of uncertainty in the parameterisation. Lateral supplies, on the other hand, were
not explicitly accounted for. To overcome these issues and, at the same time, to allow the model
to reach a repeating and stationary seasonal cycle, the dissolved iron profile was restored towards
its initial value at the end of each summer. The restoring was done over 5 days. Initial vertical
profiles for N, P and Si were constructed based on the winter mean profiles collected in KERFIX
station (Jeandel et al. [1998]). As for Fe, macronutrients were restored to its their initial values
at each summer over 3 years. Initial conditions for the four living compartments were set to low
values for the first year. They achieved a stationary seasonal cycle after 2 years of run. The sim-
ulations were integrated for 3 years, starting in Austral summer (15th Feb), with outputs saved
at daily frequency. Results are based on the third year of simulation. As an example, figure 4.1
shows a complete seasonal cycle of integrated biomass (black curve), surface Chl (green), Zmix

(red) and summer ZF e, for one of these runs.

Ensemble runs

An ensemble of runs was performed by varying the Zmix and summer ZF e in the range of values
found in the POOZ. Specifically:

i The winter maximal mixing depth (maxZmix)

ii The summer minimal mixing depth (minZmix)

iii The date at which maxZmix was reached (tmaxZ
mix

)

iv The date at which minZmix was reached (tminZ
mix

)

v The summer Ferricline depth, ZF e

The variables i-v were set based on among a discrete set of observed values, with equal weight
given to each discrete value (see ranges in figure 4.1, blue arrows). The ranges for ZF e were
established on the basis of a recent compilation of dissolved iron measurements Tagliabue et al.
[2011], the ranges of values used to set Zmix is based on more than 500,000 density profiles sampled
in SO by Argo floats data (Sallée et al. [2010b]). Our choice of variables led to an ensemble of
almost 1,200 di�erent scenarios that combine di�erent values of the above parameters i-v that
cover a wide range of Zmix/ZF e observed in the SO.
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of the total amount of Fe supplied to the 0-50m. surface layer as a
function of the maxZmix and the summer ferricline (colors).

In our model, the amount of Fe injected at the surface each year is not prescribed: Fe is entrained
in the mixing layer durint the deepening phase. Thus, the Fe supply depends on the relative
depths of the ferricline and maxZmix (Fig. 2). The relationship between both variables is however
non linear, due to the e�ects of consumption/remineralisation by the biological community and
the rate of stratification/destratification. A peculiarity of the SO is that the ferricline depth is
often found below the maximum winter mixed layer depth (Tagliabue et al. [2014b]), implying
some regions permanently Fe-limited despite strong and deep winter mixing. In our scenarios,
this situation occurs when ZF e is greater than maxZmix (figure 4.2). Note that this is di�erent
from other high-latitude productive regions such as the NA, where nitrate is the main limiting
nutrient. In the NA, the depth of winter mixing and the convective nitrate supplies are more
tightly correlated than its SO counterpart (depth of winter mixing and convective Fe supplies).

Bloom onset, climax and apex

In this study, we decompose the bloom phenology in three main events based on the rate of net
biomass accumulation (r), which writes as:

r = 1
P

int

dP

int

dt

, whith P

int =
H⁄

0

Pdz (4.4)
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with H the depth of the water column. For simplicity, hereinafter we will refer to P

int as P.
From the seasonal evolution of r, we define the bloom onset (total biomass starts to increase:
Pmin, r = 0 and r

Õ
> 0; hereafter all temporal derivatives are marked by a prime, i.e., r

Õ = ”r/”t);
the bloom climax (the rate of accumulation is maximum: r = rmax and r

Õ = 0); and the bloom
apex (bloom peaks in total biomass: P = Pmax, r = 0 and r

Õ
< 0). See figure 4.1 where the three

steps are reported. We note here that r is computed in our study from a total water column
integral, which slightly di�ers from what is done in Sverdrup [1953] or Behrenfeld [2010] where
P was integrated down to the base of the mixing-layer. As Chiswell [2013] pointed out, mixing
layer integration of P might be misleading when the mixing layer restratifies as plankton is not
conserved in the Zmix. Integrating over the whole water column overcomes the discontinuity issue
pointed out by Chiswell [2013].

Integrating equation 4.1 and dividing all terms by Pint, r can be written as the integrated balance
between phytoplankton source (i.e., growth rate, µ) and sinks (i.e., grazing and mortality rates,
g and m respectively):

r = µ ≠ g ≠ m (4.5)

Hence, the evolution of modelled ecosystem in the column water can be synthesized as:

r = µ ≠ l (4.6)

with µ as the mean growth rate of the total depth integrated phytoplankton community, and l
as the sum of grazing and mortality.

Bloom timing

In our set of experiments, the time of the deepest convection (tmaxZ
mix

) can vary by up to two
months between experiments, and the time at which summer stratification is reached (tminZ

mix

)
by one month. To account for this variability, the timing of the di�erent bloom phases is not
only measured relatively to the day of the year, but also relatively to the phase of the physical
forcing, i.e. relative to the time of tminZ

mix

and tmaxZ
mix

. In this sense, bloom phases occurring
before tmaxZ

mix

are occurring in ”winter”, when the mixing-layer is still deepening. On the other
hand, bloom phases occurring between tmaxZ

mix

and tminZ
mix

are occurring during the springtime
thinning of the mixing-layer.

Bottom up versus top-down control

In this paper we aim at investigating whether the bloom seasonal cycle is controlled by bottom-up
or top-down processes. Here, we detail how the relative intensity of µ

Õ and l’ can be used to link
onset, climax and apex to its bottom-up or top-down controls.
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Onset (r = 0, r

Õ
> 0) occurs when gains first overcomes losses. At onset phytoplankton

biomass is minimal and losses are always decreasing. However, there exists two possible ecosystem
configuration able to trigger the bloom (figure 4.3):

• Growth Regime: The growth rate has already started to increase while loss rate is still
decreasing or stable. In such circumstances, growth will become larger than loss at some
point leading to the initiation of net biomass accumulation in the column water (i.e., r > 0).
The onset is controlled by the growth (i.e., light and nutrients) and therefore, bottom-up
driven. Analytically, this regime can be expressed as:

µ

Õ
> 0, l

Õ Æ 0 ∆ r

Õ
> 0 (4.7)

• Dilution Regime: Growth and loss rate are decreasing due to nutrients depletion, low light
conditions and Zmix deepening. The latter causes the dilution of plankton (both, phyto-
and grazers) when increasing the volume of water in the mixing layer. This process strongly
decreases the prey-predator encounter probability causing a faster decrease on loss rate than
on growth rate. The grazing pressure relaxation allows phytoplankton ecosystem to start
increasing. This regime is top-down controlled and it corresponds to bloom onset scenario
described in Marra and Barber [2004] and Behrenfeld [2010], Boss and Behrenfeld [2010].
It can be analytically expressed by:

l

Õ
< µ

Õ
< 0 ∆ r

Õ
> 0 (4.8)
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the two mechanism able to trigger the bloom in winter. In growth (red),
net accumulation (green) and losses (blue) rates are represented for the (a) Growth Regime and
(b) the Dilution Regime. Losses rate is represented as negative (-l) to illustrate the balance
r = µ ≠ l. The vertical grey line marks the date of onset at which r becomes greater than zero.
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Climax (r = rmax, r

Õ = 0) marks the instant of the fastest population increasing. Conse-
quently, climax is the inflection point in the seasonal evolution of biomass:

r = rmax ∆ r

Õ = 0 where P

ÕÕ Ã r

Õ
. (4.9)

From an ecosystem point of view, this means that trend in loss rates overcomes the trend in
growth rate (lÕ = µ

Õ). Therefore, the bloom climax marks the beginning of the ‘recoupling’
process that leads to the re-equilibrium of the system. Full recoupling is reached later in the year
at the date we refer to as the apex date. Climax can be achieved in two di�erent ways: either µ

Õ

becoming negative due to nutrient limitation (bottom-up control) or l

Õ becoming greater than µ

Õ

(top-down control).

Finally, apex (r = 0, r

Õ
< 0) marks the actual time of recoupling, when losses first overcome

gains. At apex, losses are always increasing, l

Õ
> 0. Apex can be reached when growth is still

increasing, and biomass accumulation is stopped by grazers (i.e. l

Õ
> µ

Õ with µ

Õ
> 0); we refer to

this case as the top-down controlled. In the bottom-up case, the apex is mainly due to change on
the growth rate trend, i.e., µ

Õ
< 0. This situation is often caused by the nutrients depletion in the

mixing layer. We note that both top-down and bottom-up controls can mutually act together.
Our analysis only points out the dominant process at play.

Results

Abrupt and smooth blooms

Two types of bloom phenology emerge from our 1,200 ensemble: abrupt blooms, characterised
by a sudden and very strong intensification of biomass accumulation, and smooth blooms, which
display a smoother biomass accumulation. In fact, there is a continuous range of possible phe-
nologies between these two bloom types and, hence, no objective criterion that distinguishes
them. Nevertheless, as abrupt blooms reach, by definition, a higher value of r at climax, the 20%
of blooms with the largest rmax were identified as abrupt, and the remaining 80% as smooth in
the following analysis. Importantly, these two types of SO bloom phenologies are also identifiable
from ocean colour observations (Sallée et al., 2014; in this issue).

For illustrative purpose, we will describe an example of an abrupt and smooth bloom taken from
our results (figure 4.4). In the abrupt case example (figure 4.4 a-c), the Zmix reaches 400m in
winter and the summer ferricline is located at 150m. This deep winter mixing causes strong
light limitation over 6 months of the year (from May to October). Simultaneously, Fe limitation
declines as Zmix becomes deeper than ZF e, and entrains Fe to the surface. The bloom onset
occurs around 1st July and is followed by 2.5 months of a low and stable positive r during which
the Zmix continues to progressively deepen. We will refer to this period as the plateau. Then,
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when tmaxZ
mix

is reached and the Zmix starts shallowing, r rapidly increases until climax (rmax)
is reached on 20th of October. In this scenario, the climax is an abrupt and strong peak that
occurs during the period of Zmix restratification. This date also marks the start of a large and
rapid increase in both, integrated biomass (P) and surface chlorophyll (sChl) (black and green
lines in 4.4 a). Apex is reached 10 days after the climax (1st November) associated to a rapid
decline in r, which is driven by decreasing µ as Fe-limitation becomes important, as well as
increasing losses ( l

Õ
>> 0 ). Following apex, growth/loss equilibrium (r ¥ 0) is re-established

over the summer months (i.e., grazers-prey recoupling). This type of bloom is characteristic of
high-latitude regions like the NA and iron rich waters of the SO (Waniek [2003]).

In the smooth bloom case example (figure 4.4 b-d) Zmix reaches 200m in winter, with a long
period of restratification (more than 2 months) and a relatively deep mixing during summer
(65m). ZF e is deeper than maxZmix, so mixing does not reach the largest Fe stocks, which
maintains a significant Fe limitation all year round (red surface in figure 4.4 d). As for abrupt
bloom case, onset occurs in mid-June and is followed by a plateau phase which lasts during Zmix

deepening. In contrast to the abrupt bloom (4.4 a-c), the plateau has a much smoother shape
and, instead of switching to a high r phase, is followed by a phase where r declines slowly. Climax
is in late-July, in the midst of the plateau and just before tmaxZ

mix

; the accumulation intensity at
climax is almost four times lower than for the abrupt bloom case (rsmooth

max = 0.02d

≠1 compared
to r

abrupt
max = 0.075d

≠1). Restratification is not associated with an increase in accumulation, which
is likely due to prevailing Fe limitation. The climax lead to the beginning of recoupling and apex
is reached after 2 months (around mid-September), associated to a strong grazing pressure that
overcomes the steady increase in growth rate (at r = 0: l

Õ
> µ

Õ
> 0, figure 4.4 b-d). Overall, the

temporal changes in r are much less pronounced than for the abrupt case (figure 4.4 a-c) and the
apex seems to arise from the long process of re-equilibrium that begins just after the onset, due
to maintained top-down control. P and sChl display a weak seasonal cycle with maximal values
between September and October. The maximal value of sChl is reached just before Pmax, which
in contrast to the abrupt bloom case, has a broader and lower peak.

Bloom seasonal cycle: onset, climax and apex

Onset

A remarkably consistent result over our 1,200 simulations is that in 100% of the situations that
we have explored, the bloom onset always occurs in winter, when the mixing-layer is deepening
(figure 4.5 a). The median value of the onset date is around 2 months before tmaxZ

mix

and 4
months before tminZ

mix

. Abrupt blooms tend to initiate earlier than smooth blooms, and the
spread of the time of initiation is wider for smooth blooms than for abrupt blooms.
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Figure 4.4: Seasonal cycle of the forcing Zmix (red line) and model outputs of integrated
biomass (black line) and surface Chlorophyll (green line) for (a) an abrupt Bloom and (b) a
smooth Bloom. Summer ZF e is indicated by an horizontal red dashed line. The seasonal cycle
of the accumulation rate (r, black line), the growth rate (µ, green line) and losses rate (l, blue
line) for both runs are represented in panels (c) and (d). Losses rate is represented as negative
(-l) to illustrate the balance r = µ ≠ l. Limitation due to Fe and Light are shaded in red and
yellow areas; orange areas stands for the time at which both factors are limiting. Winter solstice
date and maxZmix date are indicated by a vertical grey line. onset, climax and apex dates for

each run are marked by a light blue dashed line.
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Figure 4.5: Bloom onset, climax and apex dates for each modelled bloom have been normalised
by the corresponding tmaxZ

mix

(left column) and tminZ
mix

(right column). In the figure, the
histogram of the ensemble of modelled blooms representing: (a) the onset date normalised to the
tmaxZ

mix

date, (b) the onset date normalised to the tminZ
mix

date, (c) the climax date normalised
to the tmaxZ

mix

date, (d) the climax date normalised to the tminZ
mix

date, (e) the apex date
normalised to the tmaxZ

mix

date and (f) the apex date normalised to the tminZ
mix

date. Median
value is represented by a vertical line. abrupt blooms distribution are in dark colour and smooth
blooms distribution in light colour. Normalisation allows to identify the link the bloom phase
with the dynamics of the Zmix. For instance, independently of the absolute onset date, negative
values represent onsets occurring before tmaxZ

mix

(i.e., before the start of stratification) while
positive values indicate that bloom starts after tminZ

mix

(i.e., during stratification).
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ȝ’

l’

Growth Regime

Dilution Regime

Figure 4.6: Growth and losses rate trends at the date of onset for the ensemble of modelled
blooms. Circles stand for smooth blooms and triangles for abrupt blooms. Growth Regime
quadrant (background red shade) and Dilution regime semi-quadrant (background blue shade).
The absolute onset date (day of the year) is represented by symbols color. Austral winter solstice

date (21st of June, day of the year 172) is marked with an arrow on the colorbar.

As introduced above, these winter onsets can either be growth- or dilution-driven. Here we assess
each of the blooms in terms of the rate of change in losses and growth (lÕ, µ

Õ, respectively) at the
time of onset (figure 4.6). In this way we can discriminate between the bottom-up (increase in
growth rate or Growth regime) and top-down (decrease in grazing or Dilution regime) control.
Overall, across the 1,200 scenarios of our study we find an equal distribution between Growth
regimes (µÕ

> 0, red quadrant in figure 4.6) and Dilution regimes (µÕ
< 0, blue semi-quadrant in

figure 4.6). No significant di�erences in the onset regime are found for abrupt blooms (represented
by triangles in figure 4.6).

In terms of absolute timing, all onsets occurring after the winter solstice are associated to Growth
regimes and those occurring before the winter solstice, to the Dilution regime (see colorbar in
figure 4.6). Thus, in our simulations (and unlike the results of Behrenfeld et al. [2013a] in a model
of the North Atlantic) dilution is not always e�cient enough to initiate the bloom. We found that
the e�ciency of dilution at initiating the bloom is related to the speed of destratification of the
mixing-layer. Dilution is e�cient when the destratification is strong enough to dilute predators,
but weak enough to retain favourable light conditions for phytoplankton. In our simulations, we
find a threshold between dilution and Growth regimes of at ¥ 2m/day (supplementary material
figure 4.7). When the destratification rate is greater than ¥2m/day, the decrease in losses due
to dilution are not strong enough to overcome the decrease in growth and to cause the bloom to
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onset. In this case, the onset is delayed until light conditions become more favourable (i.e., after
winter solstice), switching to a Growth regime. Alternatively, when the destratification rate is
less than ¥ 2m/day the opposite occurs, favouring dilution regimes.
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Figure 4.7: Growth rate at onset for each bloom is represented as a function of onset date and
Zmix deepening speed. Red and blue colours stands for Grotwh or Dilution regime respectively.
The size of symbols represent the maxZmix for each bloom. Circles stand for smooth blooms

and triangles for abrupt blooms.

Climax

After the bloom onset, biomass accumulation increases until it reaches a maximum rate that we
define as the climax (time of r = rmax). We note here that this date is di�erent from the date
of maximal biomass stock: accumulation continues until r switches back to a negative value.
Instead, climax refers to the maximum increase rate of integrated biomass. In contrast to the
bloom onset, for the large majority of blooms (¥ 80%), climax is reached during the phase of
Zmix retreat, i.e. after maxZmix (figure 4.5 c). The remaining 20% of blooms are characterized
by a climax before or when the mixing-layer reaches its maximum depth. However, all of these
blooms with a climax before maxZmix are smooth blooms. Abrupt blooms, associated with, by
definition, a large (i.e., an “intense” climax) have their climax occurring after maxZmix.

Interestingly, for all seasonal cycles analysed, we found the accumulation reaches its maximum
before the surface layer re-stratifies to its minimal value (figure 4.5 d). In summary, we find
that in 80% of our simulation climax occur during spring stratification (i.e., before tminZ

mix

and
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after tmaxZ
mix

). In addition, climax associated with all of the abrupt blooms occur at the time
where the mixing layer reaches its minimal value (i.e. at tminZ

mix

and after tmaxZ
mix

; dark green
in figure 4.6 c-d). These results suggest a relationship between climax date and intensity, and
the surface layer re-stratification period, which in turns points out the possible importance of
light on biomass accumulation rate. Accordingly, we find that the faster is the restratification
of the surface layer, the larger is the maximum accumulation rate (figure 4.8), with the total
Fe input playing a secondary role. We note that for a given restratification speed (except for
the very low restratification, slower than 5m/d), rmax is tightly linked to the total Fe input in
the surface layer. We understand the tight relationship between rmax and the restratification as
an indication of bottom-up control: a rapid improvement in light conditions leads to a parallel
increase in growth rate (µ), which quickly translates into a rapid elevation of r, as grazers are not
able to respond at the same rate. The amount of Fe available in winter thus works as a catalyst,
allowing phytoplankton to take an optimal benefit of the increase in light conditions.
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Figure 4.8: The climax intensity (or rmax; in d

≠1) is represented in colour as a function of
the vertical iron supply and the reestratification speed. Circles stand for smooth blooms and

triangles for abrupt blooms.

Apex

The apex date is reached when loss rate first overcomes growth rate (l = µ) causing biomass
accumulation to arrest (r = 0). For 90% of the scenarios we analysed, apex occurs after the
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mixing layer reaches its maximum (median value around 1.5 months later; figure 4.5 e). In
addition, apex is reached, in more than 75% of bloom scenarios, before the date of minimum
mixing depth (median value around 1 month before; figure 4.5 f). However, apex for abrupt
blooms occurs after tminZ

mix

(hence also after tmaxZ
mix

; figure 4.5 e,f). Such blooms can be
viewed as examples of ‘bloom and bust’ dynamics occurring during a rapid restratification that
causes a sudden drop in r following the climax (compare figure 4.5 d and f; dark colours, or
example of figure 4.4 b).

By assessing the state of the ecosystem at the apex date we can better understand the processes
leading to this stage. At apex, l

Õ is always positive (figure 4.9), which means grazing pressure is
enhanced. In contrast, µ

Õ can be either positive (but necessarily lower than l

Õ) or negative (figure
4.9). Over the ensemble of scenarios, 68% have an increase in growth (µÕ

> 0) at the time of
apex, and 32% have a decrease in growth (µÕ

< 0) at the time of apex. However, l

Õ is always
grater than µ

Õ (up to a factor 10 in some cases) indicating strong top-down control for our entire
suite of scenarios. The earliest apex dates are always associated with µ

Õ
> 0 (figure 4.9), while

after around day 260 (≥ mid-September), µ

Õ can either be positive or negative at recoupling.
The highest loss rates (lÕ > 100/day) are always associated to abrupt blooms (see triangles in
figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Growth and losses rate trends at the date of the apex for the ensemble of modelled
blooms. Circles stand for smooth blooms and triangles for abrupt blooms. The absolute apex

date (day of the year) is represented by symbols colour.
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A comparison of bloom detection criteria

Many of the seasonal cycles generated by our model are characterized by a plateau phase, with
positive, but weak and relatively constant accumulation between onset and climax (see section
4.2 and figure 4.4). While in terms of biomass accumulation, the bloom has definitely started
(i.e., r > 0), there is little accumulation of chlorophyll at the ocean surface (sChl; see examples
in figure 4.4, green curve). Clearly, detecting bloom onset from surface chlorophyll observations
would be challenging in such cases. In this section, we aim to better understand what can be
learned from surface observations of chlorophyll accumulation.

Surface chlorophyll (sChl) and surface biomass (sP) are extracted from the model runs and
used as input for two bloom detection criteria (typically applied to surface observations, e.g.
Behrenfeld [2010]; Brody and Lozier [2014], Brody et al. [2013]). By comparing this surface-
derived information with the actual onset and climax we computed from the full vertical profile
(presented in section 4.2) we can quantify potential uncertainties. The two surface criteria we
use are:

1. P*-criterion: date at which Pú’ > 0 (Behrenfeld [2010]), where:

P ¥ P

ú = sP ◊ Zmix while t < tmaxZ
mix

(4.10)

2. sChl-criterion: Date of maximal sChl”

P*-criterion detects dates that coincides, for 85% of blooms, to the onset computed from the full
vertical profile (figure 4.10 a). This result is not surprising given the model set up: in our model,
the mixing layer is very strongly mixed, so we expect P to be relatively constant over Zmix and
very weak below the mixing layer (so, P

ú ¥ P ). The accuracy of the P*-criterion is therefore
strongly tied to the choice of the mixing depth with which P* is computed: it must be a strongly
mixed surface layer which is not always well described by typical mixed-layer depth criterion
(e.g. Taylor and Ferrari [2011]). Arguably, P*-criterion will work better during the convective
phase of the surface layer, when mixed-layer actively mixes. The P*-criterion detects onset dates
around 2 months before the climax (figure 4.10 b), in agreement with the typical time di�erence
found between onset and climax (figure 4.5 a,c).

The sChl-criterion detects dates that are only very weakly related to the actual onsets in our
model scenarios (figure 4.10 c). Onset dates derived from this criteria are 1 to 4 months later
than the actual onset, with a median value of 2.5 months later. Interestingly, the dates detected
by sChl-criterion are more closely related to the bloom climax (figure 4.10 d), with this bias even
clearer for abrupt blooms (dark green on figure 4.10 d). We conclude that sChl-criterion (or
criteria based on sChl”), that are often used in ocean colour studies, are more closely related to
the strongest period of the bloom rather than to onset.
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Normalised by Onset date Normalised by Climax date
P*-criterion

sChl-criterion

a)

c)
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d)

Figure 4.10: The histogram of the ensemble of modelled blooms representing: (a)bloom detec-
tion date using P*-criterion normalised to the actual onset date, (b) bloom detection date using
sChl-criterion normalised to the actual onset date, (c) bloom detection date using P*-criterion
normalised to the actual climax date, (d) bloom detection date using sChl-criterion normalised to
the actual climax date. Median value is represented by a vertical line. abrupt blooms distribution

are in dark colour and smooth blooms distribution in light colour.

Evaluating Sverdrup’s bloom conditions

Sverdrup hypothesized that phytoplankton net accumulation can increase if mixed layer depth
(MLD) is shallower than a critical depth (Zc; defined as the euphotic layer) at which integrated
gains balance integrated losses (Sverdrup [1953]). This critical depth can be mathematically
expressed as (Siegel [2002]):

Zc = 1
K

I0
Ic

, (4.11)

where I0 is the surface PAR, K the light attenuation coe�cient (in m≠1), and Ic an empirical
value ranging from 0.35 to 3.5 mol photon/m2/d. Here, Zc is computed at each timestep using
SO adapted light attenuation coe�cient proposed in Nelson and Smith [1991]. Di�erent values
of Ic were tested: 0.35, 1.5 and 3.5 mol photon/m2/d. Since the highest two Ic values cause
a shallow biased Zc a high number of scenarios did not result in any date where Zmix = Zc.
Results are therefore presented for the lowest Ic of 0.35 mol photon/m2/d. We next investigate
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whether Sverdrup’s bloom conditions are satisfied using the two surface bloom detection methods
presented above (P*-criterion and sChl-criterion).

P*-criterion detects dates 3-5 months before Sverdrup’s conditions are satisfied (median value
around 4 months before; figure 4.11 a). Similarly, close to 95% of the dates associated with
sChl-criterion are before Zmix becomes shallower than Zc. However, for abrupt blooms, the sChl-
criterion detects dates that are distributed around the date at which Sverdrup’s conditions are
satisfied. Given that we found the sChl-criterion to be a good approximation of bloom climax,
our results suggest that Sverdrup’s conditions are associated with bloom intensification (climax)
rather than onset.

Discussion

During the last 20 years, numerous studies based on SO bloom dynamics have emerged. Most of
them rely on satellite observations in this remote region (Moore et al. [1999]; Venables et al. [2007];
Fauchereau et al. [2011]) with the exception of specific locations where mooring observations have
been sampled (Jeandel et al. [1998]; Abbott et al. [2000]; Weeding and Trull [2013]), occasional
oceanographic surveys (Boyd et al. [2000]; Pollard et al. [2007]; Blain et al. [2007]) and recent
datasets obtained by elephant seals equipped with CTD and fluorescence sensors (Blain et al.
[2013]). While in situ observations usually o�er water-column measurements, they are limited
to specific regions and last for only a few weeks/months. In contrast, satellite-based chlorophyll
data provide substantial spatial and temporal coverage. However, they are limited to interpret
bloom dynamics solely based on its surface imprint.

Satellite-based analysis of high-latitude bloom onset often relate the increase of surface chloro-
phyll to the stratification of the mixed layer in spring. From this temporal correlation authors
conclude that alleviation of light limitation in the MLD is the main bloom trigger (Nelson and
Smith [1991]; Siegel [2002]). Such results are based on the seminal concepts of Gran and Braarud
[1935] and Riley [1942] and theoretically supported by Sverdrup’s hypothesis (Sverdrup [1953]).
More recently, combined analyses of satellite and model data identified onset based on its “strict”
definition: the date at which integrated gains overcome losses (Behrenfeld [2010]). In this case,
onset is systematically found in winter presumably caused by a fast decrease on grazing pressure
during MLD deepening. This apparent inconsistency between the two results is subject to much
debate (Chiswell [2011]; Behrenfeld and Boss [2013]; Ferrari et al. [2014]).

Our results shed light on the current debate by describing the bloom as a sequence of three distinct
phases: an onset, a climax, and an apex. While a ”strict” onset definition is consistent with a
winter onset (in agreement with Behrenfeld [2010], Behrenfeld et al. [2013a]) the surface spring
bloom is associated with the climax of the integrated bloom, which is the rapid accumulation
occurring after the winter onset. We therefore suggest that much of the debate regarding winter
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P*-criterion
sChl-criterion

Normalised by date of maxZmix= Zc

a)

b)

maxZmix = Zc - 2 months- 4 months

Figure 4.11: The histogram of the ensemble of modelled blooms representing: (a) bloom detec-
tion date using P*-criterion normalised by the date at which Sverdrup’s conditions are satisfied,
(b) bloom detection date using sChl-criterion normalised by the date at which Sverdrup’s con-
ditions are satisfied. Median value is represented by a vertical line. abrupt blooms distribution

are in dark colour and smooth blooms distribution in light colour.
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versus spring onset mostly results from confusions on the definition of the word ”onset”. It is
important to note that what originally made blooms such an attractive phenomenon was ”the
sudden appearance of an enormous numbers of diatoms in early spring” (Bigelow [1926]). Hence,
in our opinion, the most important phase of the bloom is perhaps the climax, not the onset. We
demonstrate that is possible to di�erentiate both stages using surface satellite-based products
thanks to existing methods able to detect bloom dynamics (figure 4.10 a-b). The method we have
tested (P ú = MLD ◊ sP and proposed in Behrenfeld [2010]) can be successfully applied during
winter destratification if three conditions are satisfied: ocean colour satellite data is available in
winter, the timing and magnitude of MLD can be accurately estimated, and the MLD is actively
mixed (i.e., MLD ¥ Zmix).

One advantage of using a model approach is that allows us to investigate the mechanisms that
drive the phenomena of winter onset. Interestingly, two possible winter bloom triggers have been
identified: grazer-prey dilution and winter net growth (figure 4.6). In addition, we find that
dilution is only e�cient when the destratification of the mixing layer is not too fast. When
destratification is rapid, grazers are diluted, but the phytoplankton growth is reduced even more
strongly due to light limitation. In such cases, the winter onset is delayed to later in the season,
when light conditions improve following the winter solstice.

The date at which net accumulation stops (i.e., the apex) is strongly top-down controlled (fig-
ure 4.9). The complete recoupling and the afterwards readjustment is influenced by numerous
complex biogeochemical processes involving remineralisation, aggregation of particles or virus
infection (Boyd et al. [2012b]). We want to stress here that any given model, even if containing
a significant level of complexity, would be suspect in the representation of these processes, which
are still poorly understood. This is particularly true in the Southern Ocean, where the complex
cycle of iron is involved.

Our results and conclusions are based on an idealised model where strong assumptions where
applied to minimise the degrees of freedom and ease results interpretation. This simplifications
and assumptions must be taken into account when interpreting the results. First of all, the
seasonal cycle is modelled in a 1D water-column where lateral advection is not considered. Even
if this may have important consequences on nutrients/iron transport, our approach is supported
by recent works on iron supply in the SO (Tagliabue et al. [2011]; Tagliabue et al. [2014b]).
Second, in our model vertical mixing is assumed to be very strong an homogeneous from the
surface to a depth level (Zmix) and very low below. This highly turbulent mixing-layer is a
reasonable assumption for the Southern Ocean where winds are generally strong and sustain
e�cient turbulent vertical mixing. However, we did not address the sources of vertical mixing
and the possible subseasonal variations in mixing. We note here that in the present study we
analysed bloom in relation to the mixing layer depth, which is not necessarily the same as the
mixed-layer depth. While Sverdrup referred to the seasonal thermocline (classically associated
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to the mixed-layer), recent studies have focused the interest on the upper-layer mixing (based on
the critical turbulence hypothesis of Huisman et al. [1999]) and the mechanisms able to reduce it:
positive heat fluxes (Taylor and Ferrari [2011] and Ferrari et al. [2014]), wind reduction (Chiswell
[2011]) or submesoscale eddies (Lévy et al. [2001]; Mahadevan et al. [2012]). In our study,
we avoided such controversy by imposing a very strong mixed upper-layer with no subseasonal
variability. In the real ocean (and specially in the SO), the phytoplankton activity (and therefore,
the bloom formation and evolution) is highly a�ected by atmospheric and oceanic physical events
with day-to-week duration length (Waniek [2003]). Such events, are arguably an important source
of variability when addressing the phytoplankton seasonal cycle with ocean-colour satellite data.

In our set of experiments, the limiting nutrient was always dissolved iron while is known that in
Fe-rich water of the SO, diatoms can also be limited by silicic acid (Boyd and Ellwood [2010]). We
therefore note that our results should not be extrapolated to any other location or SO regions
where main iron supply is not winter mixing (e.g., South Georgia Is. or Kerguelen Is. and
Plateau), where silicic acid is a limiting factor, nor to higher latitudes (>70¶S) where the role of
light and ice seasonal cycle can be critical on the phytoplankton bloom phenology.

Conclusions

Implementing an ensemble of more than 1,200 idealised physical scenarios for an isolated water
column, a complex biogeochemical model has been forced with the aim to reproduce the plankton
seasonal cycle for a collection of open waters/ice-free SO spots. Daily frequency model outputs
covering a large spectra of the variables involved in the phytoplanktonic bloom allowed us to
target the question of bloom formation mechanisms from di�erent focus.

Three crucial stages on bloom seasonal evolution have been defined: onset, climax and apex
date. All onsets occurred in winter and most of the climax, in spring. For the onset, upper-layer
mixing (or Zmix) appeared as a key component on tilting the system to be bottom-up or top-
down controlled. In the case of climax, the amount of Fe (and thus the relative depth between
mixing layer and ferricline) seemed to play a secondary but significant role on the intensity of
accumulation. Concerning apex, permanent top-down control was identified.

Two bloom detection criteria were tested using model surface chlorophyll and mixed layer inte-
grated biomass estimated from surface values. The biomass-based criterion appeared as a good
proxy for detecting bloom onset while the criterion based on surface chlorophyll was reliable on
detecting the climax. From an analytical formulation of Sverdrup’s hypothesis we demonstrated
that can be only satisfied, for some specific kind of blooms, during climax phase.

Our results suggests the existence of bottom-up as well as top-down drivers of the di�erent phases
of the blooms. It also enlightens the apparent controversy between onset/surface bloom detection
and it shows how di�erent criteria can be used to answer di�erent questions.
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4.3 Conclusions

Modelling study conclusions presented in this chapter high-lighted the complex link between
bloom dynamics and its environment. We showed how bloom dynamics can not be simplified
to an initiation and end date but that there was at least three important phases. We carefully
defined the onset, climax and apex date together with the factors that control each of these
phases. Amongst these controls, light and winter mixing (and its influence on diminishing grazing
pressure) appeared important during the onset and climax (with a significant role of iron in the
latter) while apex was mainly top-down controlled by grazing. The timing and intensity at which
these phases occur determine bloom phenology (i.e., abrupt or smooth blooms).

Once each boom phase control was identified, we did a step forward to compare our integrated
view of the bloom with the bloom surface expression that can be captured from satellite data.
Interestingly, we found that common bloom detection methods using surface chlorophyll deter-
mine not the onset but the climax phase of the bloom. Nevertheless, we also shown that bloom
onset is detectable using an estimation of the integrated biomass proposed in Behrenfeld [2010].
This results motived us to combine satellite and Argo data in the Southern Ocean with the aim
to detect both onset and climax phases in a observational data base. By detecting these two
bloom phases and comparing each relative timing, we were able to identify three di�erent bloom
regimes coherently distributed over the Southern Ocean. Synthesising the features of each of these
regimes we proposed an organisation of Southern Ocean blooms into three di�erent phenology
regimes.

This observational work was realised in collaboration of J.B.Sallée, specialist on the exploitation
of Argo floats database in the Southern Ocean. Our collaboration resulted in the production
of the article that will be presented in the first part of this chapter. This article has also been
submitted to ICES JMS Sverdrup’s special issue. In the second part of this chapter, I will present
a model-based complement of this work. In this second part, I used a biogeochemical model
configuration of the Southern Ocean to test some of the assumptions applied in the observational
study. Actually, using a similar logic of the one applied in the 1D study when testing satellite
detection methods, here I re-test the surface estimation of integrated biomass using a 3D model
which physical environment is much more realistic. Interestingly, from this comparison it was
possible to identify some cases for which integrated biomass can not be estimated from surface.



Chapter 5

Bloom phenology in the Souhtern
Ocean

5.1 Introduction

In the precedent chapter I presented an idealised study addressing the controls of phytoplankton
blooms at the Southern Ocean. We distinguished three bloom phases: onset, climax and apex.
Based on an ensemble of 1,200 idealised seasonal cycles, we related each of the three bloom
phases to physical (bottom-up) or biological (top-down) controls. Lastly, we proposed di�erent
detection methods to detect each of these phases using satellite and ocean interior (i.e., turbulent
mixing in the column water) estimations.

The results of this modelling work in chapter 4 are, however, based on a very idealised seasonal
cycle of turbulent mixing. In the ”real” ocean, the seasonal cycle of the physical processes that
impact phytoplankton (mainly turbulent mixing and nutrient supply, in open waters) is much
more complex. Mixing intensification (in magnitude and depth) during autumn and winter, and
later weakening in spring, does not occur at a regular pace but results from the concatenation of
atmospheric and oceanic events at di�erent time and space scales.

In order to extrapolate the conclusions of the precedent study to a more realistic (and complex)
framework, we decided to address Southern Ocean phytoplankton blooms using observational
data. Ocean colour data was co-localised to in-situ estimations of the water column stratification
to infer bloom evolution within the water column. The concepts and results from the modelling
study were used to identify each bloom phase (i.e., onset, climax and apex) using the appropriate
bloom detection method. Interestingly, most of the results obtained form the idealised model
appeared to be coherent with the statistical results issued from observations. Furthermore, we
were able to identify three distinct phenology regimes in the Southern Ocean and to propose
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the drivers that originate this diversity. All this work was conducted in tight collaboration with
J.B.Sallée (at BAS, Cambridge, when the collaboration started and later at LOCEAN, Paris)
and resulted in the submission of the article Characterisation of distinct bloom phenology regimes
in the Southern Ocean to ICES JMS special issue on Sverdrup’s hypothesis. The full content of
this scientific article will be presented in the first part of this chapter, section 5.2.

The second part will present a complementary work of this study1. Using the regional models
configurations presented in chapter 3, I tested some of the hypotheses we assumed when ad-
dressing blooms based on observations. As we did in the 1D study, the model was used to look
through the whole water column and to compare integrated biomass to estimations from surface.
This approach allowed me to identify some cases not represented in our 1D simplified model,
for which surface Chl and MLD information is not su�cient to estimate the integrated biomass.
Incoherences between observation-based and the two model-based studies, shed some light on the
intrinsic limitations of both large-scale observations and biogeochemical models.

5.2 Characterisation of distinct bloom phenology regimes in the
Southern ocean (Article)

Sallée, J.B.; Llort, J.; Tagliabue, A, .Lévy, M.;
Submitted to ICES JMS special issue “60 years since Sverdrup’s critical depth hypothesis”

Abstract

In this study we document the regional variations of bloom phenology in the Southern Ocean,
based on a 13-year product of ocean color measurements collocated with observation-based esti-
mates of the mixed-layer depth. One key aspect of our work is to discriminate between mixed-
layer integrated bloom and surface bloom. By segregating blooms that occur before or after the
winter solstice and blooms where integrated and surface biomass increase together or display a
lag, we define three dominating Southern Ocean bloom regimes. While the regime definitions
are solely based on bloom timing characteristics, the three regimes organize coherently in geo-
graphical space, and are associated with distinct dynamical regions of the Southern Ocean: the
subtropics; the subantarctic; and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current region. All regimes have
their mixed-layer integrated onset between autumn and winter, when the daylight length is short,
and mixed-layer actively mixes and deepens. We discuss how these autumn-winter blooms are
controlled by either nutrient entrainment and/or reduction of prey-grazer encounter rate. In

1not added in the submitted article
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Figure 5.1: Climatological (a) annual mean of surface chlorophyll (Chlsurf ; mg m≠3; (b) annual
mean mixed-layer integrated chlorophyll (ChlML; mg m≠2; (c̃) winter (september) mixed-layer
depth from estimated from the observational dataset; and (d) annual mean surface nutrient
concentration (µ mol/l) from the World Ocean Atlas 2009. In panel (a-c) the three black lines
represent the approximate climatological position of the three main ACC branches, from south
to north: polar front, subantarctic front, and northern branch of the subantarctic front following

Sallée et al. [2008].

addition to the autumn-winter biomass increase, the subantarctic regime has a significant spring-
time biomass growth associated with the shutdown of turbulence when air°-sea heat flux switches
from surface cooling to surface warming.

Introduction

Satellite observations and studies based on in situ observations have shown that phytoplankton
distribution in the Southern Ocean displays patchy regional variability (5.1.a) and a wide range of
distinct seasonal cycle regimes (e.g. Moore and Abbott [2002]; Arrigo et al. [2008]; Thomalla et al.
[2011]; Chiswell et al. [2013]; Franks [2014]; Carranza and Gille [2014]). While phytoplankton
biomass and the associated primary productivity fluctuate according to season (e.g. Arrigo
et al. [2008]) and location, the environmental conditions that drive these patterns are poorly
understood. These misunderstandings hamper our ability to apprehend how seasonality might
be modified in the future (e.g. Henson et al. [2013]) and the associated implications for Southern
Ocean food webs.

A unique aspect of the Southern Ocean circulation is the presence of a strong eastward, circum-
polar current, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). On the northern edge of the ACC,
subtropical gyres flow counterclockwise, and their intense and energetic western boundary cur-
rents join the northern branches of the ACC in the western Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific basins.
The ACC and the western boundary currents have a profound influence on the physical and
geochemical characteristics of the Southern Ocean (Rintoul et al. [2010]). They form meridional
dynamical barriers (Sallée et al. [2008]), which split the Southern Ocean into a number of distinct
zones. Four main zones can be described, from north to south: the subtropical region, around
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30° S, characterized by stratified surface layers (5.1.c), and relatively weak wind and buoyancy
forcing; the subantarctic region, directly north of the ACC, which is characterized by very deep
mixed-layers (5.1.c), intense winds, large buoyancy forcing, and the presence of the energetic
western boundary currents; the ACC region, characterized by the top-to-bottom and large cir-
cumpolar current; and the subpolar region, south of the ACC, characterized by the seasonal
presence of sea-ice, and a relatively stratified surface layer.

These dynamical zones of the Southern Ocean correspond to specific geochemical regions (e.g.
Longhurst et al. [1995]). The surface layer of the subtropical region have low macronutrient
concentrations (5.1.d), the subantarctic, ACC and subpolar regions are generally considered as
macronutrient rich, iron limited regions (e.g. Martin et al. [1990]; Boyd et al. [2010]), although
silicic acid is notably much lower in the subantarctic region than the ACC (e.g. Sarmiento et al.
[2004]). Another notable aspect of the subantarctic zone is that it contains numerous continental
sources of iron (Boyd and Ellwood [2010]), with the presence of continental plateau and many
subantarctic islands, in the lee of the western boundary currents flowing eastward.

At present, it is not clear how the specific dynamical and geochemical regions of the Southern
Ocean relate to the patchy phytoplankton distribution in the Southern Ocean (5.1; e.g. Thomalla
et al. [2011]; Chiswell et al. [2013]). The aim of this study is to use a range of physical and
biochemical observational products to shed light on the general chlorophyll bloom patterns in
the Southern Ocean, and link these patterns to the distinct dynamical and geochemical regions
of the Southern Ocean.

Our aim of describing regional variability of the Southern Ocean phytoplankton seasonal cycle
falls within the more general context of the mechanisms associated with onset and duration of
phytoplankton blooms. These mechanisms remain much debated despite decades of research
(e.g. Sverdrup [1953]; Evans and Parslow [1985]; Townsend et al. [1992]; Huisman et al. [1999];
Behrenfeld [2010]; Mahadevan et al. [2012]; Taylor and Ferrari [2011]; Ferrari et al. [2014]). This
debate arises from the wide diversity, and often inter-related, factors that control phytoplankton
blooms, which range from physical (e.g. solar irradiance and the intensity of surface layer mixing),
biological (e.g. growth or grazing rates) to chemical (e.g. availability or cycling of nutrients)
factors.

The founding conceptual model of bloom dynamics, which arose in the first half of the last
century, is the ’critical depth’ theory (Gran and Braarud [1935]; Riley [1942]; Sverdrup [1953]),
which proposes that blooms should commence when the ocean surface mixed-layer restratifies in
spring. Recently, the extent to which the mixed-layer depth shallowing explains phytoplankton
blooms has been questioned (e.g. Behrenfeld [2010]; Chiswell et al. [2013]; Taylor and Ferrari
[2011]). For instance, several authors have proposed that surface layer turbulence (primarily
driven by wind and air-sea buoyancy flux) is one of the key factors for bloom onset (e.g. Huisman
et al. [1999]; Chiswell et al. [2013]; Taylor and Ferrari [2011]). Other works have proposed that
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blooms do not occur in spring, but instead in autumn or early winter, which seems to invalidate
the basis of the critical depth theory (Behrenfeld [2010]; Boss and Behrenfeld [2010]). Instead,
a new framework, the ”disturbance-recoupling” hypothesis, has been proposed, which focuses on
the balance between phytoplankton growth and grazing (Behrenfeld [2010]). Finally, some of the
confusion in our understanding of phytoplankton blooms might arise from whether blooms are
examined from the standpoint of water-column integrated biomass, or from surface observations
(Llort et al., submitted to this issue2.

After presenting the datasets and methods in Section 5.2, we introduce examples of chlorophyll
seasonal cycle in the Southern Ocean (Section 5.2). An important point in our study is that
we seek to discriminate between water-column integrated chlorophyll and surface chlorophyll by
co-locating surface chlorophyll observations with physical observations of the water-column. By
doing so, we demonstrate that Southern Ocean blooms can be grouped into a number of distinct
regimes based on their phenology (Section 5.2). We then discuss the seasonal cycle of each of
these regimes (Section 5.2), before finishing with a discussion of our results (Section 5.2).

Data and Methods

Surface ocean colour product

Surface chlorophyll (Chlsurf ) over the Southern Ocean is investigated in this study. We define
the Southern Ocean as the region between the latitude 70°-30° S. Although remote sensing of
Southern Ocean chlorophyll concentrations is e�ective in detecting large-scale chlorophyll bloom
regime, the current algorithms for the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS, algo-
rithm OC4v6), the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS-Aqua, algorithm
OC3M) and GlobColour significantly underestimate chlorophyll concentrations at high latitudes
(Johnson et al. [2013]). Therefore, in this study, we use a new algorithm, specifically designed
for the Southern Ocean that more accurately matches long-term in situ datasets (Johnson et al.
[2013]). The new algorithm improves in situ versus satellite chlorophyll coe�cients of determi-
nation (R2) from 0.27 to 0.46, 0.26 to 0.51 and 0.25 to 0.27, for OC4v6, OC3M and GlobColour,
respectively, while also addressing the underestimation problem. We also compared our results
to the Globcolour dataset and found the definition of the regimes and their characteristics to
be very similar, giving us confidence in the broad reliability of our results. However, the abso-
lute magnitudes of blooms are a�ected, and as the Johnson et al. [2013] algorithm best matches
observations, we decided to present results using this algorithm. Overall, surface chlorophyll
concentrations are available at a weekly resolution between the years 1998 to 2010, when cloud
coverage allows.

2Chapter 4 of this manuscript.
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Ocean interior

In order to investigate the role of ocean physics in driving phytoplankton blooms, we co-located
ocean temperature and salinity observations with the satellite-derived estimates of Chlsurf . To
do this we utilise two di�erent ocean interior datasets, as described below.

First, defined as the ”observational dataset”, we use in-situ observations of temperature/salin-
ity profiles from a combination of the Argo float database and the ship-based Southern Ocean
Data Base (SODB; see http://woceSOatlas.tamu.edu for more information). The Argo project
contributes about half of the Southern Ocean profiles, fills the center of ocean basins and pro-
vides complete sampling over the austral winter (Sallée et al. [2010b]). We use only profiles
that have passed the Argo real-time quality control, containing information on their position,
date, pressure, temperature (T) and salinity (S). Most Argo profiles sample T and S from the
surface to 2000 m depth every 10 days. From this database we extract information regarding
the mixed-layer depth. The advantage of this approach is that it provides ocean observations
at the time and location of the Chlsurf concentration estimate from satelitte. However, as the
satellite coverage is much greater than the in situ temperature/salinity coverage, this co-location
procedure reduces the number of Chlsurf estimates available.

Second, defined as the ”reanalysis dataset”, we use a statistical reanalysis of ocean observation:
the EN3 product produced by the UK Met-O�ce (http://www.meto�ce.gov.uk/hadobs/en3/).
The EN3 product consists of objective analyses formed from ship and Argo profile data. It
provides monthly-analyzed fields of full-depth temperature and salinity profiles on a one-degree
grid. While the data is provided from 1950, we only used data from the year 2002 onward, when
the objective analysis is constrained by Argo observations in the Southern Ocean.

Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) was extracted from individual profiles of the observational dataset
and the reanalysis dataset. We calculated the MLD with a surface-density-di�erence criterion of
�‡ Æ 0.03 kg m≠3 (Sallée et al. [2006]). Sallée et al. [2006] tested a number of methods and shows
that this particular criterion is well adapted to localized the base of the seasonal mixed-layer in
the Southern Ocean.

Everywhere possible we used the ”observational dataset” to estimate mixed-layer depth. However,
when the analysis requested the full length of the seasonal cycle (e.g., to reproduce the seasonal
cycle of the mixed-layer integrated chlorophyll, or to compute the initiation date of the mixed-
layer integrated chlorophyll), the ”reanalysis dataset” was used.

Water-column integrated chlorophyll

Although no observations of water-column integrated chlorophyll exist at large scales, in this
study we evaluate it via the combination of surface satellite estimates of Chlsurf and interior
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ocean structure. We assume that chlorophyll is well mixed above the mixed-layer base, and that
there is no chlorophyll below the mixed-layer base. Under such assumptions, we quanfity the
water-column integrated chlorophyll, ChlML, as: ChlML = H · Chlsurf , where H is the mixed-
layer depth. We note that our assumptions may be questioned in spring when the MLD rapidly
shallows, as under such conditions some chlorophyll may be left below the mixed-layer base
(e.g. Chiswell, 2013; Lévy, submitted to this issue). One therefore needs to be cautious of the
interpretation of ChlML in spring. In addition, ChlML is likely to be an underestimate of the
actual water-column integrated chlorophyll.

We note that we assume here that Chlsurf and ChlML have the same seasonal pattern as respec-
tively the surface biomass content and the mixed-layer integrated biomass content. In Section
5.2 we discuss the extent to this is true by attempting to compute the carbon concentration from
Chlsurf , based on the chlorophyll-to-carbon ratio, Chl:C (Behrenfeld [2005]): Chl:C = Chl:Cmin

+ [Chl:Cmax - Chl:Cmin] e≠3Ig, where Ig is the mixed-layer integrated irradiance (in moles pho-
tons m≠2 h≠1), Chl:Cmin = 4 10≠3 mg Chl (mg C)≠1, and Chl:Cmax = 0.013 mg Chl (mg C)≠1

(Behrenfeld [2010]). We show that Chlsurf and C have very similar seasonal pattern.

Onset detection method

In this Section, we describe the onset detection method that we apply to both ChlML and Chlsurf

time series. Hereafter, ChlML-onset will refer to the date of onset detected on the ChlML time-
series, and Chlsurf the date of onset detected on the Chlsurf time-series.

An important challenge is to identify the date of the start of intensification of chlorophyll (either
ChlML or Chlsurf ) in a manner that can be e�ciently and accurately applied to a large datasets.
Phenology studies currently use several methods to estimate the timing of a phytoplankton bloom.
Ji et al. [2010] identify three broad categories of methods (see also Brody et al. [2013]): threshold
method based on biomass; threshold method based on cumulative chlorophyll content; and rate
of change methods. Threshold methods based on chlorophyll biomass define bloom initiation as
the time at which a given threshold is reached (e.g. Siegel [2002]; Thomalla et al. [2011]; Cole
et al. [2012]; Sapiano et al. [2012]). Threshold methods based on cumulative chlorophyll biomass
identify a bloom as the time at which a cumulative summation of chlorophyll biomass crosses
a threshold percentile of the total biomass. Finally, rate of change methods estimate bloom
initiation from the point of most rapid increase on a chlorophyll time series or function fit to that
time series.

Brody et al. [2013] investigated the di�erences between these bloom detection methods. Their
conclusion was that the first group of methods (chlorophyll biomass threshold) can be strongly
biased for specific time-series and are well suited to investigating the match or mismatch between
phytoplankton and upper trophic levels. The second group of methods (cumulative chlorophyll
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biomass threshold) is also very sensitive to the date used for the start of the time series and
thus cannot be implemented at the basin scale using a globally fixed start date (Brody et al.
[2013]). Finally the third group of methods (rate of change) identifies blooms when chlorophyll is
increasing rapidly from the pre-bloom minimum, while absolute biomass levels may still remain
low. These methods can be useful in examining the seasonal physical or biological mechanisms
that create conditions in which a bloom can occur (Brody et al. [2013]).

Based on the analysis of Brody et al. [2013] we chose to apply a rate of change method that
we designed and tuned for our dataset. At each grid-point of the chlorophyll dataset, a 13-
year time-series (1998-2010) is extracted and linearly interpolated and a fast fourrier transform
low-pass filter is applied to remove any high-frequency variability irrelevant to seasonal time-
scale and bloom onset. The bloom onset of one particular year is defined as the maximum of
the second derivative of Chl (Chltt) in the time window where the derivative of Chl (Chlt) (i)
is positive, and (ii) contains a local maximum (here Chl is either ChlML or Chlsurf ). If the
bloom peak is below 1.2 times the seasonal minimum of Chl, we do not consider a bloom to have
occurred. Our definition ensures that each defined onset is robust and exists as a bloom in the
dataset. Additional constraints are applied to avoid unrealistic bloom detection: (i) the largest
data-gap within the 4 months centered on the defined onset must be smaller than 45 days; (ii)
the integrated amount of chlorophyll accumulated within 6 months before the onset must be less
than 25% of the total amount of chlorophyll summed over the year, centered on the time of onset.

We acknowledge that a definition ”by eye” would produce in many instances a more robust
definition of onset. However, our goal is to define an objective definition as robust as possible
that can consistently treat more than 1 million seasonal cycles and investigate general basin-scale
phenomena.

The Chlsurf -onset detection procedure nicely positions the Chlsurf -onset date at the start of
the high Chlsurf season (5.2). We note however that in some instances the detected Chlsurf -
onset seems to be a bit late (e.g. 5.2.a in 2006; 5.2.a in 2010) compare to other cases where
Chlsurf -onset appears to be detected in the very early days of the increasing season (e.g. 5.2.b
in 2008). All automatic detection methods will have such caveats and error associated with it
(Cole et al. [2012]; Brody et al. [2013]). Cole et al. [2012] estimates the error on such automatic
detection method to about 30 days in the Southern Ocean, which appears, by eyes, as a correct
order of magnitude on the specific examples shown in 5.2. We acknowledge that a definition ”by
eye” would produce in many instances a more robust definition of onset. However, our goal is to
define an objective definition as robust as possible that can consistently treat more than 1 million
seasonal cycles and investigate general basin-scale phenomena. We applied the same detection
method on the ChlML time-series as an estimate of the bloom ChlML-onset date. Similar to the
Chlsurf -onset date, we found the method reliable in detecting ChlML-onset as the starting date
of the increased ChlML season (5.2).
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Atmospheric fluxes

Atmospheric winds, buoyancy, and short-wave forcings are obtained from NCEP Climate Forcing
System Reanalysis (http://cfs.ncep.noaa.gov/cfsr/). We used atmospheric fields from this reanal-
ysis for the year 1998-2010, consistent with surface chlorophyll dataset timeframe. The winds
of the reanalysis product are strongly constrained by assimilation of satellite wind observation.
However, we note that buoyancy flux fields remain poorly known in the Southern Ocean, and
are only weakly constrained in atmospheric reanalysis e�orts. These constraints are even weaker
for freshwater fluxes. We therefore approximate the buoyancy flux to its heat component, which
is less uncertain. Mixed-layer integrated irradiance, Ig, is computed from downward short wave
flux: Ig =

s H
0 I0 e≠kz dz, where I0 is the downward short wave flux at sea surface, k is the at-

tenuation coe�cient in the surface layer, and H is the mixed-layer depth. Attenuation coe�cient
depends on both water attenuation (kw) and chlorophyll self-shading attenuation (kchl). In this
paper, we use kw = 0.02 m≠1 and kchl = 0.0865 m≠1 (e.g. Nelson and Smith, 1991).

Chlorophyll time series and bloom P-onset and Chl-onset characteristics

Southern Ocean bloom ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset dates are estimated by a systematic
method on more than one million seasonal cycles based on satellite-derived surface Chlsurf co-
located with estimates of mixed-layer depth (see Section 5.2). Two time-series of ChlML and
Chlsurf , and associated ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset dates are presented on 5.2. These exam-
ples are chosen to represent two distinct regimes of blooms: one where ChlML is in phase with
Chlsurf (5.2.a), and one where ChlML and Chlsurf are slightly out of phase (5.2.b).

The two time-series present a very marked seasonal cycle, with Chlsurf increasing by 3-5 times
during the high activity season. The surface bloom clearly stands out as the period during which
Chlsurf dramatically increases. Surface and mixed-layer integrated chlorophyll blooms have been
described as tightly linked to the seasonal cycle of the mixed-layer depth (e.g. Sverdrup, 1953;
Berhenfield, 2010). We therefore compare chlorophyll time-series to the collocated mixed-layer
time-series (from the reanalysis dataset; see Section 5.2). The phasing between the mixed-layer
and the chlorophyll seasonal cycles appears consistent for di�erent years of a given location, but
clearly varies depending on the location (5.2). For instance, in 5.2.a, the surface chlorophyll
bloom is associated with a deepening of the mixed-layer, while in 5.2.b the surface bloom is
associated with a shallowing of the mixed-layer. These two strikingly di�erent regimes recalls
the debate around autumn versus spring blooms (Lévy et al. [2005]; Chiswell et al. [2013]).

In the two example of 5.2 we find that ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset can either be almost
instantaneous or separated by a few months. We note that ChlML-onset is, here, always found
during the deepening phase of the mixed layer, i.e. when the mixed-layer actively convects, and
where the assumption of a well-mixed chlorophyll profile in the mixed-layer is the most robust.
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Figure 5.2: Two examples of time-series of (green) Chla in two distinct regions: (a) in a
subtropical zone characterised by subtropical gyre circulation, at 33.4°S–179.6°W; and (b) in
a subantarctic zone, influence by the ACC dynamics, at 53.9°S–174.1°W. Chla time- series is
averaged over a region of 20x20 km centred on each location. For clarity, data are shown for 5
years, although the full time series are longer. Collocated (black) mixed-layer depth and (pink)
mixed-layer integrated chlopohyll time-series are superimposed on each panel. For each seasonal
cycles at each locations, green dots indicates the Chlsur f -onset date and pink dots the ChlML-
onset date detected by our automatic procedure (see text for details). ChlML is shown as dated
line during the mixed-layer restratification phase to remind the reader that our estimate of ChlML

is questionable during this period (see text for details)

In the following section, we undertake a systematic analysis of bloom ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -
onset on the entire dataset to investigate whether we can detect specific bloom regimes, as would
suggest the examples in 5.2.

Southern Ocean regimes of surface bloom

Over the entire database of Southern Ocean, the ChlML-onset dates organize around two main
modes (5.3.a). One mode, centered on May, is associated with autumn blooms that have a ChlML-
onset before the winter solstice (21st June); the other mode, centered on July, is associated with
winter blooms that have a ChlML-onset after the winter solstice. The winter solstice is a key
date in the year as it corresponds to the date where incoming irradiance switches from declining
to increasing (note, however, that one may argue that chlorophyll cares about the mixed-layer
integrated irradiance, which can be distinct to incoming irradiance). The modal structure in
ChlML-onset date could possibly be due to an unstable detection method picking very early
ChlML-onsets in some instances and late ChlML-onsets in others (for instance, 5.2 suggests that
some ChlML-onsets are detected slightly later than what we would have picked by eye). In order
to test the ’stability’ or ’sensitivity’ of the ChlML-onset detection procedure, we investigate the
amount of accumulated chlorophyll at ChlML-onset. If the modal structure in the ChlML-onset
date histogram is due to an unstable detection procedure, a bimodal structure would arise in
the percentage of accumulated chlorophyll at ChlML-onset: unrealistic early detection would
be associated with low accumulated chlorophyll at ChlML-onset, while unrealistic late detection
would be associated with high accumulation of chlorophyll at ChlML-onset. In contrast, we
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Figure 5.3: Probability density function (pdf) of the distribution of (a) the day of year of
ChlML-onset; (b) the time di�erence between ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset; and (c) the per-
centage of accumulated chlorophyll at ChlML-onset. Gray bar show the pdf of the entire datasets.
Smoothed pdf of (black) the entire dataset, and of (blue) regime 1, (green) regime 2, are (pink)
regime 3 are superimposed on panel (a) and (b). Dashed line in panel (a) refers to the time of

winter solstice. Dashed line in panel (c) denotes the median value of the distribution.

observe that the percentage of accumulated chlorophyll at ChlML-onset is consistent over the
entire database, with a clear and unique mode centered on 12.6 % (5.3.b). This result gives
us confidence that the ChlML-onset detection procedure is stable enough to investigate bloom
regimes in the Southern Ocean.

We then turn to the time lag between ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset over the entire database.
Two very clear modes stand out, with a group of blooms being characterized by almost parallel
ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset, and a second group characterized by a lag of several months
between Chlsurf -onset and ChlML-onset (5.3.c).

Based on these ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset histograms, we define four Southern Ocean
regimes: (regime 1) blooms with ChlML-onset before the winter solstice, and nearly parallel
Chlsurf -onset (within two months); (regime 2a) blooms with ChlML-onset before the winter
solstice, and with a significant lag between ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset (greater than two
months); (regime 2b) bloom with ChlML-onset after the winter solstice, and with a long time lag
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between ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset (more than two months); and (regime 3) blooms with
ChlML-onset after the winter solstice, and nearly parallel Chlsurf -onset (within two months).
Ultimately, we seek to segregate blooms that occur before or after the winter solstice and blooms
where integrated and surface biomass increase together or display a lag. For simplicity, in the
remainder of this paper, we combine regime 2a and 2b, in a single ”regime 2” since the regime 2a,
and 2b did not show phenology di�erent enough to be especially highlighted (not shown; regime
2 corresponds therefore to blooms with long time lag between ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset).
We remind the reader that we have, so far, made no assumption regarding geographic location or
mixed-layer structure, yet are able to group Southern Ocean chlorophyll blooms in three regimes.
We now analyze the characteristics of each of these regimes.

We find that the three bloom regimes defined above display a coherent geographical organization
(5.4). Blooms of regime 1 occur in a narrow zonal band between 30°-40° S in the subtropics
(5.4.a) that are characterized by low surface nitrate concentrations (5.1.d). Blooms of regime
2 are concentrated in the subantarctic region of the Southern Ocean: south of the subtropical
front region and directly north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Fronts (5.4.b). Finally blooms of
regime 3 are primarily associated with the fronts of the Antarctic Circumpolar (ACC; 5.4.c).
Given the coherent geographical distribution associated with the three regimes, for convenience,
we hereafter refer to them as ’subtropical regime’ for regime 1, ’subantarctic regime’ for regime 2,
and ’ACC regime’ for regime 3. We note however that there are no clear geographical boundaries
between the three regimes, which is consistent with the di�erent blooms being driven by multiple
processes (defined by a range of parameters, e.g. gyres, ACC, deep mixed-layers, iron inputs,
etc.) rather than geographical bins.

The three regimes are associated with very distinct bloom characteristics. By definition, the
subtropical regime has bloom ChlML-onsets centered in autumn (i.e. April°-June; 5.3.a). Sim-
ilarly, the ACC regime has bloom ChlML-onsets centered in winter (i.e. July°-August; 5.3.a).
Subantarctic regime ChlML-onset dates are mostly in autumn but some are in winter. All three
regimes have their ChlML-onset during the period of convection, when air-sea heat fluxes are
driving overturn of the surface layer (Air-sea heat flux ≥ -50°-100 W m2 at ChlML-onset; 5.5.b).
In addition, the subantarctic and ACC regimes have their ChlML-onset when surface irradiance
is low (short wave ≥ 50 W m2 at ChlML-onset; 5.5.c), and daylight length is short (≥ 9 h per
day; 5.5.a).

Before investigating the details of the seasonal cycles, it is instructive to discuss the typical physi-
cal and biogeochemical conditions of the regions where each regime falls. Subtropical regimes are
located in the center of subtropical gyres, which are characterized by surface depleted macronu-
trients and shallow winter mixed-layers (averaged MLDmax of 86 m and average surface nitrate
concentration of 0.7 µmol/kg; Table 5.1 and 5.1.c-d). Therefore, we anticipate the availability of
macronutrients will be the major regulator of blooms in these regions. In contrast, subantarctic
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Figure 5.4: Geographical distribution of each bloom regime (see text for regime definition).
The percentage of seasonal cycles associated with any given regime is gridded in 2 x 2°: (a)
regime 1: subtropical blooms; (b) regime 2: subantarctic bloom; (c) regime3: ACC blooms. In
panel (a-c) the three black lines represent the approximate climatological position of the three
main ACC branches, from south to north: polar front, subantarctic front, and northern branch

of the subantarctic front following Sallée et al. [2008].

and ACC regimes are located in region of very deep winter mixed-layer, much deeper than typi-
cal euphotic layer, and in regions richer in macronutrients (averaged MLDmax of 258 and 246 m
respectively, and average surface nitrate concentration of 11.8 and 11.9 µmol/kg; Table 5.1 and
5.1.c-d). Subantarctic and ACC regions are also known as HNLC region. We therefore anticipate
that these blooms will be governed by light and iron availability.

Seasonal cycles

For each of the three bloom regimes, we compute the median seasonal cycle of mixed-layer, ChlML

and Chlsurf (5.6). In order to prevent the median from blurring ChlML-onset and the di�erent
phases of the bloom, we reference all seasonal cycles to their ChlML-onset date before averaging.
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Figure 5.5: Probability density function (pdf) of the distribution of (a) the intensity of air-sea
heat flux at P-onset (negative denotes an ocean cooling; W m≠2); (b) daylight length at the time
of ChlML-onset (hours); and (c) surface irradiance at ChlML-onset (W.m≠2). Gray bar show the
pdf of the entire datasets. Smoothed pdf of (black) the entire dataset, and of (blue) regime 1,

(green) regime 2, are (pink) regime 3 are superimposed.

Similarly, we compute the mean seasonal cycle of air-sea heat flux, wind-stress, and downward
short wave at ocean surface. We discuss the median seasonal cycle of each regime in turn, below.

Subtropical regime Subantarctic regime ACC regime
MLDmax (m) 85.77 ± 27.71 257.80 ± 104.86 245.62 ± 105.67

Nitrate (µmol/kg) 0.71 ± 0.77 11.79 ± 6.44 11.91 ± 7.22
Silicateú (µmol/kg) 1.78 ± 1.17 -7.26 ± 5.02 -7.26 ± 5.7

Table 5.1: Climatological mean biogeochemical and physical surface characteristics values in
each of the three regimes. MLDmax refers to the climatological winter depth of mixed-layer (from
Argo; Sallée et al. [2010b]). Nitrate and Silicateú are climatological mean surface values from
World Ocean Atlas. Averages are weighted by the geographical distribution of the number of

profiles for each regime

The subtropical regime is marked by a ChlML-onset in autumn when the mixed-layer deepens
(5.6.a). In this region the ChlML-onset is parallel to the Chlsurf -onset. ChlML-onset occurs in
a convective mixed-layer (negative heat flux; 5.6.d) and when cycle of surface winds begins its
seasonal increase. These characteristics rule out any control of ChlML-onset by a critical depth
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or critical stratification and points to control by the entrainment of macronutrients in the surface
layer associated with the deepening of the mixed layer. We note that the subtropical region is
characterized by very low macronutrient concentrations in the surface layer (Table 5.1; 5.1.d),
which supports the argument that the bloom herein is limited by the availability of nutrients. In
addition, we note that the subtropical region is characterized by relatively shallow mixed-layers
(MLDmax of 91 ± 21 m; Table 5.1; 5.1.c), so light availability is likely to play a minor role in
regulating blooms in this region. Although the ChlML-onset occurs at the seasonal minimum
of mixed-layer integrated irradiance, the irradiance at this time is notably much larger than
for subantarctic and ACC regimes (yellow lines in 5.6.d-f). The bloom in the subtropical regime
continues for the entire mixed-layer deepening period, and weakens when the mixed-layer reaches
its maximum depth. Overall, the bloom seen at surface remains in phase with the integrated
bloom over the year.

In contrast to the subtropical regime, the subantarctic regime is not in regions of low surface
nitrate (Table 5.1; 5.1.d). The subantarctic regime ChlML-onset occurs in autumn, when the
mixed-layer starts destratifying (5.6.b). Interestingly, the autumn-winter increase of ChlML is
not seen at surface (i.e. on Chlsurf ), which suggests that the actual increase of chlorophyll biomass
is diluted in the increasing volume of the surface layer associated with mixed-layer deepening.
ChlML-onsets in the subantarctic regime occur at low irradiance and in convective mixed-layers
(5.6.e-f). When the mixed-layer layer reaches its maximum depth in winter, the increase of
ChlML stops (see in August in 5.6.b), and a second increase phase starts in early spring (star on
5.6.b). This second phase of the bloom is associated with a large surface signal (i.e. on Chlsurf )
and is associated to Chlsurf -onset. It occurs during the restratification phase of the mixed-layer
(5.6.b) and when light conditions rapidly increase (5.6.e). The springtime increase of ChlML

in the subantarctic regime is therefore consistent with a light control of the bloom. However,
this springtime increase of ChlML, possibly light controlled, can begin in very deep mixed-layers
(up to 400°-600 m, 5.7.a), which should rule out control by critical depth. Interestingly, we find
that subantarctic Chlsurf -onsets are associated with air°-sea heat fluxes switching from surface
cooling to surface warming (5.6.e and 5.7.b).

Similar to the two other regimes, the ACC regime ChlML-onset occurs during the destratification
phase of the mixed-layer (5.6.c). However, ACC regime blooms have their ChlML-onset in winter,
later in the year compared to the other regimes. We note however that ChlML-onset of the ACC
regime might be biased too late in the year, due to a weak bloom initiation. As such, one
might say that ChlML-onset of ACC regime actually occurs in autumn (as the other regimes).
However, the important point we wish to highlight is that the increase in integrated chlorophyll
in autumn/winter in the ACC regime is, if anything, very low (5.6.b-c). Chlsurf even decreases
during the autumn months (5.6.b), suggesting that the automnal growth is so low that it cannot
compensate for the dilution associated with the deepening of the mixed-layer base. Then, in
winter, when the mixed-layer depth reaches its seasonal maximum, a very large and sudden
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Figure 5.6: Mean of all seasonal cycle falling in (a-d) subtropical regime; (b-e) subantarc-
tic regime; (c-f) ACC regime. Before taking the mean, all seasonal cycle are centred on their
date of ChlML-onset. Panel (a-c) show the seasonal cycle of: (plain green) surface Chla (mg
m≠3); (dashed green) associated surface carbon biomass (mg C); (pink) mixed-layer integrated
chlorophyll, ChlML (mg m≠2); (black) mixed-layer depth from collocated in situ observation (m).
Surface carbon biomass reads on the surface Chla axis, and has been multiplied by the following
values to scale with chla: (a) 0.0124; (b) 0.0122; (c) 0.0098. Panel (d-f) show the seasonal cycle
of: (black) air-sea heat flux (W m≠2); (purple) wind-stress (N m≠2); and (yellow) mixed-layer
averaged irradiance (W m≠2). In panel (a-c) green dots indicates the median Chlsurf -onset date
and pink dots the median ChlML-onset date detected by our automatic procedure (see text for
details). ChlML is shown as as a doted line during the mixed-layer restratification phase to
remind the reader that our estimate of ChlML is questionable during this period (see text for
details). In panel (b), the black star on the ChlML curves denotes the time of Chlsurf -onset.

Chlsurf -onset and ChlML-onset are reported on all panels by the vertical gray dashed lines
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increase of ChlML starts. In contrast to the subantarctic regime, the autumn-winter increase of
ChlML happens at the end of the mixed-layer depth deepening season so the increase of integrated
chlorophyll is not diluted in increasing volume of the surface layer. The chlorophyll increase signal
translates therefore very clearly on Chlsurf (5.6.b). This winter increase of ChlML and Chlsurf

starts at low irradiance, in convective mixed-layers (5.6.f and 5.7.b) and in deep mixed-layers
(up to 200°-300 m; 5.7.a). The bloom continues over in spring when mixed-layer re-stratifies and
light condition improves.

Figure 5.7: (a) Box plot of the mixed layer depth at Chlsurf -onset for each regime. (b) Air-sea
heat flux at Chlsurf -onset versus mixed-layer depth at Chlsurf -onset: (plain curve) mean and
(shading) standard deviation are shown for each regime. In both panels, the color refers to bloom

regime: (blue) subtropical regime; (green) subantarctic regime; and (pink) ACC regime.
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Discussion and conclusion

The bloom ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset in the Southern Ocean have been estimated from
satellite-derived products and observation-based estimates of mixed-layer depth. Our automatic
procedure was applied systematically over a large dataset, which allows us to illustrate basin scale
regimes of bloom dynamics. The phenology of phytoplankton blooms appears to be organised into
three distinct regimes when analyzing ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset dates. These regimes are
associated with three specific geographic locations: 1) autumn ChlML-onset (i.e. before winter
solstice) blooms in a single phase (i.e. almost parallel Chlsurf -onset and ChlML-onset) are found
in the subtropics, 2) autumn-winter blooms with a second increase in spring (i.e. Chlsurf -onset
and ChlML-onset separated by a few months) are found in the subantarctic zone (between the
ACC and the subtropics), and 3) winter ChlML-onset (i.e. after winter solstice) blooms in a
single phase (i.e. almost parallel Chlsurf -onset and ChlML-onset) are found in the ACC region.
It is notable that these three regimes organize themselves coherently in geographical space that
is mostly zonal (except the central Pacific basin, 80°-160° W, that appears as an exception for
the subtropical regime, with almost no bloom in the region; 5.4). However, the subantarctic
and ACC regimes clearly follow the known meridional deviations and standing meanders of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Our findings suggest that the three regimes are fundamentally
controlled by distinct mixed-layer and nutrient characteristics.

Llort et al. (submitted to this issue) found that onset identified from ChlML corresponded in
more than 85% of cases to the bloom onset detected from the actual water-column integrated
biomass of their model (see also Sverdrup [1953]; Behrenfeld [2010]). In addition, they found
that Chlsurf -onset is associated with the climax of the bloom, which corresponds to the date
of maximum integrated chlorophyll increase. ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset, which we use to
describe bloom regimes are therefore associated with two distinct key dates of bloom phenology.
As noted by Llort et al. (submitted to this issue), some confusion in our understanding of
chlorophyll bloom might have arisen from the use of the same word ”onset” to refer to either
ChlML-onset (e.g. Sverdrup [1953]; Behrenfeld [2010]) or Chlsurf -onset (e.g. Ferrari et al. [2014];
Lozier et al. [2011]). Indeed, our results clearly indicate that ChlML-onset and Chlsurf -onset
refer to di�erent phases of the bloom with arguably distinct controlling controlling factors (see
also Llort et al., submitted to this issue).

Overall we find that all three regimes found in the present study have their ChlML-onset in
autumn-winter when the solar irradiance is at its seasonal minimum, when daylight length is
short, and when mixed-layer actively mixes. While the phenological di�erences between the three
regimes clearly standout from our observational dataset, linking these di�erences to biological and
physical control is challenging from the available observations. The year-round biogeochemical
water-column observations necessary to determine the factors that control the di�erent phases of
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the bloom are presently not available. Nevertheless, we can speculate on the distinct controlling
factors of each regime.

The subtropical regime is specific since it is located in a region of much stronger nitrate limitation
(Table 5.1; 5.1.d) and relatively higher year-round light levels than the wider Southern Ocean.
We find that the ChlML-onset in the subtropical regime occurs as soon as the mixed-layer deepens
in fall and entrains sub-surface nitrate. The bloom then reaches its apex (i.e. date of maximum
ChlML) when the mixed-layer depth is maximal. While we cannot disentangle the potential roles
of dilution and nutrients with our dataset, the strong degree of nitrate limitation in this region
implies this is most likely to be a bloom controlled by nitrate entrainment. In that sense, the
subtropical regime bloom ChlML-onsets can be considered to be in a bottom-up regime.

In the subantarctic regime, the deepening of the mixed-layer in autumn-winter dilutes the surface
layer, which must then reduce the prey-grazer encounter rate. However, for a bloom to be
e�ciently initiated by the reduction of the prey-grazer encounter rate, the system must at least
be supporting some low levels of growth, or the growth must reduce slower than the reduction of
loss associated with the reduction of the prey-grazer encounter rate (e.g. Llort et al., submitted to
this issue). Again, this is di�cult to assess, but we do observe a significant autumnal accumulation
of integrated chlorophyll, which suggests some growth is occurring at the time of mixed layer
deepening, or that loss is reducing faster than growth. In addition, Chlsurf remains constant
in autumn (5.6.b), while we know that the mixed-layer is deepening at this seasons, which is
an evidence that some growth must occur to balance the increase of the surface-layer volume.
Accordingly, it is possible that dilution, lowering prey-grazer encounter rate, may stimulate this
bloom and that the autumn-winter subantarctic regime bloom ChlML-onsets are a top-down
controlled regime.

The subantarctic regime is also noteworthy in that in contains a springtime increase of ChlML

after the autumn-winter increase. This springtime increase translates into a large surface signal,
and is therefore associated to Chlsurf -onset. Interestingly, this springtime increase of ChlML can
start in either deep or shallow mixed-layers (5.7.a). However, it consistently starts when air°-sea
heat fluxes switch from cooling the surface layer to warming (5.7.b). Taylor and Ferrari [2011]
proposed that the date at which air°-sea heat flux switches from cooling to warming would be a
good proxy for the date at which turbulence in the mixed-layer would drop. Indeed, as mixed-
layer turbulence ceases the degree of light limitation reduces (e.g. Huisman et al. [1999]). This
improvement of the light environment associated with a more stable mixed layer can explain the
springtime ChlML increase in this region.

The ACC regime is in stark contrast to the autumn-winter subantarctic blooms as autumnal
dilution is not able to initiate the bloom. Instead, there is very little chlorophyll accumulation in
autumn, suggestive of chronic limitation of growth and ruling out a strong role for dilution (Llort
et al., submitted to this issue). A large integrated chlorophyll accumulation only starts when the
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mixed-layer reaches its winter maximum. In the absence of dilution a plausible explanation is
that strong iron limitation in the ACC regime prevents the autumnal dilution from triggering the
bloom. It is only when the mixed-layers reach deep iron reservoir in winter that iron limitation
is alleviated (e.g. Tagliabue et al. [2014a]). In parallel, light conditions start to improve and we
therefore speculate that the combination of light and iron initiates a short and intense bottom-up
controlled bloom in the ACC regime.

In summary, we find that autumn-winter blooms in the subtropical and ACC regimes are bottom-
up controlled, associated with entrainment of nutrient (nitrate for the subtropical regime, and
iron for the ACC regime). The autumn bloom in the subantarctic regime is top-down controlled,
associated with a reduction of prey-grazer encounter when the mixed-layer destratifies. This
subantarctic regime autumn bloom is followed by a bottom-up controlled springtime bloom,
associated with rapid light improvement in the surface layer, which is caused by a reduction of
surface-layer turbulence.

An implication of our interpretation is that the subantarctic regime is assumed to be less iron-
governed than the ACC regime, which allows for some autumnal growth (permitting therefore
the top-down controlled autumn-winter bloom) and permits the springtime secondary bloom not
seen in the ACC. This may manifest itself due to di�erences between the two regions in total
iron inputs or in iron recycling (Boyd et al. [2012a]; Tagliabue et al. [2014a]). At present, we do
not have enough observations of dissolved iron, particularly at the times of seasonal transitions
(Tagliabue et al. [2011]), nor do we have a broad enough understanding of the seasonal patterns
of iron limitation (e.g. Moore et al. [2013]; Tagliabue et al. [2014a]) to address this at basin
scale and over the full length of seasonal cycle. However, it is notable that the subantarctic
regime contains the largest number of continental sources of iron in the Southern Ocean (e.g.
South America, Falkland Islands, South Africa, Crozet Island, Tasmania, New Zealand; the only
notable exception being Kerguelen Island). This consistently translates into the presence of
large blooms and maximum iron utilization in the subantarctic region, downstream of the major
western boundary currents flowing on the northern edge of the ACC, as estimated from satellite
imagery (5.1.a; e.g. Thomalla et al. [2011]; Sokolov and Rintoul [2007]; Boyd et al. [2012a]).

One potential caveat in studying chlorophyll blooms from surface estimate of Chlsurf is that an
increase of Chlsurf can be produced by photoadaptation rather than an increase of biomass. In
order to test this, we computed the carbon concentration from Chlsurf based on the chlorophyll-
to-carbon ratio, Chl:C (e.g. Behrenfeld [2005]; see methods). We find that in all three regimes,
the increased in surface chlorophyll does coincide with the increase in carbon biomass (5.6.a-c).
Another important assumption in our study is that chlorophyll is well mixed in the mixed-layer.
We note that the three regimes described in this paper do not rely only on P, but are also
clearly identified as three distinct patterns on surface chlorophyll (5.6.a-c). In addition, ChlML-
onsets are detected in the deepening phase of the mixed-layer, when active convection occurs
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and where we are confident that phytoplankton are actively mixed over the mixed-layer depth.
Subsurface chlorophyll directly under the base of the surface layer when the mixed-layer is shallow
in summer has been observed in the ocean (e.g. Sharples et al. [2006]), which would invalidate
our assumption on the vertical structure of chlorophyll. Although the presence of such subsurface
chlorophyll would a�ect our results, we note that summer mixed-layer in the subantarctic and
ACC regions are of order of 50°-100 m (e.g. Sallée et al. [2010b]), so we are confident that light
limitation in these regions would prevent chlorophyll to be maintain year-round under the base
the mixed-layer. Making these assumptions has allowed us to identify three main bloom regimes
of the Southern Ocean, as well as their distinct phenologies (autumn, winter and spring blooms).
Future work will however need to be dedicated to the study of these regimes from in situ datasets.
The growing bio-argo programme that reports concomitant biological and physical observations,
year-round, will no doubt be of great help in assessing the details of the three main regimes
identified in this paper.
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5.3 Integrated view of bloom phenology regimes using a regional
model

The use of ocean colour data together with water column information extracted from the Argo
floats database allowed us to identify three distinct bloom regimes in the Southern Ocean. A
subtropical regime distributed north of 40°S where the bloom appears early in the year coinciding
with the resupply of nutrients in autumn. A sub-antarctic regime characterised by deep MLD, an
early increase in chl through the water column and a bloom climax associated to positive air-sea
fluxes. And the ACC regime, which is characterised by a late bloom onset (in spring) and short
duration in time (likely due to the tight iron control).

These three regimes were, in part, di�erentiated by the time lag between the integrated and
the surface bloom initiation. In chapter 4 we demonstrated how each of these two events are
characteristics of di�erent bloom phases. When working with observations, however, information
on the biomass distribution through the water column is unattainable; only surface projections
of integrated biomass can be observed. We overcame this obstacle by estimating integrated
biomass (P) as the surface biomass multiplied by the mixed layer depth (i.e., P ¥ ChlML =
sChl ◊ MLD). Such an approximation has repeatedly been used in literature (Behrenfeld [2010];
Behrenfeld et al. [2013a]) even if some authors (see comment letter Chiswell [2013] and response
Behrenfeld et al. [2013b]) proved that its reliability was limited to the winter period when the
MLD actively mixes biomass all through the upper layers. The limitation was not a problem
in identifying the integrated bloom onset as we showed that the integrated onsets are always in
winter (chapter 4).

After this observational study, we decided to approach the same question (i.e., bloom phenology in
the Southern Ocean) using a 3D regional forced model: the BIOPERIANT05-GAA95b presented
in chapter 3. The main objectives were to provide an integrated (i.e., vertical and horizontal)
view of the bloom dynamics, to detect potential weaknesses in the ChlML approximation and to
test GAA95b’s ability to reproduce observed bloom diversity.

Experience GAA95b was produced from a BIOPERIANT05 configuration with a horizontal res-
olution of 0.5 over the periantarctic domain from 30°S to 70°S. After a three years of spin-up
this configuration was run for the period of 1992 to 2011 with ERAinterim atmospheric forcing.
The dynamical compartment was fully coupled to the biogeochemical (PISCES), which the phy-
toplankton growth rate was computed with the options of oldprod/newpenal (see chapter 3 for
details on these options).

GAA95b broadly reproduced spatial patterns of summer and winter MLD (figure 5.8.a that can be
compared to 5.1.a) and the distribution and magnitude of surface blooms (figure 5.8.b). However,
iron concentration downstream continental platforms was biased to be too high resulting in an
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excessive amount of primary production in winter at low latitudes (Æ 40°S). As discussed in
chapter 3, and thanks to some changes on the growth rate formulation, bloom timing was in
phase with the observations.
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Figure 5.8: Spatial distribution of the maximal winter MLD, or MLDmax, (a) and maximal
surface Chl concentration (b) for 1998 of GAA95b experience. The white area south of 60°S indi-
cates the region which data was ignored in this study to mimic average satellite coverage. Stars
indicate the 2 locations where integrated bloom was addressed in detail (see next paragraphs).

With the aim of obtaining comparable quantities between the observational study and the model
results, we ignored the model data from 60°S to 70°S (overlapped in white in figure 5.8). Such
data rejection was intended to mimic the average cloud coverage that blocks surface chlorophyll
measurement from space. In winter, important cloud coverage produces data gaps that strongly
limit the number of observations over an important extent of the Southern Ocean. As discussed
in chapter 2 and in precedent section of this chapter, we applied a strict criteria over satellite
data timeseries to ensure that blooms were properly detected. As a result of these criteria, the
bloom regime study was limited to 60°S, in average.

We used the abundance of model data to detect bloom onset using three di�erent magnitudes:
ChlML to mimic the observations-based detection, integrated biomass from 0 to 600m (P) and
the rate of net biomass accumulation (r). Using ChlML and P, onsets (hereinafter, ChlML-onset
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and P-onset respectively) were detected with the same methodology applied for observations; as
a reminder:

At each grid-point of the chlorophyll dataset, a 13-year time-series (1998-2010) is
extracted and linearly interpolated and a fast fourrier transform low- pass filter is
applied to remove any high-frequency variability irrelevant to seasonal time-scale and
bloom onset. The bloom onset of one particular year is defined as the maximum of
the second derivative of Chl (Chltt) in the time window where the derivative of Chl
(Chlt) (i) is positive, and (ii) contains a local maximum (here Chl is either ChlML or
Chlsurf). If the bloom peak is below 1.2 times the seasonal minimum of Chl, we do
not consider a bloom to have occurred. Our definition ensures that each defined onset
is robust and exists as a bloom in the dataset. Additional constraints are applied
to avoid unrealistic bloom detection: (i) the largest data-gap within the 4 months
centered on the defined onset must be smaller than 45 days; (ii) the integrated amount
of chlorophyll accumulated within 6 months before the onset must be less than 25% of
the total amount of chlorophyll summed over the year, centred on the time of onset.

Bloom onset detection based on r (i.e., r-onset) is, without ambiguity, the latest date at which r
becomes positive before maximal accumulation is attained (refer to chapter 4 for the details of
this detection method). Hence, r-onset was considered the most reliable method as represented
by the analytical formulation of the bloom onset definition (i.e., the date at which phytoplankton
gains overcome the losses).

Discordances between integrated and surface inferred onsets.

The distribution of the blooms onsets detected through ChlML, P and r during 13-years (from
1998 to 2010, the same period as observations) are represented in figure 5.9); similarly as have
done with the observations in figure 5.3. In this representation, ChlML-onset presented a clear
bimodal distribution with a dominant mode of onsets detected before the winter solstice and a
second mode after the winter solstice (figure 5.9.a). Such a distribution was very similar to the
bimodal probability density function of figure 5.3.a obtained from observations. Surprisingly, the
P-onset histogram strongly di�ered from ChlML-onset: all onsets were organised around a single
mode after winter solstice (figure 5.9.b). The r-onset distribution also showed a single mode
slightly earlier than for the P-onset (figure 5.9.c).

While the P and r-onset resemblance proved that P-onset detection was reliable; disparity between
the ChlML and P-onset suggested a detection bias likely produced by ChlML approximation. It
seemed obvious that, for an important number of cases, ChlML was not a proper estimation of
the integrated biomass and, in consequence, ChlML failed in the detection of the bloom onset.
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Figure 5.9: Histograms of the detected bloom onset dates in model GAA95b for year 1998-2011.
Three detection criterion were used: maximal rate of change of ChlML (TOP), maximal rate of
change of P (MIDDLE) and r > 0 (BOTTOM). Vertical grey line indicate the winter solstice

day.

However, for a significant number of cases ChlML approximation seemed to work. This raises
several questions: Under which circumstances P could be estimated using ChlML? For which
vertical distributions of biomass were the ChlML approximation invalid? Were they realistic or
caused by our model?

These questions were first addressed by representing the geographical distribution of ChlML and
P-onset di�erence. Defining a threshold of detection mismatch of 100 days (i.e., we considered
that if ChlML-onset was attributed earlier than 100 days from P-onset, ChlML approximation
was unable to detect the ”real” onset) we observed a coherent geographical distribution of ”failed
detections” (figure 5.10). Interestingly, locations where more than 75% of the blooms were
detected too early by ChlML were distributed all along the sub-antarctic region. The geographical
pattern was strongly similar to the geographical distribution of the sub-antarctic regime identified
in the observations (figure 5.4.b) and also similar to the spatial MLDmax distribution in GAA95b
(figure 5.8). Such a clear spatial agreement suggested a possible role of very deep MLDmax on
failed detections. Moreover, it questioned the existence of the sub-antarctic regime as it could
be caused by a detection artefact.
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Figure 5.10: Map of the Southern Ocean with the percentage of years for which P and ChlML

onsets presented a more than 100 days of mismatch. White stars indicate the two cell grids
studied in detail: A at 80°E-41°S, B at 80°E-48°S.

To further investigate the ”failed detection” we considered only two grids cells (one with a correct
detection and one with a failed detection) to study a one-year timeseries in detail. We selected
two grids cells at 80°E longitude with latitudes which were close enough to be considered as
having similar solar forcing (these two locations are marked by stars in figure 5.10 and 5.8).

ChlML and P timeseries, for the first 3 years of the experience, are presented in figure 5.11.
The raw and filtered signal, from which detection is based, are represented (blue and red thin
lines, respectively) as well as the date at which onset was detected (vertical thin black lines).
For simplicity, ChlML and P-onset dates are represented in color only for 1998. The northern
location, referred to as A, (80°E-41°S, figures 5.11 a1 and a2) illustrated a mismatch between
the detection methods of more than a 100 days. Filtered pattern of ChlML in this location (red
line in figures 5.11.a1) presented an early increase at the same time that P was diminishing. The
instant at which P-onset was attained, ChlML was already increasing and the integrated bloom
onset (i.e., the P-onset) caused a slight slope change over ChlML curve, not strong enough to
overcome a precedent perturbation (at which ChlML-onset was incorrectly attributed).

At the southern location, or B, (80°E-48°S, figures 5.11 b1 and b2) things were largely di�erent.
ChlML filtered curve (red line in b1) evolved quasi-parallel to P (red line in b2) and the two
onsets coincide. Despite of similar latitudes and similar P timing and magnitude (thus, similar
iron supply?), ChlML recreated two completely di�erent, even opposite, seasonal cycles.
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Figure 5.11: Timeseries of the ChlML (surface estimation of integrated biomass) and P (inte-
grated biomass) for the years 1998 to 2000 at the locations A and B. Blue curves represent the
raw data; red curves represent the filtered signal. Blue vertical lines indicate the detection of the

ChlML-onset; orange vertical lines indicate the detection of the P-onset for year 1998

Thankfully, the model provided enough data to explore the vertical dimension at the locations
A and B (figure 5.12). At first sight, the most appealing between A and B was the significant
concentration of the subsurface (i.e., deeper than MLD) biomass: in A, the summer MLD oscil-
lated around 30m (black thin line in figure 5.12.A1) but the biomass was quite high until 100m
and weak concentration of biomass was diagnosed deeper than 350m (figure 5.12.A1, background
colour), despite the surface Chl low concentrations (green line in figure 5.12.A2). This vertical
distribution of biomass violated the fundamental assumption over which ChlML relied: the as-
sumption that all the biomass in the water column is contained between the surface and the MLD.
A straight consequence of this unaccounted biomass distribution wass the di�erence between P
and ChlML during the first months of the year (figure 5.12.A2). While P slightly decreased (the
black solid line), the very shallow MLD and the low surface Chl (green line) resulted in a low
ChlML (black dashed line) that increased in autumn. Such an increase continued in early winter,
dominated by a fast and irregular MLD deepening. The abrupt MLD deepening events were
directly translated to ChlML and interpreted as potential onsets by the detection method: a
sudden change in the increase rate of ChlML between a (false) minimal and the (false) maximal
value. The resulting ChlML cycle is completely out of phase with respect to P (which onset was
not attained until late winter-spring, when the MLD started to shallow).

At the location B (figure 5.12.B) the P and ChlML-onsets are coincident, despite of an apparent
similarity to A in terms of iron supply (red line in figures A1 and B1), surface Chl and MLDmax.
The comparison between A and B seasonal cycles (figure 5.12) however, allowed us to identify
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two important di�erences that may cause ChlML to properly reproduce P cycle (at least from
autumn to spring). First, the summer MLD in B was considerably deeper and the surface Chl
stronger than in location A. Both factors played together to bring ChlML closer to the P, as the
biomass left under MLD was insignificant with respect to the biomass within the MLD. Thanks
to this, ChlML cycle started from a correct estimation and captured the autumn decrease in P.
The second important di�erence with respect to location A, was evolution of the MLD during the
deepening phase: in location B, the MLD deepened in a regular way with a weak deepening slope.
Abrupt deepening events in winter were also observed and they also caused abrupt changes in
ChlML. However, the bloom onset was not attributed to such changes because the ChlML cycle
started from a high concentration and, when such an event occurred, ChlML was diminishing
(exactly as P).

The conclusion from this integrated analysis was that there exists at least two elements able to
invalidate the ChlML approximation:

• Low but significant subsurface stocks of biomass during summer. The existence of this
biomass can be due to shallow summer MLDs in regions where the surface light reaches
deep ocean layers (i.e., low latitudes) or to biomass detrained during the shallowing of the
MLD.

• Vigorous, irregular and very deep MLD cycles which are likely to dominate ChlML signal
and bring it out of phase with respect to P. This element is tightly related to the detection
criteria we chosen, as the maximal double derivative is strongly sensitive to abrupt changes.
However, as discussed in the first part of this chapter, all bloom detection criteria contain
potential sources of error, thus we have carefully chosen the appropriate method for our
case (see section 5.2 and Brody et al. [2013]).
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Figure 5.12: A1, B1: Vertical sections of the biomass during the year 1998 at locations A and
B. Black solid line represents the MLD (left axis); red line represent the mean Fe concentration in
the first 100m (right axis). Black thin dashed line indicate the iso-line of 0.15 mg/m3 of biomass
concentration. A2, B2: Seasonal cycles of ChlML, P and surface Chl. Black solid line represents
the P (left axis); black dashed line represents ChlML and green solid line represents surface Chl

(right axis). Blue and orange vertical lines indicate ChlML-onset and P-onset respectively.
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5.4 Conclusions

The model results presented in the second part of this chapter suggested that ChlML-approximation
used in our observation study may be flawed in some cases. The geographical distribution of
points where ChlML-onsets appeared earlier than P-onsets coincided fairly well with the distri-
bution of the sub-antarctic regime identified from observations (5.10). Such spatial coincidences
questioned the robustness of the sub-antarctic regime. However, there are two points to be take
into account that, in our opinion, justify the existence of such a intermediate-regime:

• In first place, model configuration GAA95b was set up using the strong winter penalisation
for phytoplankton growth (i.e., newpenal). This new formulation contained a factor of
penalisation proportional to the MLD that heavily diminishes growth when the MLD >

Zeuph (see chapter 3 for details). GAA95b configuration was then likely to reduce deep
production in winter (when the MLD is the deepest and Zeuph is the shallowest). This would
enlarge the gap between P and ChlML, especially at lower latitudes where the summer
MLDs are shallower and, consequently, the solar radiation can easily access subsurface
waters3.

• The second point concerns the fact that sub-antarctic bloom regime identified using satellite
and Argo data presents features that di�erentiate it from both the ACC and the subtropical
regime (not considering the geographical distribution which is tightly related to MLD). In
particular, we shown (figure 5.7) how the surface Chl onsets in subantarctic blooms were
correlated to the date that the air-sea heat fluxes switch to surface warming (i.e., actively
convection shutdown; Taylor and Ferrari [2011]). Such surface Chl onsets occurred despite
very deep MLD, which seemed to not occur with the model used here, for which the vertical
distribution of Chl was highly homogeneous throughout MLD all year long.

***

Integrated annual primary production and carbon export (as resulting products of the whole
phytoplankton seasonal cycle) are strongly related to bloom dynamics and thus they will depend
on the integrated e�ect of both, bottom-up and top-down controls for the whole seasonal cycle.
This is especially true in the real ocean where, as seen in this chapter, the bloom dynamics drivers
are much subtle and complex: the vertical distribution and evolution of primary production is
highly sensitive to latitude, iron supply and mixing.

3This point was planned to be addressed in a series of works during the last period of my PhD however due to
an unexpected technical shut-down of JADE (in CINES supercomputer) from summer 2014 until now, we had been
unable to carry this out. Our plan is to do the same test on bloom detection with the four regional experiences
presented in chapter 3. We expect to quantify at which degree phytoplankton growth formulations modify the
summer and winter biomass vertical distribution and thus, bloom regimes.
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Recent works high-lighted how Climate Change may alter these di�erent drivers and how these
changes may impact on bloom phenology (Henson et al. [2013]) and primary production. Bopp
et al. [2013] addressed how global ocean primary production was projectd to change in the
CMIP5 models. They identified a zonal pattern of change for the primary production in the
Southern Ocean which causes were not addressed. In the next chapter we will try to understand
the CMIP5 projections in the Southern Ocean comparing the primary production trends to the
projected trends for MLD, Fe, SST and solar surface radiation.





Chapter 6

Sensitivity of Southern Ocean
primary production to Climate
Change

6.1 Introduction

Climate Change (CC) is likely to induce significant alterations to the physics and biogeochem-
istry of the Southern Ocean (SO) (Bopp et al. [2001]; Dehairs et al. [2006]). The SO plays
an integral role in the global climate. This is primarily due to its connectivity between three
major ocean basins, its richness and redistribution of macronutrients (i.e., Nitrate, Phosphate)
and the formation of mode waters which propagate northwards and resurface at lower latitudes
(Sarmiento et al. [2004]; Sallée et al. [2006]). Therefore, our understanding of the response of the
SO to Climate Change is vital, not only for the SO itself, but also to correctly address the global
carbon budget for decades to come.

At the atmospheric scale, a persistent trend towards a positive phase of the Southern Annular
Mode (SAM, the dominant mode of Southern Hemisphere climate variability) has been detected
over the last decades (Thompson et al., 2000; Gillett and Thompson, 2003). Two opposing factors
altering the SAM have been identified: the increase in greenhouse gases (causing a positive SAM)
and the depletion of the ozone layer (causing a negative SAM trend in winter) (Thompson et al.
[2011]). Climate Change is thus likely to be linked to the observed SAM positive trend. This
tendency has important implications on the wind surface patterns that force SO circulation (Cai
et al. [2005]); and consequently, it is expected to have an impact (albeit, still uncertain) on the
PP and CO2 uptake ( Lovenduski and Gruber [2005]; Lenton and Matear [2007]).

115
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The results in the most recent Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) clearly show
a trend in the intensification and poleward shift of the westerly winds over the entire Southern
Ocean for the end of the 21st century, which is related to a positive trend of the SAM (Meijers
[2014]; Gillett and Fyfe [2013]). Such patterns are already significant in the RCP4.5 scenario and
amplified in the RCP85. However, in the CMIP5 models, the sign and magnitude of change in
PP are much more uncertain than with the dynamics (Henson et al. [2013]; Bopp et al. [2013]).
These contributors are tightly linked to and are able influence bloom dynamics in a wide range
of ways: changes on bloom phenology, export e�ciency, community structure, specific growth
rate and many others (Boyd and Ellwood [2010]; Behrenfeld et al. [2006]; Behrenfeld [2014]).

In this chapter, I shall first analyse the mean PP trends and its correlation to changes in MLD,
using eight of the CMIP5 models under the RCP8.5 scenario at the end of the current century.
This study will be extended with the design of a 1-D modelling approach which explores the
multiple ways production (and community structure) can be related to change in stratification
and iron supply. Here, we will demonstrate that the altered stratification is not enough to explain
projected PP trends. Using one of the CMIP5 models (IPSL-CM5A-MR) we point out the change
in surface solar radiation as PP stressor in the models.

6.2 CMIP5 projections in the Southern Ocean

6.2.1 Projected trends on primary production

Among the 21 Earth System Models (ESMs) used for the CMIP5 exercise (Taylor et al. [2012]),
eight have been selected to address the e�ects of Climate Change on SO production. This
selection was based on the selection of availability of outputs for new primary production, Fe and
MLD. Furthermore, as stated in Bopp et al. [2013] (precursor of the current work): (the eight
models) They were also selected on the requirements that at least one representative concentration
pathway (RCP) was performed up to 2099. We used historical simulations from 1870 to 2005,
all climate change scenarios (RCPs) from 2006 to 2099, and pre-industrial control simulations.
Although, Bopp et al. [2013] used two more models in their study, here we neglected the two
CESM models (i.e., CESM1-BGC and CMClimate Change-CESM) which MLD projections were
completely opposed to mean trends (Sallée et al. [2013]).

These eight CMIP5 selected models are diverse in terms of their biogeochemical complexity (table
6.1). Firstly, the number of phytoplankton groups represented varies from one to three. Secondly,
each model represents phytoplankton growth limitations due to iron supplies but the formulation
of the Fe-related processes governing the supply strongly di�ers between models. However, all of
these models present values of SO annual production within the wide range of satellite based PP
estimates (table 6.2).
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Model Ocean Biogeochemistry Reference
63lev. 30tr., 3PGGFDL-ESM2G 0.3 °- 1° N, P, Si, Fe Dunne et al. (2012)

63lev. 30tr., 3PGGFDL-ESM2M 0.3 °- 1° N, P, Si, Fe Dunne et al. (2012)

40lev. NPZD, 2PGHadGEM2-ES 0.3 °- 1° N, Si, Fe Palmer and Totterdell (2000)

31lev. 24tr., 2PG Dufresne et al. (2013)IPSL-CM5A-LR 0.5 °- 2° NO3, NH4, P, Si, Fe Aumont and Bopp (2006)
31lev. 24tr., 2PG Dufresne et al. (2013)IPSL-CM5A-MR 0.5 °- 2° NO3, NH4, P, Si, Fe Aumont and Bopp (2006)
53lev. 1PG Bentsel et al. (2012)NorESM1-ME 1° - Assmann et al. (2010)
40lev. NPZD, 1PG Giorgietta et al. (2013)MPI-ESM-LR 1.5° N, P, Si, Fe Ilyina et al. (2013)
40lev. NPZD, 1PG Giorgietta et al. (2013)MPI-ESM-MR 0.4 ° N, P, Si, Fe Ilyina et al. (2013)

Table 6.1: lev. = levels, tr. = tracers, PG= Phytoplankton Groups. Adapted from Vancop-
penolle et al. [2013] and Bopp et al. [2013]

CMIP5 Multi-model mean Hist. (1990-1999) 1500.08 (420.55)
OBS. [Arrigo et al., 2008] 1900.00
OBS. Carr et al. [2006] 1100.00-4900.00

Table 6.2: Mean annual primary production (in TgC) in the eight CMIP5 and estimated by
two observation-based works.

In this chapter, we will study the models projections for the most extreme CMIP5 scenario
(RCP85), corresponding to an additional radiative forcing level of 8.5 during the last decade of
21st century (2090-2099). A visual comparison of the historical and RCP85 multi-model mean
integrated PP suggests a narrowing and minor poleward shift of the ’high’ productivity band
centred at 40°S (figure 6.1). Subtropical gyres progress southwards (particularly in Indian and
Pacific sectors) and the Antartic waters become slightly more productive.

On average, the di�erence in annual PP (�PP ) between the historical decade and the 2090-2099
period (�PP ), varies from -140 TgC to +60 TgC depending on the model. Multi-model mean
and standard deviation are -9.81 TgC and 41.44 TgC respectively. As stated in Bopp et al.
[2013], such uncertain results on the magnitude and sign of �PP do not allow a solid conclusion.
However, the spatial distribution of �PP seems to be coherent and robust. At first sight, the
most remarkable feature is the strong zonal pattern of �PP over the entire Southern Ocean
(figure 6.2.a). Subtropical bands presented much lower PP values (�PP ¥ -25 gC/m2/yr)
while, in the 40°S-50°S band and in the Antarctic waters, the projected PP increased from 20 to
40 gC/m2/yr, in average. The relative increase (with respect to the historical decade; in 6.2.b )
is the strongest in coastal Antarctic waters (i.e., north of Ross and Weddel Seas) where projected
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Figure 6.1: Spatial distribution of the eight CMIP5 multi-model mean integrated PP in the
Southern Ocean. TOP: mean over the ’historical’ decade (1990-1999). BOTTOM: mean over the

last decade of the XXt
h century under RCP8.5 scenario.

productivity increases more than 40%. On the contrary, the region of highest relative decrease
is the western subtropical Pacific, where the decrease is -40%.

With the aim to visualise inter-model agreement, �PP meridional mean for each zonal band has
been represented for each of the 8 models (figure 6.31):

30°-40°S: �PP presents a clear and strong negative mean trend ( -20gC/m2/yr) over the
three basins. Except GFDL, the rest of models agree in the sign �PP in this region.

40°-50°S: �PP is projected weak and low for the ensemble of model (except for the MPI-
ESM-LR in some specific regions). The sign is fairly robust in the Atlantic and Indian
sectors (4-5 over 8 models agree) but much less in the Pacific.

50°-60°S: �PP is negative or close to 0 for the majority of models over the three sectors.
However, at some meridians (p.e., 100E or 160W) the magnitude of the multi-model mean
seems to be influenced by the two MPI models. Such bias is partly compensated in some
regions by NorESM-1-ME model, the only one projecting a clear positive trend.

1Caption of figure 6.3: Zonal sections of the �P P . Black line represents the multimodel mean and each of the
models used is represented by grey lines. Grey vertical rectangles stands for continents.
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Figure 6.2: Mutlimodel �intPP (RCP85 - HIST) over the Southern Ocean (a). Multimodel
mean percentage of change in PP with the respect to 1990-1999 (b)

60°-70°S: �PP is positive with low inter-model agreement on the magnitude but signifi-
cantly good agreement on the sign (only 2 models project decrease of PP in the Atlantic).
Again, inter-model agreement is the lowest in the Pacific sector.

6.2.2 Projected changes in the MLD and its influence on �PP

The analysis of the CMIP5 model for the physical component of the Southern Hemisphere showed
that surface wind may intensify and shift poleward for about 1.5° at the end of the XXt

h (Meijers
[2014]). Such poleward shift is likely related to the observed persistent positive phase of the
SAM. In CMIP5 models2, these changes drive in turn the whole frontal and upper-ocean mixing
structures to higher latitudes (Sallée et al. [2013]).

MLD seasonal dynamics are highly dependent on the upper-mixing and frontal structure in the
Southern Ocean (Sallée et al. [2010b]). MLD, in turn, plays an important (but complex) control
on primary production at the seasonal scale (see chapter 4). In winter, active mixing re-supplies

2The response of the ocean to the poleward and intensification of surface winds is currently under debate in
the community. High-resolution modelling studies suggested an increase in eddy activity and an important role of
the bathymetry as a resistance to an eventual poleward shift of the frontal system
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upper ocean layers with nutrients, controls the amount of light captured by the phytoplankton
and dilutes biomass concentration with subsurface (and plankton-free) waters. In summer, mixing
influences primary production in opposed ways:

• In the regions where the summer MLD’s are significantly deep (Ø100m), phytoplankton are
light limited during some part of the summer. Hence, a more stratified ocean in summer
would lead to an increase in PP.

• In the regions where summer production is not limited by light but by nutrients depletion
(Fe or Si), a deeper summer mixing could eventually enhance PP by continuously bringing
nutrients to the euphotic layer.

To examine whether or not the projected MLD changes were, in the eight CMIP5 models,
associated to �PP , we will firstly analyse the results for the projected change on the max-
imum (i.e.: winter; �MLDmax) and minimum (i.e.: summer; �MLDmin) MLD. Secondly,
these results will be compared to the trends in �PP . Future trends on MLD are defined as
�MLD = MLDRCP 8.5 ≠ MLDHist; consequently �MLD > 0 indicates a projected future
deepening (i.e., less stratified waters) and �MLD < 0 a projected future shallowing (i.e., more
stratified waters).

The distribution of mean �MLDmax (colours in figure 6.4.A ) is not zonal and varies between
sectors. The Pacific sector shows a large area of winter MLD shallowing (between 60 and 90
meters) and a very good agreement between models except in the south-east Pacific. In the
Atlantic and Indian sectors the multimodel agreement is lower (with the exception of the Indian
subtropical band where a strong shallowing is projected) but a fairly consistent band of deepening
emerges, going from the 70°E-35°S to 170°E-55°S. South of this band (around 50°S-60°S of the
Atlantic and Indian sectors) �MLDmax not present any robust sign of change. Finally, all the
models project a �MLDmax shallowing on Antarctic waters excepting the Amundsen Sea (only
two models disagree with sign). On the other hand, mean �MLDmin spatial distribution is
much more zonal. There is a significant multi-model agreement from 30°S to 50°S where a 10-
20m shallower MLD is projected. South of 50°S, most of models simulate a zonal band of deeper
�MLDmin, but sign and magnitude of change is uncertain for the Antarctic waters ( > 65°S).

Such zonal structure in �MLDmin strongly resembles the projected response on �PP presented
previously. In fact, the mean spatial patterns of �PP coincide well with �MLDmin, much more
than that of �MLDmax (figure 6.5). �MLDmax has some correlation in the eastern Indian
and Pacific oceans, with an increase in PP where the MLD deepens (Indian, south of Australia)
and decrease where the MLD shallows (between 50°S and 60°S in the Pacific). The sign of this
correlation may suggest an altered PP due to changes in iron supply (deeper MLDmax implying
more Fe). However, this is not true for the subtropics in the Indian sector nor for the whole
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sign of change.

Antarctic waters. On the contrary, the spatial correspondence between �MLDmin and �PP

hold over the entire Southern Ocean. Over the Atlantic and Indian sectors both variables are
perfectly correlated showing an increase on PP where MLDmin stratifies and a decrease where
it deepens. In the Pacific, the correlation is weaker partly due to a patch of stratification in the
south-eastern part (in blue) where multimodel agreement is very low (see figure 6.4.B).
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where solid/dashed traits correspond to future increase/decrease on PP

A straight and simplistic interpretation of this result would be that the possible light limitations
on PP in the historical decade are alleviated when summer mixing weakens. However, conclusions
from a multi-model mean must be handled with care. Indeed, the emerging signal from the
ensemble of models can be caused by an e�ect of the “amplification” of those PP drivers common
amongst all models. For instance, the apparent strong PP light dependence could eventually be
due to the fact that in all models phytoplankton growth light limitation is similarly represented,
while other limiting factors (as iron) are represented with di�erent grades of complexity between
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models. Thus, the good multi-model agreement on projecting MLDmin can eventually amplify
the influence of the light limitation over PP.

This “averaging” e�ect argument seems to be reinforced when representing the �PP -MLDmin

relationship model by model (figure 6.6). At first , the ensemble of figures shows how the
magnitude of �MLDmin strongly varies amongst models, which can cause the mean to be ’biased’
by the most extreme projections. Furthermore, even if negative �PP -�MLDmin correlation is
visible for the majority of models in specific locations, many regions where this correlation is
inverted are clearly identifiable. This fact weakens the potential conclusions based on the mean
signal and suggest the existence of other mechanisms influencing �PP .

6.3 Mechanics of mixing and iron supply control over primary
production

To better understand how �MLDmin and �MLDmax may impact PP in the Southern Ocean, we
have conducted an ensemble of modelling experiments with a simplified physical framework used
to force a complex biogeochemical model (PISCES model, which constitutes the biogeochemical
component of IPSL models and others). The simplified physical framework allowed us to apply
a tight control on the PP stressors (i.e., summer and winter mixing depth, iron supply, etc.) and
quantify the influence of each stressor over annual PP. This methodology is based on the multiple
run algorithm detailed in chapter ??.

Four example cases of modelled seasonal cycles are represented in figure 6.7. They have been cho-
sen among the ensemble of 1,200 runs because they represent four extreme cases that can be found
in Southern Ocean waters. In these four examples, two stressors are aClimate Changeounted for:
depth of mixing (MLDmax) and ferricline summer depth (ZF e). The amount of iron vertically
supplied to productive surface layers (which is the only source of Fe considered here) results
from the coupling between MLDmax and ZF e. Combining two di�erent values for MLDmax

(deep and shallow) and two for ZF e we have obtained the four cases of figure 6.7. Deep mixing
cases present production reduced to 0 from June to Sept, likely due to light limitation. On the
contrary, the cases of shallow winter mixing present a low but maintained winter productivity.
The two MLD extreme cases present similar values of total PP (66.8 gC/m2/yr for the low Fe,
shallow mixing (A) and 69.3 gC/m2/yr for the high Fe, deep mixing (D)), what suggest that,
for case A, winter productivity may compensate for low spring-summer production due to Fe
depletion. From this result we can infer that the ”optimal” scenario (in terms of productivity)
would be something similar to case B: winter mixing is shallow enough to allow production during
winter and deep enough to bring a considerable amount of Fe to surface layers that maintains
production during spring. Case B also illustrates a secondary but important consequence of a
strong Fe supply: under high Fe conditions microphytoplankton significantly contributed to total
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Figure 6.6: �MLDmin (in color) and �PP (countours) for each of the eight models used.
Solid countours represent �PP=0; dashed contours represent negative �PP and thin contours

represent positive �PP
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PP. The role of microphytoplankton in rich environments is clearly visible comparing A and B
panels (shallow mixing cases). For these two cases, the increase on PP under high Fe conditions
is mainly due to an increase in microphytoplankton production. Case D (deep mixing and high
Fe supply) presents a more complex situation: the production in peak of the two phytoplankton
types is shifted in time and summer production (from December to January) is mainly due to
microphytoplankton contribution.

6.3.1 Winter and summer stratification influence on primary production

The four examples above illustrate that both, mixing depth and iron supply had an impact on
total production. These drivers are not independent from one another: winter mixing depth is
expected to be proportional to vertical Fe supply (even if in the ”real” ocean the large variety of
ZF e do not always ensures a linear relationship Tagliabue et al. [2011]).

To isolate the influence of altered stratification on productivity to the influence of Fe supply,
we have selected two subsets from opposed scenarios: shallow ferricline ZF e = 150m (i.e. Fe
is easily transported to surface), and deep ferricline, ZF e = 500m (i.e., very deep mixing is
necessary to bring iron to surface layers). For each of these subsets, we have averaged the
production depending on its MLDmax ≠ MLDmin values (figure 6.8). The total integrated PP
corresponding to MLDmin = 50m and MLDmax = 400m is used as reference (or ”Historical”)
value to normalise the ensemble and quantify the �PP due to altered stratification in terms of
percentages of change (figure 6.8). Tracing idealistic trajectories over this image (an example is
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Figure 6.7: High and low iron conditions extreme scenarios. Seasonal cylce of the MLD,
integrated PP and biomass for nanophytoplankton (solid lines) and microphytoplankton group

(dashed lines)
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represented in figure 6.8 by dashed black lines) is equivalent to analysing the projected PP in a
single Southern Ocean spot, in a kind of Eulerian approach. For instance, let us assume an initial
state (i.e., 1990-1999 mean) of MLDmax = 400m, MLDmin = 50m and ZF e = 500m (white circle
in figure 6.8.I). If winter and summer mixing are projected to change �MLDmax = ≠100m and
�MLDmin = ≠15m respectively, the model predicts an increase on productivity of �PP ¥ +5%
(only due to stratification changes). Compared to the high Fe environment (in panel 6.8.II), an
identical change in stratification caused to an opposed impact: decrease on productivity of around
-5%. This di�erentiated response is likely due to the dominant phytoplankton group (PG) at each
region. In low Fe environments (6.8.I, like cases A and C in figure 6.7), the main (an almost only)
contributor is nanophytoplankton which is easily limited by light but has low iron requirements.
Therefore, for this ecosystem, more stratification (i.e.: more light within the MLD) implies more
production. On the contrary, under high Fe conditions (6.8.II, like cases B and D in figure 6.7),
microphytoplankton contribute to total PP as much as nanophytoplankton and, consequently,
total production to is much more iron-dependent. Under these circumstances, the reduction in
Fe supply (due to stronger winter stratification; �MLDmax <0) decreases PP. It is interesting
to note that this statement becomes false when the range on MLDmax is deeper than 400m. The
observed decrease on productivity when deepening from 400 to 700m (figure 6.8.II) suggests a
dominant e�ect of light limitation regardless of an increased iron supply.
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Figure 6.8: Impact of altered stratification on the integrated PP for a group of ’Low Fe’
(ZF e=500m) conditions 1D scenarios (left) and a group of ’High Fe’ (ZF e=150m) conditions 1D
scenarios (right). Circles represent the average �PP (in color) of the 1D scenarios with the same
MLDmax and MLDmin in the group. An example of combined alteration on winter and summer
stratification is indicated by the dashed and solid arrows. At bottom, black arrows indicate the

main controls of change in PP due to altered stratification.

Changes in summer stratification seem to have a much a simpler influence over PP: �MLDmin is
proportional to �PP . For any MLDmax, and regardless of Fe conditions, an increase of summer
stratification (�MLDmin < 0) leads to lower PP values (�MLDmin < 0 =∆ �PP < 0) (and
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the opposite is equally true). We can already note that this result is completely opposed to
the apparent �MLDmin - �PP relationship identified in the previous section (figure 6.5). This
discrepancy will be addressed in next section using a set of summer specific 1D runs.

6.3.2 How vertical iron supply controls community structure?

In preceding sections it has been shown that total primary production it is proportional to vertical
iron supply. However, this enhancement of production does not occurs in a trivial way due to the
specificities of the di�erent phytoplankton groups constituting the producers community. In order
to quantify how iron supply alters a (simple) community structure, and thus total production,
we represented the annual PP for each PG as a function of the iron supply (figure 6.9). Results
are presented grouped by the corresponding winter mixing depth.

Microphytoplankton production (solid lines) was proportional to iron supply but hardly depen-
dent on MLDmax (in color). Winter mixing however controlled nanophytoplankton production
(dashed lines) as seen from the separation between MLDmax lines. The shallower the winter
mixing, the higher the productivity, suggesting that the winter growth limitation was the main
control for nanophytoplankton. Last but not least, the inversely proportional relationship be-
tween nanophytoplankton PP and Fesupply reveals a strong interspecies competition for Fe. In
Fe-rich and well-mixed waters, microphytoplankton take up an important part of the micronutri-
ent available leading to a decrease on nanophytoplankton production. This result can be clearly
stated by comparing a solid and dashed line of the same color. Under exactly the same winter
mixing (i.e. almost identical ¯

PARMLD) nanophytoplankton production decreased with Fe. This
apparent paradox can only be justified by the fact that macrophytoplankton enhanced Fe-uptake
caused Fe-limitation on nanophytoplankton. However, it is important to note that, even under
the optimal conditions, microphytoplankton productivity hardly surpassed nanophytoplankton
contribution (red lines in figure 6.9 and example case D in figure 6.7 are representative of such
situation). The global result of such interplay is an annual production directly proportional to
iron supply but in a lower degree that one would expect.

6.3.3 Winter mixing and vertical iron supply as coupled drivers

To analyse how the identified mechanisms interact with each other to drive total PP, we repre-
sented total PP as a function of MLDmax and summer Ferricline depth (ZF e), interpolated using
the whole ensemble of runs; i.e. the 1,190 di�erent 1D scenarios (figure 6.10). This representa-
tion illustrates a an interesting and complex pattern for total production that, for clarity, we will
comment in two parts:
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Figure 6.9: Integrated PP for nanophytoplankton and microphytiplankton as a function of
iron supply and MLDmax (in colour) from the ensemble of 1D scenarios. Results have been
averaged in clusters of similar MLDmax/Fesupply and its values represented by diamonds with

the corresponding standard deviations represented by vertical/horizontal bars

ZFe < 350m.: When ZF e was relatively close to surface, winter mixing was able to
alleviate nutrient limitation entraining iron to upper layers. Moreover, mixing has a double
role: deeper mixing enhances both iron supply (for a given ZF e) and light limitation. Thus
the resulting PP emerges from the balance between iron alleviation and light limitation.
Such a double role seemed to be decoupled depending on the magnitude of the mixing
depth. For MLDmax < 400m, PP increased with winter depth thanks to a greater supply
of Fe; but beyond MLDmax = 400m, light limitation over the year was strong enough to
reduce productivity in high-Fe waters. Furthermore, based on 6.3.2 results, in all these
cases both PGs equally contribute to annual production.

ZFe > 350m.: In contrast to the previous case, this scenarios were strongly Fe-limited
due to deep ferriclines. Production was consequently weak (less than 65 gC/m2/yr) with
a (low) maxima around 225m, where light-Fe balance was optimal. For these scenarios
the ecosystem was dominated by nanophytoplankton. Low nutrient-requirements allowed
nanophytoplankton to be productive under Fe-stressed conditions if enough light was avail-
able (between 200 to 250 meters). The square in grey in figure 6.10 identifies an environment
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of strong mixing and low production (due to scarce iron supply), specific to the Southern
Ocean.

Figure 6.10: PP (in color) as a function of MLDmax and summer Ferricline depth (ZFe)
interpolated using the whole ensemble of runs (>1,100 di�erent scenarios). Black lines indicate
the amount of iron input into the MLD over the year and the white-dashed line is a 1:1 relationship
to indicate those areas at which winter mixing reach and penetrate below Ferricline depth (right

side of the white line)

6.3.4 What is the net e�ect of summer stratification?

Here, we focus on understanding how a change in summer mixing a�ects PP in the particular
case of our 1D model. To do so, I adapted the multiple run algorithm for a new experiment
where only summer stratification conditions were modified. As shown in previous paragraphs,
PP response to mixing was also dependent on the Fe concentration. To take the latter into
aClimate Changeount I repeated the same ”summer mixing experiment” only for two extreme
cases very similar to A and D cases in 6.8; i.e. one with shallow winter mixing and deep ZF e and
a second one with deep winter mixing and shallow ZF e. For each of these cases, summer ZF e and
winter MLD (in timing and magnitude) were fixed and only summer MLD varied: from 20 to
100m at a 20 meters interval (i.e.: 5 ”summer scenarios” per case). From the two sets of outputs,
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each phytoplankton group integrated PP was computed not for the whole seasonal cycle but only
for the summer period (December, January and February).

Micro

Figure 6.11: Mean integrated PP during austral summer (December January and February) as
a function of MLDmin as diagnosed in the 1D model. Results are presented for a high-Fe/deep
MLDmax case (TOP) and for a low-Fe/shallow MLDmax case (BOTTOM). Total integrated PP
is represented by the black line, nanophytoplankton contribution to the total PP is represented
by the green line, microphytoplankton contribution to the total PP is represented by the blue

line

For both cases, is clearly seen that deeper summer mixing enhanced summer production (figure
6.11). This relationship agrees with the results presented in figure 6.8 stressing the fact that
the increase on productivity occurred (mainly) in summer. When assessing the contribution of
each phytoplankton group, the opposing slopes of nano- and microphytoplankton contribution
stands out (green and blue lines in figure 6.8). While nanophytoplankton production decreased
when summer mixing shallowed, microphytoplankton did the opposite: production increased.
For the deep mixing high-Fe scenario and between 20 to 60m, microphytoplankton were able
to surpass nanophytoplankton production. Also in this scenario, for MLDmin deeper than 60m,
microphytoplankton trend was reversed and production increased with deeper mixing. We argued
that this increment was due to an increase on summer iron resupply as MLDmin got close to ZF e.
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An identical set of runs but with ZF e at 400m confirmed this hypothesis as microphytoplankton
PP curve presented a constant decreasing PP with MLDmin (blue dashed line in figure 6.11.B).

Three possible mechanisms were identified to explain these trends:

• Grazing pressure over nanophytoplankton was enhanced by shallower mixing, due to a
reduction on the grazer-prey encounter time.

• Nanophytoplankton took advantage of deep summer mixing layers, as these layers were
richer in nutrients. Such an increase on nutrients could eventually be compensated by the
decrease on mean PARMLD. However, the strong turbulent mixing in our model (Ÿ =
1m2/s) guaranteed an active vertical transport hence, a weak impact on light limitation.

• The competition for nutrients (specially for Fe) between the two PG caused that, when
one was disadvantaged (p.e. nanophytoplankton in shallow mixing), more resources were
available for the other one.

These three mechanisms would be interconnected and occurring simultaneously.

In this section, we have addressed the factors controlling the primary production in the Southern
Ocean. We have seen that, over the year, total PP emerges from a complex combination of Fe-
supply, ecosystem diversity and mixing depth (figure 6.10). In addition, we set up a specific set
of 1D runs to understand the statistical result found in CMIP5 models: the PP increase due to
more stratified waters in summer. Surprisingly, the study of the mechanisms controlling summer
PP based on 1D runs suggested that, except for ecosystems dominated by microphytoplankton,
an increase on summer stratification causes a decrease on PP.

The lack of coherence between the 1D and the CMIP5 models, motivated us to enlarge our view
and to look for new players that could drive CMIP5 PP projected trends. To do so in an e�cient
way, we decided to work with only one of the CMIP5 models: the IPSL medium resolution model
or IPSL-CM5A-MR. The results concerning future projected changes in iron concentration, solar
surface flux and temperature are presented in next section.

6.4 Shedding light on hidden future drivers

The most likely additional stressors able to alter PP are iron availability and surface solar flux.
Water temperature of the euphotic layer could also have an eventual impact through the increase
of phytoplankton specific growth rate in warmer waters (as defined by the Eppley curve, Eppley
[1972]).
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The predicted trends under RCP85 scenario for each of these variables3 by the IPSL-CM5A-MR
are represented in figure 6.12:

• The change in Fe concentration (averaged from 0 to 50 meters) was extremely weak for most
of the Southern Ocean: a low decrease (�Fe < 0.01 nmolFe/m 3) was identified east of the
Pacific and Indian sectors while most of coastal waters (unless South-American) presented
a strong increase (�Fe > 0.2 nmolFe/m3). No trace of zonal band or �PP -like pattern.

• The change in SST presented a near-zonal structure with positive trends over all the South-
ern Ocean. The range of magnitude change was large, with local strong warming (south
of GoodHope Cape and along Agulhas return current �SST >7°C ), an average change
of �SST ¥4.2°C north of 50°S and a much weaker alteration south of this latitude (1°C
< �SST<2°C ). Such an increase may primarily be due to the atmospheric and oceanic
warming but probably also influenced by the poleward shift of the whole frontal system.
However, SST trends presented a generalised warming over the whole Southern Ocean that
could eventually influenced a PP increase but not explained the zonal band of negative
�PP around 60°S.

• The third stressor considered, the projected change in sea surface solar flux, presented an
interesting spatial structure (figure 6.12 c): surface light radiation increased almost a 10%
north of 50°S and over Antarctic coastal waters. Conversely, it decreased in a band con-
strained between 50°-60°S in the Atlantic and Indian sectors, slightly southwards in the
Pacific ( 55°-65°S). Such a pattern is likely related to the poleward shift in atmospheric cir-
culation and the strengthening of winds enhancing sea spray aerosol emissions and therefore
the mean cloud coverage (Korhonen et al. [2010]) and had been observed in other CMIP5
models (Chepfer et al. [2014]). An alteration of the solar radiation reaching sea surface can
significantly impact PP in the Southern Ocean, specially south of 50°S, where light is the
dominant limiting factor for a large part of the year (from late-autumn to winter; Boyd
and Ellwood [2010]).

Interestingly, the projected �PP patterns in the IPSL model (represented in figure 6.6) coincides
with the trends in surface radiation: the production increase from 40° to 50°S, with little decrease
between 50° to 60°S and an increase south of 60°C. However, such a coherence was not diagnosed
in the Pacific Sector nor in the subtropical band. In conclusion, surface solar flux seemed to be
a significant, but not exclusive, driver of change.

Poleward shift on Primary Production patterns
As presented in Meijers [2014], in CMIP5 models, the oceanic resposne to intensification and
poleward shift of surface winds (caused by the persistent positive phase of SAM), is a poleward

3We assumed the change in sea surface temperature (SST) could be used as a proxy of the mean upper-ocean
temperature.
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Figure 6.12: RCP85 to Historical decade mean change for [0,50] mean Fe concentration (TOP),
SST (CENTER) and surface net shortwave solar flux (BOTTOM) for the IPSL-CM5A-MR model
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1.5° shift of the whole Southern Ocean frontal dynamics. Based on this statement, we hypothe-
sised that the mean �PP pattern projected by CMIP5 models (see figure 6.2) resulted from a
shift of the PP historical mean pattern added to changes in surface PAR. A qualitative justifica-
tion of such hypothesis is presented in figure 6.13: the meridional section of PPRCP 8.5 for each of
the three Southern Ocean basins was represented in the upper panel (black lines) together with
the PPHIST shifted 1.5° southwards, in dashed black. Shifted-PPHIST correctly fitted the curve
of PPRCP 8.5 to certain latitudes (≥47°S at Indian, ≥50°S at Pacific and ≥52°C at Atlantic) with
very small di�erences in magnitude. This coincidence suggested that, from 30°S to ≥50°S, PP
was not altered in magnitude but only a shifted in latitude, as a consequence of the poleward
shift of all physical and biogeochemical conditions. At latitudes higher than 50°S (and until
60°-65°S), PPRCP 85 decreased over the three sectors. Such decrease seems to fit reasonably well
with the projected decrease of surface PAR (black line in bottom panels). For the Indian and
Pacific sectors, the band of �PP < 0 coincided with the band of decreased surface PAR; for
the Atlantic however, PP did not experienced any change until 52°S despite a light reduction
starting around 46°S. Southern of 65°S, PPRCP 85 increased everywhere together with a strong
augmentation of the surface solar flux. An interesting conclusion from this representation is
that, in absolute terms, PPRCP 85 only increases in the Antarctic waters: PP increase identified
at 40°S-50°S (figure 6.2) may be an artefact due to poleward shift, balanced by the decrease in
subtropics.
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Figure 6.13: Upper panels: Zonal mean sections for the PPHist (in grey), PPHist shifted 1.5°
southwards (dashed black), PPRCP 85 (black). Arrows indicate the dominant PP trend (hori-
zontal=shift, downwards=decrease, upwards=increase. Bottom panels: �MLDmin (blue) and
�SWsurface. Increase and decrease on PP is highlighted with green and red boxes respectively,

to stress the concordance between PP trends and solar flux anomalies.
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6.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, I addressed how Primary Production is influenced by physical processes in the
Southern Ocean and, more specifically, how an alteration of the physical ocean environment due
to Climate Change can impact productivity. I analysed projected change in PP and MLD for the
end of the current century produced by eight CMIP5 models, under the most extreme radiative
scenario (RCP85). The patterns of change in annual PP (�PP ) presented a clear zonal band
structure with alternate phases of increase and decrease on production. Such a spatial structure
appeared to be strongly correlated to the trends in summer MLD (or �MLDmin). However,
this correlation was much stronger over the multi-model mean than for each of the models.
Surprisingly, the correspondence of �PP to winter mixing (MLDmax) was very low.

We then compared CMIP5 results with a simple 1D ocean model coupled to the biogeochemical
PISCES module. This approach allowed us to test the sensitivity of the total PP and community
structure to changes in winter and summer MLD. We showed how MLDmax applied a complex
control over annual PP: on one hand, linked to the vertical supply of iron while, on the other
hand, limiting winter production through the reduction of the light received by phytoplankton.
The high sensitivity of total PP to slight changes in winter MLD, Fe concentration or plankton
diversity found in our 1D runs, justifies the lack of robustness between CMIP5 models, which
strongly di�er on the representation of these three magnitudes. Therefore, our first conclusion
is that even if an impact of the altered winter MLD on PP existed, such an impact cannot be
identified from a multi-model mean signal. But then, what shaped the clear band-structured PP
trends in CMIP5 outputs?

A possible answer to this question (and based on figure 6.5) could be the change in summer
MLD. The e�ect of summer MLD on primary production has already been pointed out by several
authors as a potential factor of stress for Southern Ocean PP (Bopp et al. [2013]). The e�ect of
a more stratified ocean on PP is still unclear as stratification, improves summer light conditions
for phytoplankton and, yet reduces the amount of nutrients available from late spring to autumn.
The clear correspondence between �MLDmin and �PP found for the averaged CMIP5 models
suggested that more stratification enhances production. With the aim to address these question
properly and from an approach “external” to CMIP5 results, we set up an specific ensemble of 1D
runs with all physical parameters fixed, except MLDmin. At first sight, results were completely
opposed to CMIP5 ones: more stratified summer MLD reduced summer PP. However, when
looking only to the contribution of microphytoplankton, 1D model agreed with CMIP5 showing
a dependency of microphytoplankton production to MLDmin in accord with the �MLDmin -
�PP relationship in CMIP5 (figure 6.11). Therefore, PP trends on CMIP5 models could be
explained by an enhancement of the production driven mainly by microphytoplankton, specially
where waters were rich in iron. Even if theoretically true, we identified three arguments that
strongly weakened this explanation:
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1. �MLDmin - �PP correspondence was rarely found inside each of the 8 models and
it was likely biased by models projecting strong changes (as NorESM and MPI; see figure
6.6).

2. The ”dominant” models (the one contributing the most to the averaged trends) had
a lack of representation of phytoplankton diversity (only 1 PG for NorESM and MPI, see
table 6.1) and thus, the expression of diatom-like behaviour was highly improbable.

3. Assuming that the PP trends in CMIP5 were exclusively due to the enhancement of
microphytoplankton summer production, the rate of this enhancement would be more than
twice the rate obtained in 1D runs (+1.2% ”per stratified meter” in CMIP5 against a
+0.5%/m in the 1D).

We decided to look for an alternative explanation of the trends of PP as projected in CMIP5
models.

To do so, we focused on only one of the ESM models of the CMIP5 ensemble, the IPSL-CM5A-
MR, which we used to address the projected trends on three addtional stressors: dissolved Fe,
sea surface temperature and surface solar flux (figure 6.12). Among the three, the surface solar
flux was the only stressor to agree with a PP decrease over the 50°-60° band. Such decrease on
productivity would then be due to a reduction of the amount of solar radiation reaching ocean
surface. There was, however, a piece missing in this puzzle: solar surface radiation seemed to
increase everywhere north of 45°S thus, the projected decrease on productivity in the subtropics
could not be justified. In these medium latitude regions light control is much lower and it was
very likely that the dominant stressor was not the change in solar flux. We had finally resolved
the question by the addition of two processes: an annular poleward shift of the zonal features of
primary production (caused by of the large-scale shift of the whole Southern Ocean atmosphere
and ocean dynamics Meijers [2014]); added to a change in surface solar radiance that drove
trends over high latitudes (decrease over 50°-60°S and increase 60°-70°S). We have illustrated
such results in figure 6.13 by shifting the zonal PP average and comparing it to its historical
values.

Even if the ensemble of CMIP5 models constitutes a unique tool to estimate future ocean trends,
its results must be carefully analysed and interpreted. Some features seemed to be highlighted
(for instance, light dependence) while others were under-represented due to lack of agreement and
complex responses (e.g. impact of winter mixing and its coupling with iron supply). Furthermore,
recent studies based on high-resolution coupled models do not project such a clear southward
shift of the frontal dynamics. Thus, it is possible that important dynamical processes are not
being fully represented in CMIP5.

The Southern Ocean presents a strong regional variability in terms of PP that influences the
spatial, seasonal and interannual variability of the air-sea CO2 flux (Metzl et al. [1999]). Given
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the significant role of this ocean on the global carbon cycle, we think that is essential to further
investigate the Southern Ocean primary production with specific approaches that complement
CMIP5 outputs. Such approaches must be based on medium to high resolution (sub-)regional
models and higher data coverage in time (i.e., during winter) and in space (i.e., accurately vertical
iron and mixing distribution); along with a deeper understanding of the intricate biogeochemi-
cal processes that control phytoplankton community dynamics (in particular, those concerning
regenerated production and export).
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Conclusions

The main objective of my thesis works was to investigate the mechanisms that control primary
production in the Southern Ocean. This general question was split up into three specific ques-
tions. My thesis works provided a series of results and conclusions for each one of these questions
which I will briefly summarise here.

What are the mechanisms driving phytoplankton bloom dynamics in the Southern
Ocean?

The study I carried out using more than 1,200 modelled Southern Ocean blooms allowed us to
identify three crucial phase of the bloom evolution: the onset, the climax and the apex. The
model outputs, on a daily frequency, for the specific phytoplankton growth, mortality and grazing
rates were used to identify the dominant controls at each bloom phase.

All onsets occurred around the winter solstice and two di�erent controls were identified: a top-
down control (dilution of grazers) for the earliest onsets and a bottom-up control (light) for onsets
occurring after the winter solstice. Bloom climaxes occurred during spring due to the shallowing
of the mixing layer and the improvement of light conditions. Interestingly, the amount of Fe
seemed to play a secondary but significant role in the intensity of phytoplankton accumulation
during climax. Apexes were identified in early summer which was controlled by grazing.

The magnitude of the climax was used to classify blooms in two types of phenology: abrupt and
smooth. I showed how abrupt blooms were typical of iron-rich and fast shallowing waters. On
the contrary, smooth blooms occurred in nutrient limited waters or in environments with a weak
seasonal cycle (lower latitudes). This link between the bloom phenology and the environment
could be used to address the diversity of bloom phenology observed in the Southern Ocean. Un-
fortunately, the definition of the climax phase requires an accurate measurement of the integrated
biomass rate of change, which is impossible to obtain from ocean colour data. I proposed however,
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a solution to this issue. Using the outputs of the 1D model, I demonstrated that commonly used
satellite surface bloom detection criteria (Cole et al. [2012]; Brody et al. [2013]) do not detect the
onset, but the climax of the bloom. Intense bloom climaxes have a strong surface Chl imprints
that are tipically misled as the bloom onset by satellite based studies. The 1D diagnostics also
showed that is possible to detect the proper onset from satellite data if the information on the
MLD is available.

How these mechanisms combine to produce the bloom diversity observed in the
Southern Ocean?

Using satellite-derived products and observation-based estimates of mixed-layer depth we were
able to estimate the onset and climax of blooms (i.e., ChlML-onsets as referred in the article)
and climaxes (i.e., Chlsurf -onsets as referred in the article) for 13 years of observations in the
Southern Ocean. Both onsets and climaxes were detected using the methods tested in our 1D
study. The determination of these two bloom phases allowed us to address the bloom phenology
diversity in the Southern Ocean. Interestingly, the bloom diversity appeared to be organised into
three distinct regimes associated with three specific geographic locations: subtropical region,
sub-antarctic region and ACC region. Based on the results of the 1D study we could infer the
drivers of the phenology diversity from the distribution of onset-to-climax time duration and the
geographical position of the blooms.

Amongst the three bloom regimes, sub-antarctic regime had the most complex dynamics. Only
this regime presented a climax occurring more than three months after the onset. In addition,
climax dates were concomitant to the date at which air-sea heat fluxes switched from cooling to
warming, even for very deep of the MLDs (i.e., more than 400m). Such a mechanism has been
identified as trigger of surface blooms in the North-Atlantic by Taylor and Ferrari [2011] and
Ferrari et al. [2014].

This work was complemented with a model-based study with the aim to contrast the detection
methodology applied. Using a 3D biogeochemical configuration, I used surface and MLD model
data to mimic the observation-based bloom detection methods. In parallel, I detected the bloom
onset from the integrated biomass data of the model. The comparison between the two methods
shown how, for certain type of blooms and MLD dynamics, ChlML approximation failed to detect
integrated onset blooms. In particular, the stocks of subsurface (i.e., below the MLD) biomass
in late summer caused ChlML approximation to be underestimated. Such an incorrect initial
estimation had repercussions throughout the entire seasonal cycle, and thus the detection of
bloom onset.

The studies that allowed me to answer these two questions, models were used to both under-
stand the underpinnings of phytoplankton blooms and to evaluate di�erent techniques applied
to satellite observations. Interestingly, the disagreements we encountered between the di�erent
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models and between models and observation pointed out some limits of the models to reproduce
fine-scale physical processes. Thus, the combination of models and observations created a ben-
eficial symbiosis for both parts. This demonstrates, in my opinion, the importance of combine
and compare observations and models.

How Southern Ocean primary production is likely to be influenced by a Climate
Change’s altered environment?

In the last results chapter of this manuscript I adopted an integrated view to study the primary
production in the Southern Ocean. The objective was to identify the drivers of the annual
primary production (PP) in the present and in the future ocean. My aim was to understand
the zonal pattern of future PP trends diagnosed in eight CMIP5 models by Bopp et al. [2013].
Analysis of changes in multi-model winter and summer MLDs showed a spatial correspondence
between trends of PP and summer MLDs. A process study investigating the influence of summer
stratification on PP on individual model trends put the PP-MLD relationship into question.
Moreover, using one of the CMIP5 models (the IPSL-CM5A) I highlighted that surface solar
radiation could be a potential driver of PP. To fully explain the CMIP5’s PP trends, I proposed
a combination of two Climate Change impacts: a large-scale poleward shift of frontal dynamics
in the Southern Ocean (Meijers [2014]) together with a decrease of solar radiation in a 10°-zonal
band around 60°S. As a part of the works planned for the next months, I will continue complete
this study to be synthesised in an article (in collaboration with L.Bopp and M.Lévy). Amongst
the diagnoses we would like to add there is an analysis of surface Fe and solar radiation for the
eight CMIP5 models.

The causes of the PP trends projected by eight CMIP5 models in the Southern Ocean has also
been a subject of study. It is important to note that these trends (and the proposed causes) have
not yet been contrasted with observations or other modelling approaches. For instance, some
studies have shown that the poleward shift of the ocean dynamics due to the positive phase of
the SAM is not reproduced in high resolution Southern Ocean models. Concerning the decrease
on solar surface radiation around 60°S : it is still not clear what drives this in the model and
there are no direct observations that support these results. There are however, some hints in
recent literature that suggest that the trend in solar radiation is robust in the models (Ceppi
et al. [2014] and Chepfer et al. [2014]).

Perspectives

My works focused on di�erent aspects of the primary production in the Southern Ocean. The
ensemble of presented results allowed me to conclude with some new insights on the relationship
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between phytoplankton blooms and the environment where these blooms take place. Several re-
sults showed the importance of bottom-up controls on bloom dynamics during the intense phase
of the bloom (i.e., the climax). Most of the bloom studies in literature focus on this crucial phase
of the bloom. The “Disturbance-recovery hypothesis” (DRH; Behrenfeld and Boss [2014]) pro-
poses a much wider view and addresses the whole seasonal cycle of the plankton ecosystem. This
hypothesis describes the high-latitude blooms as expressions of disturbances on the equilibrium
(or coupling) between phytoplankton and grazers. The DRH generalises the bloom theories to
any ecosystem in the global ocean, stressing the role of top-down controls. Although I mainly
focused on the winter and spring period of the bloom, the biogeochemical model configurations I
used fully resolved the ecosystem evolution throughout the entire seasonal cycle. These models
could be used to address the phytoplankton seasonal cycle from a ’DRH point of view’: analysing
the prey-grazers coupling during the entire seasonal cycle and all over the global ocean. These
studies may modify our perception of the hotspots of primary production (as proposed by Behren-
feld [2014]) because, as showed, the surface Chl signal it is not enough to correctly estimate the
amount of integrated biomass and primary production. Another challenging perspective is the
plankton ecosystem evolution during summer, when the coupling between phytoplankton and
grazers is maximal. During this period, a number of complex biogeochemical processes take
place and new factors come into play (e.g., viral activity, phytoplankton species succession, rem-
ineralisation). Although most of these processes are represented in PISCES model, we did not
addressed these questions. To properly resolve the mechanisms controlling plankton community
in summer it is necessary to joint in-situ and laboratory studies with models studies, to profit
of beneficial symbioses as the applied here using satellite, in-situ and model data. In the South-
ern Ocean such a multi-disciplinary approach would allow to improve the understanding on the
complex iron recycling cycle (i.e., the ferrous wheel Boyd and Ellwood [2010]).

The conclusions of the 1D model configuration shaped our vision of Southern Ocean blooms and
were later used to interpret the di�erent bloom regimes estimated from observations. However,
this novel model configuration was based on very strong physical simplifications. Amongst the
assumptions we used to set-up the 1D model, at least one is worth further investigation. In the
model, a very strong turbulent mixing was imposed: Ÿz = 10≠5 m2/s from the surface to a certain
depth (Zmix). Such an actively mixed layer (called the mixing layer) presented a very simple
seasonal cycle: regular deepening in winter, regular shallowing in spring and constant summer
value. In the real ocean, the evolution of such a mixing layer is very di�erent. Research using high-
resolution models (Taylor and Ferrari [2011]) and in-situ data (Mahadevan et al. [2012]; Ferrari
et al. [2014]; Swart et al. [2014]; K. Johnson4) have stated the large sensitivity of mixing layer to
atmospheric and sub-mesoscale events. All of these works related rapid stratification events of
the mixing layer to sudden increases in surface Chl. From my point of view, these intra-seasonal
events occurring in late winter are the triggers of bloom climax, but they do not have any influence

4http://soccom.princeton.edu/content/deep-mixing-southern-ocean-and-spring-bloom-seen-soccom-profiling-
floats
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on the bloom onset5, which usually occurred a few months prior to the climax. Nonetheless, these
near-surface stratification events may have important consequences on the primary production
as they are characterised by periods of very high rates of biomass accumulation. With the aim
to quantify the importance of intra-seasonal stratification events over primary production in the
sub-antarctic region, I started a collaboration with the PhD student S.Nicholson (UPMC, France
and UCT, South-Africa). S.Nicholson is using a new version of my 1D configuration to study
the impact of di�erent Ÿz vertical profiles on the bloom dynamics and to estimate the impact
of summer intra-seasonal mixing events on primary production. This modelling study is being
created in parallel to the analysis of high-resolution observations in the sub-antarctic zone (Swart
et al. [2014]).

A general motivation for phytoplankton bloom studies is to understand the processes which
influence the biological pump of carbon at higher latitudes. In this study we addressed the first
part of this issue; the bloom dynamics. However, further work is necessary to understand how
bloom dynamics relates to the carbon cycle. For instance, it would be interesting to address at
which phases of the bloom carbon export is enhanced and how bloom dynamics influences the
air-sea flux variability of CO2. During my participation in KEOPS2 I actively worked on the
acquisition of pCO2 sea-surface measurements during the formation phase of Kerguelen’s bloom.
One of the main results of the study produced from this data (in Appendice A) was the rapid
establishment of CO2 sinks due to the biological activity. This result stresses the importance of
blooms on the sign of CO2 air-sea flux.

The ensemble of works presented here bring new insights on the primary production at high-
latitudes. My results illustrate the complexity of the bloom dynamics: several controls are in
constant competition throughout the seasonal cycle and is impossible to reduce the whole bloom
dynamics to an isolated control. We demonstrated however, that Southern Ocean blooms mecha-
nisms are very similar to the North-Atlantic blooms except for the role of iron, that enhances the
bloom phenology diversity. Iron is also a source of uncertainty for climate models. The future
trends of change on primary production in the Southern Ocean are highly sensitive to both the
iron supply and the phytoplankton diversity, but any of these two elements is properly resolved
in CMIP5 models.

In conclusion, an accurate estimation of the mutual influence between the Southern Ocean and
the Climate Change requires future e�orts to represent Southern Ocean specificities in the Earth
System models and an integrated understanding of the plankton ecosystem dynamics.

5A similar conclusion is presented in Ferrari et al. [2014], which authors refer to the surface Chl imprint of the
climax as the “surface spring bloom”.
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Abstract 13 

Iron and light are the main factors limiting the biological pump of CO2 in the Southern Ocean. 14 

Iron fertilization experiments have demonstrated the potential for increased uptake of 15 

atmospheric CO2, but little is known about the evolution of fertilized environnements. This 16 

paper presents observations collected in one of the largest phytoplankton bloom of the 17 

Southern Ocean sustained by iron originating from the Kerguelen Plateau. We first 18 

complement previous studies by investigating the mechanisms that control air-sea CO2 fluxes 19 

over and downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau at the onset of the bloom based on 20 

measurements obtained in October-November 2011. These new observations show the rapid 21 

establishment of a strong CO2 sink in waters fertilized with iron as soon as vertical mixing is 22 

reduced. The magnitude of the CO2 sink was closely related to chlorophyll-a and iron 23 

concentrations. Because iron concentration strongly depends on the distance from the iron 24 

source and the mode of delivery, we identified lateral advection as the main mechanism 25 

controlling air-sea CO2 fluxes downtream the Kerguelen Plateau during the growing season. 26 

In the southern part of the bloom, situated over the Plateau (iron source), the CO2 sink was 27 

stronger and spatially more homogeneous than in the plume offshore. However, we also 28 

witnessed a substantial reduction in the uptake of atmospheric CO2 over the Plateau following 29 

a strong winds event. Next, we used all the data available in this region in order to draw the 30 

seasonal evolution of air-sea CO2 fluxes. The CO2 sink is rapidly reduced during the course of 31 

the growing season, which we attribute to iron and silicic acid depletion. South of the Polar 32 

Front, where nutrients depletion is delayed, we suggest that the amplitude and duration of the 33 

CO2 sink is mainly controlled by vertical mixing. The impact of iron fertilization on air-sea 34 

CO2 fluxes is revealed by comparing the uptake of CO2 integrated over the productive season 35 

in the bloom, between 1 and 1.5 molC/m2/yr, and in the iron-poor HNLC waters, where we 36 

found a typical value of 0.4 molC/m2/yr. Extrapolating our results to the ice-free Southern 37 

Ocean (~50°S-60°S) suggests that iron fertilization of the whole area would increase the 38 

contemporay oceanic uptake of CO2 by less than 0.1 PgC/yr, i.e., less than 1% of the current 39 

anthropogenic CO2 emissions. 40 

 41 
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1. Introduction 42 

The Southern Ocean plays a major role in moderating global warming by absorbing annually 43 

around 1 Pg (1015 g) of carbon (Takahashi et al., 2009; Lenton et al., 2013). Although this 44 

number amounts to about 10% of the CO2 currently released to the atmosphere by human 45 

activities (mostly fossil fuel burning and land use change; Le Quéré et al., 2014), it hides a 46 

much larger potential because of iron limitation (Martin et al., 1990). Indeed, most of the CO2 47 

uptake occurs in the frontal region between 40°S and 50°S where iron is available to sustain 48 

primary production, whereas south of the Polar Front (~50°S) stands the largest High Nutrient 49 

Low Chlorophyll (HNLC) area (Tagliabue et al., 2012). Iron enrichment experiments 50 

conducted in the HNLC region have demonstrated the role of iron in controlling primary 51 

production and the potential for increased uptake of atmospheric CO2 when photosynthesis is 52 

stimulated (Boyd et al., 2007). However, due to the limited area and the short time-scales 53 

involved in these studies, the long-term efficiency and the consequences of artificial iron 54 

fertilization are still very uncertain.  55 

 56 

An alternative to assess the impact of iron fertilization on the uptake of atmospheric CO2 is 57 

offered by naturally fertilized environments, notably over and downstream of the Kerguelen 58 

Plateau in the Southern Ocean, where a large phytoplankton bloom is observed every summer 59 

(e.g., Mongin et al., 2008). A previous study conducted in this region in February 2005 60 

(KEOPS/OISO12 cruise) confirmed that natural iron fertilization enhances the biological 61 

uptake of CO2 over the Plateau compared to the surrounding HNLC waters (Blain et al., 62 

2007). These observations, however, were limited to the declining phase of the bloom in its 63 

southern   part.   Kerguelen’s   bloom   covers   hundreds of thousands km2, and since spatial 64 

heterogeneity can be anticipated, more observations were needed to accurately assess the 65 

impact of iron fertilization on air-sea CO2 fluxes.  66 

 67 

The KEOPS project was designed to achieve a better understanding of the mechanisms at play 68 

over and downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau, in order to assess the impact of iron 69 

fertilization on biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems. The KEOPS2 survey was conducted at 70 

the start of the productive season, in October-November 2011, and coupled with the 20th 71 

OISO cruise, with the objective of monitoring the establishment of the CO2 sink associated 72 

with   Kerguelen’s   bloom   and   investigating   the   mechanisms   responsible   for   spatial   and  73 

temporal variations in air-sea CO2 fluxes in different regions of the bloom. In this paper, we 74 
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first present underway measurements of CO2 and related parameters collected during the 75 

KEOPS2/OISO20 cruise. This allows to evaluate and understand the evolution of air-sea CO2 76 

fluxes over the Plateau and in the plume offshore during the transition from winter conditions 77 

to the growing season. These new observations are discussed with regard to iron and other 78 

nutrients availability, lateral transport and vertical mixing. Next, we used all available 79 

observations from the Surface Ocean CO2 Atlas (SOCAT, Bakker et al., 2014), merged with 80 

KEOPS and more recent OISO data, in order to evaluate the seasonal evolution of air-sea CO2 81 

fluxes  in  and  out  of  Kerguelen’s  bloom,  and  thus  quantify  the  impact  of  iron  fertilization  on  82 

the uptake of atmospheric CO2.  83 

 84 

2. Material and methods 85 

This work is primarily based on in situ measurements collected during the KEOPS2/OISO20 86 

cruise. Sampling and measurement techniques are described below. In order to push our 87 

analysis further, we also evaluated the seasonal evolution of air-sea CO2 fluxes using all the 88 

OISO/KEOPS data available to date (1998-2013), complemented by observations from four 89 

previous cruises (1991-1993) obtained from the SOCAT database (version 2.0; Bakker et al., 90 

2014), as well as measurements obtained from the CARIOCA buoy launched during the 91 

KEOPS2 survey. Underway measurements of the fugacity of CO2 (fCO2) obtained during all 92 

OISO cruises (including the two KEOPS surveys), are or will soon be available at the Carbon 93 

Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans) and in the 94 

SOCAT database (http://www.socat.info). In addition to in situ measurements, we used 95 

satellite data to map chlorophyll-a concentration (Fig.1 produced with the Giovanni online 96 

data system, available at http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/), and to compute climatological winds 97 

for air-sea CO2 flux calculation (see Sect.2.2). 98 

 99 

2.1. Sampling strategy and measurement techniques 100 

The study site is defined around the Kerguelen Plateau, from 64°E to 75°E, and between 47°S 101 

and 51°S (Figs. 1 and 2). This region includes various biogeochemical systems, from the 102 

typical High Nutrients Low Chlorophyll (HNLC) waters generally found south of the Polar 103 

Front (PF), to the highly productive waters over and downstream of the Plateau (Fig. 1). The 104 

most extensive survey dedicated to understanding the functioning of this iron fertilized 105 

environment was conducted during the KEOPS2/OISO20 cruise, when physicists, 106 
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biogeochemists and biologists were brought together to investigate the mechanisms at play in 107 

different regions of the bloom. The previous KEOPS/OISO12 cruise, conducted in January-108 

February 2005, involved as much expertise, but it was limited to the southern part of the 109 

bloom situated over the Plateau. Below we describe the sampling and measurement 110 

techniques followed during the KEOPS2/OISO20 cruise, which are very similar to those 111 

followed during the first KEOPS survey (Jouandet et al., 2008), and during all OISO cruises 112 

(Metzl et al., 1999; Jabaud-Jan et al., 2004; Metzl, 2009; Lourantou and Metzl, 2011).  113 

 114 

The KEOPS2 survey was conducted onboard R.R.V. Marion Dufresne in 2011, from the 17th 115 

of October, when the ship approached the Kerguelen Plateau on its western side, to the 21st of 116 

November, when the ship headed north of Kerguelen Island (see cruise track in Figs. 1 and 2). 117 

Our work is mostly based on hydrological and biogeochemical properties measured underway 118 

in surface waters (~5m depth). Underway surface measurements include the fugacity of CO2 119 

(fCO2), sea surface temperature (SST), sea surface salinity (SSS) and fluorescence. In 120 

addition, atmospheric CO2 was measured every 4 hours, and surface water samples were 121 

colleted every 4 hours for total CO2 (TCO2), total alkalinity (TA), chlorophyll-a and nutrients 122 

concentrations and every 8 hours for salinity.  123 

 124 

The technique for fCO2 measurements was described in details by Poisson et al. (1993), Metzl 125 

et al. (1995, 1999) and Jabaud-Jan et al. (2004). In short, sea surface water is continuously 126 

equilibrated  using  a  ‘thin  film’  type  equilibrator  thermostated  with  surface seawater. The CO2 127 

in the dried gas is measured with a non-dispersive infrared analyser (Siemens). The analysis 128 

of standard gases used for calibration indicated an accuracy to ±0.7 µatm. All fCO2 values 129 

presented here are normalized to 1013 hPa. TCO2 and TA were measured onboard, using a 130 

potentiometric method with a closed cell, and Certified Referenced Materials (CRMs, batch 131 

111, provided by Dr. A. Dickson, SIO, University of California). Accuracy estimated from the 132 

CRMs analysis was ±4 µmol/kg for both TA and TCO2. SST and SSS were obtained from 133 

two Sea-Bird thermosalinographs. SSS was checked against measurements performed 134 

onboard using a salinometer (Park et al., 2014). Accuracy for SSS was evaluated to ±0.005. 135 

Nutrients were also measured directly onboard using a Skalar auto-analyzer (Blain et al., 136 

2014). Accuracy was determined by measuring certified standards (CERTIPUR, Merck): it 137 

was 3.5% for nitrate and 2.2% for silicic acid (Si(OH)4) for concentrations around 35 138 

µmol/kg. Underway chlorophyll-a measurements were obtained by filtering between 1L and 139 
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2L of seawater on 25mm GF/F Whatman filters (pressure <200 mbar). Filters were stored at -140 

80°C until measurements were performed at LOCEAN using a Hitaschi F-4500 141 

spectrofluorometer, after extraction of the filters in 90% acetone, following the method 142 

described by Neveux and Lantoine (1993). The precision of chlorophyll-a measurements is 143 

typically around 5%. We used chlorophyll-a measurements to calibrate underway 144 

fluorescence data, but due to the poor correlation obtained (r2=0.5), calibrated fluorescence 145 

data must be considered with care.  146 

 147 

Water samples were also collected at depth using a rosette equipped with 22 Niskin bottles 148 

and a Seabird CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) sensors. We used the data obtained 149 

between 0 and 20m to complement underway measurements, with the exception of 150 

chlorophyll-a data as it was not obtained using the same technique (high performance liquid 151 

chromatography) as for underway surface data. CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) 152 

profiles were also obtained at all stations, allowing to evaluate the mixed layer depth. Most of 153 

the stations are situated along the north-south and east-west transects (along ~72°E and 154 

~48.5°S), that cover the southern and eastern sides of the Plateau and the plume offshore (Fig. 155 

1). Here we present measurements collected at the station A3 situated over the Plateau in the 156 

core of the southern bloom investigated during the first KEOPS survey, and which was 157 

revisited twice during the KEOPS2 survey and again during the following OISO cruises. 158 

 159 

2.2. Air-sea CO2 flux calculation 160 

The net flux of CO2 across the air-sea interface (FCO2) was calculated according to the 161 

following equation: 162 

FCO2 = k . s . 'fCO2              (1) 163 

k is the piston velocity evaluated as a function of wind speed (Wanninkhof, 1992), s is the 164 

solubility of CO2 in seawater calculated from in situ temperature and salinity after Weiss 165 

(1974), and 'fCO2 is the difference between the fugacity of CO2 in surface waters and in the 166 

marine air above ('fCO2 = fCO2sea - fCO2air). Positive values of 'fCO2 indicate an 167 

outgassing of CO2 to the atmosphere (CO2 source), and negative values indicate an uptake of 168 

CO2 by the ocean (CO2 sink). We used the mean fCO2air value of 388 µatm based on 169 

measurements obtained at ~15m above the sea surface during the KEOPS2 survey, and the 170 

mean temperature and salinity values of 3°C and 33.8, respectively. The mean CO2 molar 171 

fraction xCO2 measured onboard was 391.3±0.6 ppm during the survey around Kerguelen, 172 
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and 389.5±2 ppm between 25°S and 50°S. The latter compares well with the mean xCO2 of 173 

389.0±0.6 ppm measured in October/November 2011 at the nearest atmospheric monitoring 174 

station situated on Amsterdam Island at 77.5°E 38.3°S (M. Ramonet, pers. com.). We 175 

evaluated FCO2 using either wind speed measurements made onboard or climatological 176 

monthly winds computed from QuikScat satellite data (Level 3 surface wind speed obtained 177 

from the Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center at the NASA Jet 178 

Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov). 179 

 180 

3. Results 181 

3.1. Distribution of surface fCO2 observed in October and November 182 

The KEOPS2 survey started in October, when surface chlorophyll-a concentrations were still 183 

low in most of the studied area due to light limitation (Fig. 1a). As a consequence, surface 184 

fCO2 was close to equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 (388 µatm) or higher, with the exception 185 

of shallow coastal waters that acted as a large sink for atmospheric CO2, with surface fCO2 186 

values as low as 300 µatm (Figs. 2a and 3a). South-east of Kerguelen Island, where the 187 

plateau deepens to more than 500m, we observed a large region of CO2 outgassing ('fCO2 188 

around +20 µatm) associated with high surface salinity (Fig. 2e). High surface fCO2 values 189 

are representative of winter conditions in the Southern Ocean when vertical mixing maintains 190 

high concentrations of TCO2 in surface waters, therefore acting against the effect of cooling 191 

(e.g. Metzl et al. 2006). A smaller area of CO2 outgassing was also observed on the warm side 192 

of the Polar Front (PF) zone before the onset of the bloom. On the contrary, surface fCO2 193 

measured in October on the cold side of (within) the PF meander was close to equilibrium 194 

with atmospheric CO2. 195 

 196 

Weekly satellite images of chlorophyll-a show an early phytoplankton bloom in the warm 197 

waters of the PF zone east of 73°E at end of October. It was rapidly followed by an increase 198 

in chlorophyll-a concentration in the cold waters over and downstream of the Plateau, such 199 

that early in November most of the study region acted as a sink for atmospheric CO2, with 200 

surface fCO2 values ranging from 275 µatm to 390 µatm. The minimum and maximum fCO2 201 

values were obtained in shallow waters (<500m). Very low fCO2 values, down to 100 µatm 202 

below the atmospheric level, were also measured on the warm side of the PF zone (east of 203 

73.5°E), whereas within the PF meander (71°E-73.5°E) the mean 'fCO2 was around -30 204 
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µatm. The region over the Plateau south of Kerguelen Island, that acted as a source of CO2 in 205 

October, also turned into a relatively large sink in November, with 'fCO2 values ranging 206 

from -80 µatm to -30 µatm (Figs. 2a and 3a).  207 

 208 

In order to identify the mechanisms responsible for the evolution of surface fCO2 observed at 209 

the onset of the phytoplankton bloom, we analyzed in more details the underway surface 210 

measurements of fCO2 and other relevant parameters collected in different regions of the 211 

bloom. Below, we first present observations collected offshore (bathymetry >1000m) 212 

downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau, a region referred to as the Plume, and which includes 213 

the cold waters within the PF meander (71°E-73.5°E, hereafter the Middle zone), as well as 214 

the warmer waters found in the PF zone (north of 47.4°S and east of 73.5°E). Next we present 215 

observations collected over the Plateau (iron source) south of the PF (>49°5.S). We conclude 216 

the section by discussing the mean air-sea CO2 fluxes calculated in the different regions in 217 

October and November. 218 

 219 

3.2. Evolution of surface fCO2 in the Plume 220 

The survey downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau started on the 21st of October, when 221 

chlorophyll-a concentrations were still low and surface fCO2 was close to equilibrium with 222 

atmospheric CO2 (Figs. 1a and 2a, Table 1). Surface and water column measurements were 223 

collected along the north-south transect at ~72°E, starting over the Plateau (station A3), 224 

covering the western part of the Plume (north of 49.5°S), and crossing the Polar Front at his 225 

northernmost position (47.4°S, Fig. 2). Surface fCO2 measurements obtained in the Plume 226 

show fluctuations around the equilibrium value with a maximum amplitude of 45 µatm (Fig. 227 

3a). Because of low chlorophyll-a concentrations, surface fCO2 is expected to vary with 228 

temperature and mixing. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the high surface fCO2 (small outgassing) 229 

observed between 48°S and 49°S is related to high SST. However, less than half of the spatial 230 

variability in surface fCO2 can be explained by the effect of temperature alone (~15 µatm/°C 231 

according to Takahashi et al., 1993). Consequently, more than half of the observed variability 232 

is due to the higher TCO2 concentrations measured in the area of CO2 outgassing compared to 233 

the surrounding surface waters, which must be explained by lateral and/or vertical mixing. 234 

The rapid variations in SST observed within the PF meander reflect the re-circulation of 235 

southern (cold) and northern (warm) surface waters (Park et al., 2014). However, since the 236 

contribution of northern waters is expected to reduce surface TCO2 concentrations in the 237 
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Plume compared to the cold southern waters, we conclude that lateral advection has a minor 238 

impact on surface fCO2 (due to the opposite effects of temperature and TCO2). Instead, our 239 

observations point to vertical mixing as the main driver for the observed spatial variations in 240 

surface fCO2. Indeed, the CO2 outgassing observed between 48°S and 49°S is related to 241 

relatively deep layers (80-110m), while the small uptake of CO2 observed in the colder waters 242 

around 49°S (Fig. 3) can be attributed to the combined effect of reduced mixing (60-70m) and 243 

low but significant chlorophyll-a concentrations (Table 1). 244 

 245 

The passage of the PF was marked by a rapid change in surface temperature from ~2.5°C to 246 

3.9°C between 47.5°S and 47.4°S (Figs. 2 and 3). This resulted in a rapid increase in surface 247 

fCO2 from near-equilibrium values south of the PF (387±7 µatm) to a small source of CO2 248 

north of the PF (406±12 µatm), which can be explained by the temperature effect alone (+22 249 

µatm). In the warm waters of the PF zone, we recorded the maximum fCO2 value of 430 µatm 250 

at 47.3°S, followed by a sudden decrease down to near-equilibrium, and a second fCO2 251 

maximum at 46.8°S (Fig. 3a). Such rapid changes in surface fCO2 reflected the impact of 252 

eddies associated with the frontal structure (Park et al., 2014).  253 

 254 

The second visit of the Middle zone occurred 10 days later (Oct., 31 to Nov., 2) when both 255 

surface and water column measurements were collected along the east-west transect along 256 

~48.5°S. At that time the whole region had turned into a small sink for atmospheric CO2 of 257 

the order of 10 to 20 µatm (Fig. 4a). This decrease in fCO2 resulted from the opposite effects 258 

of surface warming by ~0.7°C (+11 µatm) and a decrease in TCO2 concentrations by ~10 259 

µmol/kg (Table 1). The latter could partly be due to a small increase in chlorophyll-a 260 

concentration observed over the 10-days period. Both the changes in TCO2 and chlorophyll-a 261 

concentrations are likely related to the reduction in vertical mixing revealed by reduced mixed 262 

layer depths (40-90m) and a decrease in surface salinity (Table 1). We observed a larger CO2 263 

sink in the western (cold) part of the Plume (~20 µatm) compared to its eastern (warm) part 264 

(~10 µatm), which is explained by both temperature and TCO2 concentrations. The low 265 

surface fCO2 and TCO2 measured in cold waters were associated with high surface salinity 266 

and low Si(OH)4 concentrations, which could reflect an increased biological activity in the 267 

waters of southern origin (consistent with observations over the Plateau, see Sect. 3.3). 268 

 269 
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In the warm waters of the PF zone, the mixed layer was already relatively shallow at the end 270 

of October (<80m, Table 2). Ten days later it was less than 40m deep east of 73.5°E, and a 271 

large area of intense biological uptake of CO2 was observed, with surface fCO2 values as low 272 

as 290 µatm (Fig. 4a) and chlorophyll-a concentrations between 2 and 6 µg/l (Table 1). The 273 

reason for the early onset of an intense bloom in this area is not yet fully understood. One 274 

mechanism likely involved is the fast delivery of iron from the Plateau north of Kerguelen 275 

Island thanks to the strong jets associated with the frontal structure in this region (e.g., 276 

Lourantou and Metzl, 2011 ; Park et al., 2014), since we can expect that the amount of iron 277 

lost during the transit (due to biological and physical processes) is reduced. In the Middle 278 

region, the first important drawdown of fCO2 (down to 350 µatm) was observed on the 3rd of 279 

November over a small area (72.8°E-73°E). Two days later, we measured a very similar CO2 280 

sink at the same latitude, but covering a larger area (72.9°E-73.4°E). This area was 281 

characterized by warmer SST (~3.5°C) than the surrounding waters (~3.0°C, Fig. 4), which 282 

may reflect reduced vertical mixing and/or the incursion of warm waters from the PF zone.  283 

 284 

By the 8th of November most of the area investigated downstream of the Plateau acted as a 285 

moderate to large sink for atmospheric CO2. In the Middle zone, the mean CO2 sink was of 286 

the order of 30 µatm, and was associated with a doubling in chlorophyll-a concentrations 287 

since the last visit three days before (Table 1). The effect of enhanced photosynthesis on 288 

surface fCO2 was partly compensated by a warming by ~0.3°C on the eastern part of the 289 

Middle zone (72.5°E-73.6°E). The concomitance of surface warming and increased biological 290 

uptake of CO2 is attributed to reduced vertical mixing (<80m). In the eastern part of the 291 

Plume, surface fCO2 remained low until the end of the survey, whereas large and rapid spatial 292 

variations were observed in surface fCO2 measured in the western part (71°E-72.5°E, Fig. 4a). 293 

In the region between 72°E and 72.3°E, where temperature remained relatively low all 294 

through November (around 3°C), we observed an increase in surface fCO2 to near-295 

equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 on the 10th of November, followed by the re-establishment 296 

of the CO2 sink, and a second increase to near-equilibrium four days later. Similar changes in 297 

surface fCO2 were observed west of 72°E, but the driving mechanisms were somewhat 298 

different. Indeed, the increase to near-equilibrium observed on the 18th of November was due 299 

to the combined effect of surface warming by ~0.5°C (delayed by ~10 days compared to the 300 

eastern part of the Plume) and reduced chlorophyll-a concentrations (Table 1).  301 

 302 
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Low fCO2 values (down to 320 µatm) were measured at the end of November where the PF 303 

reaches its northernmost position. These extreme values, however, were very localized. The 304 

mean fCO2 in the PF zone at the end of November was 360 µatm, with maximum values of 305 

380 µatm. 306 

 307 

3.3. Evolution of surface CO2 over the Kerguelen Plateau 308 

The southern part of the bloom, observed to the south-east of Kerguelen Island, where the 309 

Plateau deepens to 500-1000m, was investigated in details during the first KEOPS cruise in 310 

January-February 2005. These previous measurements, obtained during the declining phase of 311 

the bloom, showed a core of maximum chlorophyll-a concentrations (>1 µg/l) between 50°S 312 

and 51°S at ~72°E (station A3), associated with minimum surface fCO2 values (58±11 µatm 313 

lower than in the surrounding HNLC waters, Blain et al., 2007). This area was revisited three 314 

times during the KEOPS2 survey (Table 1, Fig. 3).  315 

 316 

In October, we measured high surface fCO2 in the Plateau region (50°S-51°S, 70°E-72°E), 317 

about 25 µatm above atmospheric CO2, whereas in HNLC waters upstream of the Plateau, 318 

surface fCO2 was near-equilibrium (Fig. 2a, Table 1). The CO2 outgassing observed over the 319 

Plateau is clearly related to the deep mixing observed in this area (MLD >140m, Fig. 2) 320 

compared to HNLC waters upstream (Table 2), leading to higher TCO2 and nutrients 321 

concentrations over the Plateau (Table 1). Surface temperature was slightly lower over the 322 

Plateau than in the waters upstream, and chlorophyll-a concentration was slightly higher. This 323 

suggests that both temperature and primary production partly compensate for mixing with the 324 

CO2-rich subsurface waters.  325 

 326 

The combined effect of vertical mixing, temperature and photosynthesis on surface fCO2 was 327 

also observed between the first visit over the Plateau on the 18th of October and the second 328 

visit on the following day, when the mean surface fCO2 was reduced by 13 µatm and surface 329 

waters were cooler by ~0.2°C (Fig. 3, Table 1). Sea surface cooling likely resulted from the 330 

low air temperature, combined with reduced vertical mixing, as suggested by water column 331 

measurements collected on the 20th of October that showed an increase in temperature from 332 

the surface to the base of the mixed layer (by ~0.4°C, Fig. 5). According to Takahashi et al. 333 

(1993), the temperature effect explains about 25% of the sudden decrease in surface fCO2. 334 

The remaining 75% is attributed to enhanced photosynthesis. Indeed, water column 335 
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measurements revealed that TCO2 concentrations were about 15 µmol/kg lower at the surface 336 

than in the Winter Water layer found between 175m and 200m (subsurface temperature 337 

minimum, Fig. 5). This signal supports the idea that the biological pump of CO2 was already 338 

active at the end of October, despite the deep mixed layer. This is further supported by a small 339 

increase in surface chlorophyll-a concentrations observed between the 18th and the 21st of 340 

October (Table 1), which may hide a larger increase in subsurface waters (chlorophyll 341 

maximum). 342 

 343 

Surface measurements were collected three weeks later (Nov., 8-9) in the northern part of the 344 

Plateau region (49.5°S-50°S, Fig. 3, Table 1). SST was higher than during the first visit 345 

(+0.5°C) due to warming in the atmosphere, and SSS was slightly lower, both suggesting 346 

reduced vertical mixing. Surface fCO2 decreased by ~90 µatm over the 3-weeks period, in 347 

response to an increase in chlorophyll-a concentrations by a factor 10 (>2 µg/l) and possibly 348 

reduced mixing with subsurface waters. This resulted in a strong CO2 sink (~60 µatm) and 349 

minimum values in surface TCO2 and nutrients. At this time, when the bloom was growing, 350 

surface chlorophyll-a concentrations were twice as large over the Plateau than in the Plume 351 

offshore, and the CO2 sink was twice as strong. 352 

 353 

One week later (Nov., 15-17), the last visit over the Plateau revealed an increase in surface 354 

fCO2 by ~25 µatm and reduced spatial variability (Fig. 3a), associated with sea surface 355 

cooling and mixed layers as deep as during the first occupation in October (~150m, Table 2). 356 

The salinity profile was also very similar, while temperature increased by ~0.5°C in the mixed 357 

layer due to warming in the atmosphere (Fig. 5). The concentration in chlorophyll-a was quite 358 

homogeneous in the mixed layer, reflecting an effective mixing at the time of observation. 359 

This is supported by strong winds measured on the 15th of November (15-20 m/s), and a rapid 360 

slow down on the following day (~10 m/s). Our observations suggest that this short event of 361 

strong winds induced an increase in surface fCO2 of the order of 30 µatm, followed by a 362 

decrease of about 10 µatm when winds are reduced (although SST increased by ~0.2°C). 363 

Despite this deep mixing event, the Plateau region acted as a substantial sink for atmospheric 364 

CO2, relatively steady at the end of the survey (39±6 µatm), whereas in the Plume 365 

downstream of the Plateau, we observed large and rapid spatial and temporal variations in 366 

surface fCO2 resulting in a moderate CO2 sink at the end of the survey (26±10 µatm).  367 

 368 
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3.4. Mean air-sea CO2 fluxes  in  and  out  of  Kerguelen’s  bloom   369 

Air-sea CO2 fluxes were generally small in October (Table 2). The largest flux was an 370 

outgassing of CO2 observed over the Plateau south of Kerguelen Island, which we attributed 371 

to deep mixing (140-180m). Based on our observations, we can expect substantial variations 372 

in air-sea CO2 fluxes in this region due to rapid changes in winds and the subsequent 373 

stratification/destratification of the upper ocean. In the HNLC region upstream of the Plateau, 374 

we calculated a mean CO2 flux close to zero, associated with shallower mixed layer (80-375 

150m). In the Middle zone, where the mixed layer was even shallower (60-110m), the mean 376 

CO2 flux was also close to zero before the onset of the bloom. This resulted from the 377 

combined effects of lateral and vertical mixing on SST and TCO2 leading to a small 378 

outgassing of CO2 in the warm waters, and low but significant biological activity that induced 379 

a small CO2 sink in the cold waters of southern origin. In the PF zone, north of the plume, we 380 

estimated a small outgassing of CO2 at the end of October, mainly explained by the 381 

temperature effect (warm waters). In shallow waters (<500m), our observations indicate a 382 

mean air-sea CO2 flux close to zero in October, mostly due to small 'fCO2 values and the 383 

combination of CO2 source (salty waters) and CO2 sink areas. In the few places where we 384 

measured low fCO2, notably inside the Morbihan Gulf (SSS< 33.5, Figure 2), the uptake of 385 

CO2 was of the order of 30 mmolC/m2/day for observed winds around 15 m/s. 386 

 387 

In November, the fertilized region over and downstream of the Plateau was globally a large 388 

sink for atmospheric CO2, as can be expected from chlorophyll-a concentrations (Fig. 1). The 389 

largest uptake of atmospheric CO2 was observed in the PF zone (~20 mmolC/m2/day) and was 390 

associated with maximum chlorophyll-a concentrations (Table 1). The mean CO2 uptake 391 

estimated over the Plateau was twice as low than in the PF zone, but slighlty larger than in the 392 

Middle zone (Table 2). However, the mean fCO2 drawdown observed from October to 393 

November was three times larger over the Plateau (60 µatm) than in the Middle zone (20 394 

µatm). We do not have observation in the PF zone east of 73.5°E before the onset of the 395 

bloom, but we can expect that surface fCO2 was close to equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 396 

(similarly as what we observed in the PF zone north-east of Kerguelen Island and in the 397 

eastern part of the Middle zone). This would give a mean fCO2 drawdown around 80 µatm, 398 

i.e., four times larger than in the Middle zone.  399 

 400 
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In shallow waters (bathymetry <500m), air-sea CO2 fluxes were highly variable in November 401 

due to the large variability in surface fCO2. In coastal waters, the mean CO2 uptake was as 402 

large as in the PF zone (~20 mmolC/m2/day). 403 

 404 

4. Discussion 405 

Observations collected during the KEOPS2/OISO20 cruise have revealed differences in the 406 

mechanisms that control air-sea CO2 fluxes  in  different  regions  of  Kerguelen’s  phytoplankton  407 

bloom. Over the southern Plateau, south of the PF, we observed rapid changes in surface fCO2 408 

due to changes in vertical mixing, both at the end of winter and during the productive season 409 

when strong winds events destratified the water column. Spatial variability, on the contrary, 410 

was reduced over the Plateau compared to the Middle zone. Due to the PF meander, the 411 

Middle zone could be seen as an incursion northward of cold waters enriched with TCO2 and 412 

nutrients. The analysis of CTD, drifter and satellite data indeed suggests that cold waters are 413 

advected from the Plateau south of Kerguelen Island to the western (cold) part of the Middle 414 

region following the path of the PF (Park et al., 2014). North-East of Kerguelen Island, the PF 415 

meets the strong jets associated with the Subantarctic Front and turns eastward then 416 

southward. This allows mixing between warm waters enriched with iron (from their passage 417 

over the Plateau north of Kerguelen) and cold southern waters transported northward along 418 

the PF. The analysis of satellite data showed that the cold waters then get trapped in the 419 

cyclonic eddy observed around 72°E between 48°S and 48.5°S. This structure is characterized 420 

by a minimum in chlorophyll-a concentration within the bloom (Fig. 1b) and relatively low 421 

iron concentrations (Quéroué et al., 2014). The latter can be explained by the two circulation 422 

characteristics mentioned above: firstly the Middle region receive an inflow of HNLC waters 423 

from the passage in between the Kerguelen and Heard plateaus, and therefore not enriched by 424 

the iron sources located on shallow regions; secondly, part of the iron rich waters coming 425 

from the Plateau stagnates in the Middle zone for long times (~30 days or longer) so that their 426 

originally high iron content is depleted by biotic and abiotic scavenging mechanisms. On the 427 

contrary, the rapid transport of the waters from the Plateau North of Kerguelen, along the PF, 428 

allows for a larger input of iron in the northern and eastern parts of the Plume. This 429 

circulation pattern resulted in large spatial gradients in the Plume for most surface properties, 430 

including temperature and chlorophyll-a, hence fCO2. 431 

 432 
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Due to light limitation, primary production was generally low in October despite the 433 

availability of nutrients, including iron over and downstream of the Plateau (Quéroué et al., 434 

2014). Consequently, surface fCO2 was mainly controlled by temperature and mixing. Figure 435 

6a shows the relationship between surface fCO2 and temperature. In October we observed 436 

similar surface fCO2 values in the cold waters over the Plateau and in the warmest waters 437 

found in the PF zone to the north. Given the mean temperature difference, one could expect 438 

surface fCO2 to be 30 µatm lower over the Plateau. This highlights the important contribution 439 

of vertical mixing in the control of winter air-sea CO2 fluxes. During the transport of cold 440 

waters from the Plateau to the Middle zone, surface fCO2 is reduced because of reduced 441 

vertical mixing and low primary production. Surface fCO2 is also slightly reduced when the 442 

warm waters of the PF zone are injected in the Middle zone (cooling effect). It follows that 443 

surface fCO2 was lower in the Middle zone than over the Plateau or in the PF zone, which 444 

illustrates the important role of re-circulation within the PF meander to generate a small 445 

uptake of atmospheric CO2 at the end of winter. 446 

 447 

Our observations suggest that the start of the CO2 sink largely depends on vertical mixing due 448 

to both light limitation and mixing with subsurface waters The stratification of the water 449 

column occurred between the end of October and the beginning of November. Over the 450 

Plateau, this first resulted in sea surface cooling (due to low air temperature) and a decrease in 451 

surface fCO2 by ~13 µatm due to the combined effects of cooling, reduced vertical mixing 452 

and photosynthesis. In the cold waters of the Middle zone, stratification was associated with 453 

sea surface warming, whose effect on surface fCO2 (+10 µatm) played against the impact of 454 

reduced vertical mixing and photosynthesis, resulting in a small decrease in surface fCO2 (by 455 

~10 µatm), whereas in the warm waters of the Middle zone, SST did not change much, and 456 

surface fCO2 was thus reduced by ~20 µatm.  457 

 458 

As soon as the mixed layer was reduced, we observed a significant increase in chlorophyll-a 459 

concentrations over and downstream of the Plateau. The biological control on air-sea CO2 460 

fluxes can be appreciated through the relationship observed between surface fCO2 and 461 

chlorophyll-a concentrations, showing a good anti-correlation (both spatially and temporally) 462 

as soon as the bloom started to grow (Fig. 6b). We found differences in the magnitude of the 463 

CO2 uptake in different regions of the bloom, which we attributed to biological activity and 464 

the availability of iron (small temperature effect). In the Middle zone (steady CO2 sink of the 465 
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order of -15 µatm at the end of winter), the onset of the bloom resulted in a mean fCO2 466 

drawdown of ~30 µatm in the eastern (warm) part and ~20 µatm in the western (cold) part. 467 

The latter was characterized by lower iron and chlorophyll-a concentrations (hence higher 468 

surface fCO2) and rapid spatial and temporal variations in most surface properties due to 469 

movements of the cyclonic eddy observed around 72°E. The strongest CO2 sink was observed 470 

in the PF zone east of Kerguelen Plateau, where the early stratification of the water colum 471 

(probably at the end of October) led to an early and strong bloom. Assuming that surface 472 

fCO2 was near equilibrium before the onset of the bloom, we estimated a mean fCO2 473 

drawdown of 80 µatm for chlorophyll-a concentrations exceeding 2 µg/l (Fig. 6b), and 474 

attributed this large biological signal to the fast delivery of iron from the Plateau north of 475 

Kerguelen (strong jets). Our results thus suggest that once the ocean is stratified, the main 476 

mechanism controlling the magnitude of the CO2 sink in the Plume offshore is lateral 477 

transport (pathway and speed).  478 

 479 

Over the Plateau to the south, we observed a mean fCO2 drawdown around 60 µatm in 480 

response to the onset of the bloom for chlorophyll-a concentrations between 2 and 3 µg/l (Fig. 481 

6b). Correcting for the increase in temperature that occurred after the stratification of the 482 

water column gives a mean biological signal around 70 µatm. This number, obtained above 483 

the iron source, is fairly close to the biological signal estimated in the PF zone east of 484 

Kerguelen, two regions where iron was largely available at the beginning of the growing 485 

season (Quéroué et al., 2014). However, observations obtained at the end of the survey 486 

showed that the magnitude of the CO2 sink over the Plateau can be substantially reduced (by 487 

~25 µatm) when the mixed layer deepens due to increased surface TCO2 concentrations 488 

(slightly counterbalanced by sea surface cooling). It is not clear whether reduced 489 

photosynthesis (light limitation) also contributed to enhance surface TCO2 because 490 

chlorophyll-a concentration remained high (Fig. 6b). These results suggest that changes in 491 

winds and the following stratification/destratification of the upper ocean is another important 492 

factor (in addition to iron availability) in the control of air-sea CO2 fluxes over the Plateau 493 

(south of the PF).  494 

 495 

As discussed before, the onset of the CO2 sink  associated  with  Kerguelen’s  blooms  seems to 496 

depend essentially on vertical mixing. The rapid fCO2 drawdown observed early in November 497 

(as soon as surface waters became isolated from the deep ocean) was clearly related to a 498 
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decrease in surface TCO2 and nutrients concentrations due to both biological consumption in 499 

the upper layer and limited exchanges with the underlying deep reservoir. For this reason, we 500 

observed good relationships between surface fCO2 and the concentrations of major nutrients 501 

(Figure 6c,d, Table 1). The largest reduction in surface nutrients was observed in the warm 502 

waters of the PF zone and over the Plateau to the south, where the biological uptake of CO2 503 

was the largest. At the end of the survey, nitrate concentrations were still relatively high in all 504 

the regions investigated here (20-25 µmol/kg), whereas silicic acid (Si(OH)4) concentrations 505 

were of the order of 10 µmol/kg, with the exception of the Plateau region where the 506 

deepening of the mixed layer refilled surface waters with nutrients (Table 1). In the course of 507 

the growing season, it is thus likely that Si(OH)4 becomes rapidly depleted in the warm waters 508 

of the Plume, whereas Si(OH)4 limitation is probably delayed in the cold waters over the 509 

Plateau thanks to higher winter concentrations and deep mixing events during summer. This 510 

hypothesis was supported by underway measurements collected three months later along the 511 

same east-west transect revisited during the next OISO cruise, and again one year later during 512 

the OISO22 cruise (Feb. 2013). These re-occupations conducted later in the productive season 513 

showed a large reduction in chlorophyll-a concentrations in the Plume offshore, which we 514 

attribute to the reduction in Si(OH)4 concentrations. Indeed, maximum chlorophyll-a 515 

concentrations (~1 µg/l) were observed in the cold waters transported northward along the PF 516 

(~71°E) where Si(OH)4 concentrations were the highest (~7 µmol/kg), whereas in the Plume 517 

to the east (71.6°E-83°E) chlorophyll-a and Si(OH)4 concentrations did not exceed 0.2 µg/l 518 

and 2 µmol/kg respectively. 519 

 520 

Our results show that the magnitude of the CO2 sink at the start of the productive season 521 

mostly depends on iron availability. Because the Plateau is a source of iron, we estimated that 522 

the biological drawdown of CO2 was three times larger there than in the Middle (re-523 

circulation) zone. As nutrients are consumed during the growing season, we propose that 524 

Si(OH)4 eventually becomes depleted, thus replacing iron as limiting factor in regions where 525 

the upper ocean remains isolated from the underlying deep waters. Based on our observations, 526 

and assuming a delayed Si(OH)4 depletion in cold waters, one might expect that the uptake of 527 

CO2 integrated over the whole productive season would be larger over the southern Plateau 528 

than in the Plume advected east of Kerguelen. In order to investigate this issue, we used the 529 

SOCAT database to draw the seasonal evolution of air-sea CO2 fluxes in the different regions 530 

of the bloom (Fig. 7). Surprisingly, the CO2 uptake integrated from October to March was 531 
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similar over the Plateau and in the Middle zone (~1 molC/m2, Table 3), despite the large 532 

difference in the biological signal observed at the start of the productive season. The CO2 sink 533 

generally starts earlier in the Plume offshore (in October) than over the Plateau to the south 534 

(early in November, with only a few exception, for example in 2005 when a small CO2 sink 535 

was observed in October over the Plateau). The strongest CO2 uptake in the whole dataset is 536 

found in the PF zone at the onset of the bloom. However, observations obtained later in the 537 

season suggest that the CO2 sink is rapidly reduced by half, likely due to iron and/or Si(OH)4 538 

depletion. In the Middle zone and over the Plateau to the south, the decline of the CO2 sink is 539 

delayed by one or two months, likely due to the delayed nutrients depletion that can be 540 

explained by a lower biological consumption in the Middle zone and the refill of surface 541 

waters during deep mixing events over the Plateau. The data collected during the declining 542 

phase of the bloom (from January to March) show a faster decrease in the CO2 uptake over 543 

the Plateau than in the Middle zone, which can be explained by vertical mixing, similarly as 544 

for the onset of the CO2 sink in October/November. 545 

 546 

In contrast to the bloom region, air-sea CO2 fluxes show no clear seasonal cycle in HNLC 547 

waters (Fig. 7). The mean flux calculated in January agrees well with the value of -1.1 548 

mmolC/m2/day estimated by Metzl et al. (2006) based on data collected upstream of the 549 

Kerguelen Plateau (~65°E, 50°S-58°S). In August, they reported a small CO2 outgasing in this 550 

region (+2.5 mmolC/m2/day), whereas we estimated a small CO2 sink. Consequently, their 551 

estimate of the annual CO2 uptake (0.5 mmolC/m2) is lower than ours (0.8 mmolC/m2). 552 

 553 

5. Conclusions 554 

The KEOPS2/OISO20 cruise allowed to monitor the establishment of the CO2 sink associated 555 

with Kerguelen phytoplankton bloom, and to investigate the mechanisms that control air-sea 556 

CO2 fluxes at the start of the productive season. Observations obtained in October support the 557 

idea that winter deep mixing plays a key role in limiting the uptake of atmospheric CO2 in the 558 

Southern Ocean, both because of light limitation and mixing with the CO2-rich subsurface 559 

waters. We found that the temperature effect on fCO2 is generally small south of the PF, while 560 

in the PF zone, reduced mixing at the end of winter is associated with sea surface warming 561 

that would maintain high surface fCO2 if primary production did not increase. Stratification of 562 

the upper ocean marks the start of the growing season and is rapidly followed by the 563 
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establishment of a strong CO2 sink over and dowstream the Kerguelen Plateau. Our results 564 

show that the magnitude of the CO2 sink at the start of the productive season is closely related 565 

to chlorophyll-a concentration and iron availability. In the Plume, iron availability strongly 566 

depends on lateral advection that transports iron from the remote sources: either from north of 567 

the island to the eastern part of the Plume (fast delivery due to the strong jets), or from the 568 

south to the western part of the Plume (mixing with HNLC waters, re-circulation). Lateral 569 

transport is thus identifed as the main mechanism explaining the moderate uptake of 570 

atmospheric CO2 observed in the Plume in November. Over the Plateau (iron source), we 571 

observed a larger and spatially more homogeneous CO2 sink. Nevertheless, we also observed 572 

an episode of deep mixing (~150m) over the Plateau after the onset of the bloom, which 573 

resulted in a substantial reduction in the uptake of atmospheric CO2 due to increased surface 574 

TCO2 concentrations. Such episodic destratification of the water column could explain why 575 

the uptake of CO2 integrated over the productive season was similar over the Plateau and in 576 

the Plume offshore, despite the delayed depletion in Si(OH)4 and iron over the Plateau. Using 577 

all available information, we estimated an uptake of CO2 between 1 and 1.5 molC/m2 in the 578 

bloom area when integrated over the productive season (October to March), which is between 579 

2.5 and 4 times larger than value estimated in HNLC waters. Extrapolating our results to the 580 

whole Permanent Open Ocean Zone between  50°S and 60°S (~ 9.106 km2, Metzl et al., 2006) 581 

suggests that if this region was fertilized with iron in the same manner as what we observed 582 

around Kerguelen, the annual uptake of atmospheric CO2 would increase by less than 0.1 Pg 583 

of carbon. We thus conclude that although iron fertilization in the Southern Ocean rapidly 584 

activates the biological uptake of CO2, its impact on the global carbon budget is very likely 585 

negligible compared to the 10 Pg of anthropogenic carbon released every year to the 586 

atmosphere (Le Quéré et al., 2014). 587 
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Tables 672 

Table 1 : Mean and standard deviation of surface measurements in October-November 2011. 673 
 Lon. (°E) Lat. (°S) fCO2 SST SSS Chla TCO2 Alk Nitrate Si(OH)4 
 range range µatm °C  µg/l µmol/kg µmol/kg µmol/kg µmol/kg 

Upstream (HNLC)           
Oct., 17-18 64.1-69.9 49.8-50.7 393±7 2.2±0.3 33.72±0.10 0.1±0.1 2137±4 2287±7 26.6±0.7 12.8±2.3 
Oct., 25-27 66.5-68.6 50.1-50.4 380±11 2.2±0.1 33.74±0.01 0.2±0.0 2139±3 2279±6 25.3±0.5 13.0±0.9 
Plateau (500-1000m)           
Oct., 18 69.9-72.1 50.0-50.7 412±6 2.1±0.2 33.85±0.01 0.2±0.1 2147±8 2284±2 29.0±0.2 22.6±0.4 
Oct., 19-21 71.0-72.2 50.0-50.6 399±5 1.9±0.2 33.86±0.01 0.3±0.1 2156±7 2294±7 27.8±0.6 22.7±0.4 
Nov., 8-9 71.6-72.2 49.7-49.9 322±7 2.5±0.1 33.84±0.01 2.4(a) 2121(a) 2289(a) 22.5±0.2 9.7±0.3 
Nov., 15-17 71.8-72.2 49.6-50.7 349±6 2.3±0.1 33.87±0.01 2.3±0.7 2137±2 2295±5 24.9±0.8 15.3±2.4 
Middle zone           
Oct., 21-22 72.0-72.3 48.1-49.9 387±7 2.4±0.3 33.82±0.02 0.3±0.1 2145±6 2288±8 26.1±0.8 16.6±1.0 
Oct, 31-Nov, 2 71.4-73.5 48.5-48.7 371±7 3.1±0.2 33.81±0.01 0.4±0.1 2136±7 2282±2 25.5±0.8 14.6±0.7 
Nov., 3-5 71.8-73.7 48.6-48.7 372±8 3.0±0.1 33.80±0.01 0.5±0.2 2134±1 2289±2 25.1±0.1 14.5±0.3 
Nov., 8 72.3-73.7 48.7-49.6 347±8 3.3±0.2 33.78±0.01 1.3(a) 2127(a) 2298(a) 23.4(a) 11.8(a) 
Nov., 10-14 71.4-72.6 48.7-49.0 357±10 3.0±0.3 33.82±0.03 1.4±0.5 2136±9 2294±5 24.5±0.5 12.4±3.5 
Nov., 18-20 71.4-72.9 48.4-48.9 362±10 3.4±0.1 33.79±0.01 1.0±0.5 2130±6 2288±4 23.0±0.4 8.9±0.4 
PF zone           
Oct., 23 71.5-71.7 46.8-47.4 406±12 4.0±0.2 33.66±0.02 0.5(b) 2123(a) 2271(a) 23.2(a) 7.3(a) 
Nov., 2-3 73.6-75.0 48.5-48.5 319±23 4.2±0.2 33.73±0.01 2.4±0.5 2091±7 2277±3 18.4±0.1 5.9±0.2 
Nov., 5-8 73.8-74.9 48.5-48.6 309±11 4.2±0.2 33.71±0.01 3.9±1.5 2100±11 2288±9 19.4±0.4 8.6±1.3 
Nov., 21 69.4-69.6 46.8-47.2 363±19 4.6±0.1 33.66±0.00 0.4(a) 2121(a) 2283(a) 22.9(a) 11.1(a) 
Shallow Plateau (<500m)           
Oct., 18-19(c) 70.2-71.1 49.5-50.0 401±27 2.4±0.3 33.75±0.17 0.1(a) 2143(a) 2303(a) 27.6(a) 18.9(a) 
Oct., 23 71.7-71.9 47.3-47.8 393±15 2.9±0.7 33.77±0.09 0.6(b) 2140±10 2278±9 25.8±0.5 16.4±2.1 
Oct., 23-25 68.6-71.7 47.2-50.1 389±7 2.4±0.6 33.77±0.06 0.5±0.4 2140±6 2291±9 25.8±0.5 16.6±2.2 
Oct., 31 66.6-71.1 48.8-50.2 388±8 2.9±0.4 33.75±0.10 0.3±0.1 2147±4 2285±5 24.5±1.4 14.4±3.4 
Nov., 9(c) 70.6-71.5 48.9-49.6 346±32 3.1±0.4 33.70±0.11 1.3±0.6 2129±7 2297±7 24.3±2.4 16.7±4.6 
Nov., 20-21(c) 69.6-71.3 47.3-49.5 360±32 3.5±0.5 33.66±0.09 1.2(a) 2134±5 2286±7 19.7(a) 8.9(a) 
(a)only one measurement available; (b)calibrated fluorescence; (c)includes coastal waters 674 

675 
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Table 2: Mean 'fCO2 (sea – air), wind speed, air-sea CO2 fluxes and range of the mixed layer 676 

depth (MLD) observed in October and November 2011 around Kerguelen.  677 
 Month 'fCO2  Wind speed CO2 flux (mmol/m2/d) MLD range 
  (µatm) (m/s) obs.wind(a) clim.wind(a) (m) 

Upstream (HNLC) Oct. -3±12 7±4 -0.3 -0.8 80-150 
Plateau (500-1000m) Oct. 17±9 14±3 +7.2 +4.8 140-180 
Plateau (500-1000m) Nov. -44±13 10±4 -9.5 -12.4 40-170 
Middle zone Oct. -7±11 11±4 -1.8 -2.1 60-110 
Middle zone Nov. -27±11 13±4 -9.6 -7.4 20-90 
PF zone (~47°S) Oct. 18±12 4±1 +0.7 +4.9 40-80 
PF zone (>73.5°E) Nov. -77±23 11±5 -17.9 -21.2 20-40 
Shallow Plateau (<500m) Oct. 4±15 9±5 +0.7 +1.0 20-40 
Shallow Plateau (<500m) Nov. -33±33 17±3 -19.3 -9.2 25 
(a)CO2 fluxes are calculated using either observed winds or the climatological value of 11.5 m/s. 678 

679 
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Table 3: Climatological wind speed and air-sea CO2 fluxes 680 
 Winds (m/s) Air-sea CO2 fluxes  (monthly means in mmolC/m2/day ) 
  HNLC (0-160°E) Plateau Middle zone PF zone 
August 12.5±1.1  -0.7±3.0 6.3±2.6 N.D.(a) 2.8±3.2 
September 12.1±0.5 -2.1±2.1 5.4±3.1 3.1±1.0 4.4±2.4 
October 11.5±0.7 -2.2±2.5 3.5±2.9  -0.3±2.0 -0.3±2.9 
November 10.8±0.8 -2.2±1.2 -9.5±1.5 -7.2±4.5 -18.7±3.6 
December 10.2±0.9 -2.8±2.4 N.D.(a) -10(b) -8±5.7 
January 10.6±0.8 -2.3±2.8 -12±5.4 -8.8±2.1 -7.9±5.6 
February 10.3±0.7 -1.3±2.6 -7.9±5.2 -7.5±3.3 -8.6±5.8 
March 10.6±0.7 -2.1±1.6 3.0±2.9 -2.6±0.7 N.D.(a) 
April 11.2±0.8 -4.1±2.8 N.D.(a) N.D.(a) -8±2.8 
May 11.8±1.0  -4.0±2.3 N.D.(a) N.D.(a) -0.7±1.3 
June 11.3±1.2 -0.8±0.5 N.D.(a) N.D.(a) 1.4±0.9 
July 12.3±0.7 -1.6±1.3 N.D.(a) N.D.(a) -0.9±3 
  Integrated air-sea CO2 fluxes  (mmolC/m2) 
October to March  -394 -1008(c) -1095 -1550(d) 
Annual uptake  -798   -1581(d) 
(a)No Data; (b)calculated from CARIOCA buoy fCO2 data; (c)calculated assuming a mean flux 681 

of -10.7 mmolC/m2/day in December; (d)calculated assuming a mean flux of -8.3 682 

mmolC/m2/day in March. 683 

 684 

685 
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Figure captions 686 

Figure 1: Satellite images of chlorophyll-a (µg/l) for a) October 2011 and b) November 2011 687 

(MODIS, monthly mean). Dotted lines indicates the cruise track (the triangle locates station 688 

A3). The dashed line shows the mean position of the Polar Front (from Park et al., 2014). 689 

 690 

Figure 2: Underway surface measurements of a-b) 'fCO2 (sea-air, in µatm), c-d) temperature 691 

(°C) and e-f) salinity obtained during the winter to summer transition in 2011. Left panels 692 

show observations collected in October and early November (17/10-5/11), while right panels 693 

show observations obtained exclusively in November (5-21/11). Thin dotted lines indicates 694 

the cruise track (the triangle locates station A3). The dashed line shows the mean position of 695 

the Polar Front (from Park et al., 2014). Bathymetry is indicated as shades of grey (every 696 

500m). 697 

 698 

Figure 3: North-South distribution of a) surface fCO2 and b) sea surface temperature 699 

measured in October-November 2011 over and downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau 700 

(66.6°E-75°E). Symbols and color coding are used to indicate the time of observation: blue 701 

colors indicate end-winter conditions; purple symbols show the onset of the bloom; orange 702 

and red symbols are for mid-November. Green squares show measurements collected in 703 

shallow waters (bathymetry <500m) in October and November. The black horizontal line 704 

indicates the mean atmospheric fCO2 value of 388 µatm. The position of station A3 is 705 

indicated (see profiles in Fig. 5).  706 

 707 

Figure 4: East-West distribution of a) surface fCO2 and b) sea surface temperature measured 708 

in October-November 2011 in the Plume offshore (47.8°S-49.5°S, bathymetry >1000m). 709 

Symbols and color coding are used to indicate the time of observation (same coding as for 710 

Fig. 3): blue dots indicate end-winter conditions; purple symbols show the onset of the bloom; 711 

orange and red symbols are for mid-November. The black horizontal line indicates the mean 712 

atmospheric fCO2 value of 388 µatm. 713 

 714 

Figure 5: Vertical profiles of a) potential temperature, b) salinity and c) total CO2 measured at 715 

station A3 during the KEOPS2 survey in 2011 (black) before the onset of the bloom (20/10, 716 

triangles, with a zoom between 0 and 300m) and during the growing season (16/11, squares), 717 
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compared to the mean and standard deviation of measurements collected during the 718 

KEOPS/OISO12 survey in 2005 when the bloom declined (19/01-12/02, gray dots, Jouandet 719 

et al., 2008). 720 

 721 

Figure 6: Relationships observed in October-November 2011 in surface waters between a) 722 

fCO2 and temperature, b) fCO2 and chlorophyll-a, c) fCO2 and nitrate and d) fCO2 and 723 

Si(OH)4. The mean values were calculated over a few days (see Table 1). Color coding 724 

indicates the different regions investigated around Kerguelen: the Middle zone (orange), the 725 

Plateau south of 50°S (light blue), the Polar Front zone (red), the shallow Plateau (<500m, 726 

green) and HNLC waters upstream of the Kerguelen Plateau (dark blue, end of October). 727 

 728 

Figure 7: a) Evolution of the mean air-sea CO2 fluxes estimated in different regions of 729 

Kerguelen’s  bloom  (data  shown  in  panel  b):   the  Middle  zone  (orange),   the  Plateau  south  of  730 

50°S (light blue) and the Polar Front zone (red), and compared to HNLC waters found 731 

upstream and downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau (dark blue, data shown in panel c). The 732 

square symbol in panel a shows the mean value measured in December by the CARIOCA 733 

buoy launched during the KEOPS2 survey (L. Merlivat, pers. com.). Diamonds show the 734 

monthly means obtained from the SOCAT-v2 database (1991-2008) completed with the 735 

recent OISO data (2010-2014, including the KEOPS2 survey). 736 
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Figure 1: Satellite images of chlorophyll-a (µg/l) for a) October 2011 and b) November 2011 

(MODIS, monthly mean). Dotted lines indicates the cruise track (the triangle locates station 

A3). The dashed line shows the mean position of the Polar Front (from Park et al., 2014). 
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Figure 2: Underway surface measurements of a-b) 'fCO2 (sea-air, in µatm), c-d) temperature 

(°C) and e-f) salinity obtained during the winter to summer transition in 2011. Left panels 

show observations collected in October and early November (17/10-5/11), while right panels 

show observations obtained exclusively in November (5-21/11). Thin dotted lines indicates 

the cruise track (the triangle locates station A3). The dashed line shows the mean position of 

the Polar Front (from Park et al., 2014). Bathymetry is indicated as shades of grey (every 

500m). 
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Figure 3: North-South distribution of a) surface fCO2 and b) sea surface temperature 

measured in October-November 2011 over and downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau 

(66.6°E-75°E). Symbols and color coding are used to indicate the time of observation: blue 

colors indicate end-winter conditions; purple symbols show the onset of the bloom; orange 

and red symbols are for mid-November. Green squares show measurements collected in 

shallow waters (bathymetry <500m) in October and November. The black horizontal line 

indicates the mean atmospheric fCO2 value of 388 µatm. The position of station A3 is 

indicated (see profiles in Fig. 5).  
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Figure 4: East-West distribution of a) surface fCO2 and b) sea surface temperature measured 

in October-November 2011 in the Plume offshore (47.8°S-49.5°S, bathymetry >1000m). 

Symbols and color coding are used to indicate the time of observation (same coding as for 

Fig. 3): blue dots indicate end-winter conditions; purple symbols show the onset of the bloom; 

orange and red symbols are for mid-November. The black horizontal line indicates the mean 

atmospheric fCO2 value of 388 µatm. 
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Figure 5: Vertical profiles of a) potential temperature, b) salinity and c) total CO2 measured at 

station A3 during the KEOPS2 survey in 2011 (black) before the onset of the bloom (20/10, 

triangles, with a zoom between 0 and 300m) and during the growing season (16/11, squares), 

compared to the mean and standard deviation of measurements collected during the 

KEOPS/OISO12 survey in 2005 when the bloom declined (19/01-12/02, gray dots, Jouandet 

et al., 2008). 
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Figure 6: Relationships observed in October-November 2011 in surface waters between a) 

fCO2 and temperature, b) fCO2 and chlorophyll-a, c) fCO2 and nitrate and d) fCO2 and 

Si(OH)4. The mean values were calculated over a few days (see Table 1). Color coding 

indicates the different regions investigated around Kerguelen: the Middle zone (orange), the 

Plateau south of 50°S (light blue), the Polar Front zone (red), the shallow Plateau (<500m, 

green) and HNLC waters upstream of the Kerguelen Plateau (dark blue, end of October). 
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Figure 7: a) Evolution of the mean air-sea CO2 fluxes estimated in different regions of 

Kerguelen’s  bloom  (data shown in panel b): the Middle zone (orange), the Plateau south of 

50°S (light blue) and the Polar Front zone (red), and compared to HNLC waters found 

upstream and downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau (dark blue, data shown in panel c). The 

square symbol in panel a shows the mean value measured in December by the CARIOCA 

buoy launched during the KEOPS2 survey (L. Merlivat, pers. com.). Diamonds show the 

monthly means obtained from the SOCAT-v2 database (1991-2008) completed with the 

recent OISO data (2010-2014, including the KEOPS2 survey). 
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